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Introduction 

A new direction in which the culture of peoples 

is being studied as a specific form of human relations, 

that is, linguocultural studies, can be interpreted as a 

rapidly evolving, expressing, and stabilizing field of 

linguistics today.  The analysis of the factors of 

formation of social consciousness has created 

opportunities to study the interrelationships and 

mechanisms of mutual understanding of different 

cultures. This, in its turn, has led to the emergence of 

new research in linguistics based on the study of 

language and cultural relations. Linguistic 

consciousness and cultural values are reflected and 

expressed in the form of mental models of the image 

of the objective world in language. In this way, the 

categories of national perception and understanding of 

the world are formed in the language based on the 

context of cultural traditions. 

 Well-known Uzbek linguist N.M. Makhmudov 

comments on this process as follows: 

“Linguoculturology studies language as a cultural 

phenomenon. It is a unique way of seeing the world 

through the prism of a national language, in which 

language participates as an expression of a particular 

national mentality. Today, linguoculturology has been 

formed and is developing as a separate linguistic 

direction in Russian and other foreign linguistics. This 

direction, the task of which is to recommend and study 

the relationship between language and culture, 

language and ethnos, language and mentality, is just 

beginning the comparative researches in Uzbek 

linguistics. [12: 51]. 

While continuing the theme, we come across the 

descriptions of other scholars who emphasize the 

same idea: “Cognitive linguistics considers linguistic 

thinking and national mentality as a specific means of 

perceiving and understanding existence, specific to a 

particular person, social or ethnic group, and 

belonging to a set of cognitive stereotypes.” [13: 65]. 

Another well-known linguist S.G. Vorkachyev 

argues that today's development of linguistics, or 

anthropocentric paradigm, has given to a human a 

"measure of all things" and directed his worldview to 

a particular center. [8: 21,25]. Linguocognitological 

research is typological in nature and is aimed at 

identifying the general laws of the formation of mental 
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perceptions. The interests of researchers who carry 

investigations in this area are aimed at identifying the 

specific features of the composition of mental units, 

the separation of specific cultural concepts and the 

systematic description of distinguishing features [4: 

170]. 

DISCUSSION: The development of cognitive 

linguistics in connection with both the natural and 

human sciences has been emphasized by foreign and 

Uzbek linguists. According to Sh. Safarov, cognitive 

linguistics is “a product of an interdisciplinary 

communication. It is difficult for such kind of 

communication to take place quickly, easily, without 

conflict. Therefore, the formation of cognitive 

linguistics as an independent field is a complex 

process, and it is inevitable that any field of science 

that has chosen a very complex object of study, such 

as language, will be covered by complex of 

problems”. [15: 5]. 

Linguocultural studies investigate the 

peculiarities of the national conceptosphere in the 

process of transition from culture to consciousness. It 

is worth noting the scientific research of such Russian 

scientists as N.F. Alefirenko, V.I. Karasik, V.V. 

Krasnykh, Y.S. Stepanov, S.G. Ter-Minasova, V.V. 

Maslova and Uzbek scientists Sh. Safarov, N.M. 

Makhmudov, A.M. Mamatov, D.U. Ashurova, U.K. 

Yusupov and others has similar views on the laying of 

concepts supplying the conceptual perception and 

mental information in the bases of knowing the world 

in their studies. As a result of studying the 

conceptosphere on the basis of a lingvocognitive 

approach, its field model is formed, which consists of 

a core and a boundary. [9: 17]. 

Through the linguocultural direction of 

linguistics, the life experiences, perceptions of the 

world, and feelings about knowing the world of a 

particular people are reflected in linguistic units and 

passes down from generation to generation. 

According to this concept, language is interpreted as 

the first form of conceptualizing the universe and 

generalizing human experiences, preserving 

knowledge about the universe, socially important 

historical events in human life. 

The appearance and development of the meaning 

of cultural concept is associated with the publication 

of collections of scientific articles entitled "Cultural 

Concepts", "Logical Analysis of Language". In these 

collections, a linguistic, logical analysis of cultural 

concepts and scientific theories, as well as a detailed 

interpretation of the philosophical problems of vital 

consciousness are described for the first time. 

In the introductory part of his book 

“Vocabularies of Public Life”, sociologist Robert 

Wuthnow writes: "In our age, the analysis of culture 

is probably more at the center of the human sciences 

than at any other time." One of the important features 

of this category of research is that they are 

interdisciplinary in nature. Anthropology, literary 

criticism, political philosophy, the study of religions, 

cultural history and cognitive psychology have rich 

sources and conclusions on this subject, and new ideas 

can be found in them. ” [6: 2]. 

Thus, lingvoculturology is a complex direction 

that studies the process of interaction of culture and 

language, the process of interaction, the functional 

nature, which systematically studies the process based 

on modern methods. 

The term "concept" has been interpreted 

differently by scholars in linguistics, and the 

definition given by V.A. Maslova more accurately 

reflects the essence of this term, that is, the scientist 

said that "the concept has a linguistic and cultural 

specificity, a semantic structure that describes certain 

ethnocultures in one way or another." [11: 50]. 

Differences between cognitive concepts and 

linguocultural concepts are distinguished. For 

linguists working in the field of linguoculturology, the 

concept is a sign of the specificity of a particular 

linguistic culture, and these signs depend on the 

perception and categorization of events in accordance 

with each nation, way of life, living needs, culture. In 

cognitive linguistics, the concept is studied in relation 

to the meaning of language units, and therefore relies 

on language units in the formation of the concept, 

which is considered as a unit of thinking [15: 83]. 

The conceptual center always consists of the 

concept that is considered the most important, because 

the concept serves to study culture, and at the heart of 

culture lies the very principle of values [3: 3797]. The 

cognitive concept, in its turn, is the product of human 

thinking. Linguocultural and cognitive similarities of 

the concepts of "mother" and "stepmother", which are 

the object of study, are observed, the main reason for 

which is their universality. 

 The concept reflects the interdependence and 

cooperation of the sciences of logic, psychology, 

linguistics and philosophy. More precisely, the 

concept is also a multifaceted, integrative, i.e. logical-

linguistic-epistemological term. [2: 49]. A concept is 

a unit of thinking based on a concept, meaning, and 
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image, and is called a generalization of knowledge, or 

a "quantum." It has a high level of semantic 

commonality. 

An analysis of events related to the place of any 

conceptosphere in the linguistic landscape of the 

world has shown that there are three components in 

the structure of a linguocultural concept. That is, 

factual and figurative elements of cultural value. 

Information about a concept, elements of concrete 

facts are stored in memory in verbal form, and 

therefore it can be directly reproduced in speech, 

while the figurative element is nonverbal, it can only 

be expressed through the description. The set of 

concepts forms the conceptosphere. The concept of 

the conceptosphere is multi-layered and includes 

individual, group and national conceptospheres. The 

interaction of different conceptospheres is 

interrelated. 

The term conceptosphere is mainly important for 

comparative researches, because in the analysis in this 

direction the national features of the conceptosphere 

are taken as the main object; while being the main 

object, the conceptospheres are explained differently 

at each language level. In this case, the word, the 

meaning of the word, the concepts of these meanings 

are not explained in isolation, but on the contrary, they 

appear in a certain form in the "layer of thoughts" of 

man. Linguocultural concepts can be classified on a 

variety of bases. Concepts can also be divided into, for 

example, emotional, educational, contextual (textual) 

and other conceptospheres in terms of the different 

topics selected. Concepts that are classified in relation 

to people who speak a particular language form 

individual, microgroup, macrogroup, national, and 

universal conceptospheres. [10: 52]. The national 

conceptosphere of language is related to national 

culture and is associated with historical and religious 

experiences. Individual conceptospheres are studied 

in relation to the family and society. From the above 

considerations, language is not only a tool of 

communication, but it is a mirror of culture, as we see 

every language in national and cultural conceptual 

spheres. 

In our study, we chose the conceptosphere  

“stepmother” as the object of conceptual analysis. It is 

known that in the "linguistic landscape of the world" 

developed a method of depicting the inner image of a 

man. This method of analysis is based on the analysis 

of individual concepts that reflect the spiritual life of 

man ("mind", "emotion", "intelligence", etc.), or other 

semantic and semiotic categories (right-left, top-

bottom, object- subject, etc.) can be formed through 

the analysis. 

A type of a negative “bad” woman is always a 

stepmother who tries to govern all the family. In the 

times of Giambattista Basile (1575-1632) a character 

of a  wicked woman in fairy tales was a jealous wife; 

in the times of Charles Perrault (1628-1703) this cruel 

woman was a mother-in-law; and nowadays this 

“hero” is a stepmother [5: 222]. A negative character 

changes under the influence of time and culture. Apo 

writes that one of the most important characters 

having been investigated widely is a character of 

stepmother [1: 33]. There are no many facts about the 

stepfathers in literary works but the relationships 

between the stepmother and stepchildren were 

problematic situations anyway. Apo gives information 

about the investigations carried by Birgit Herzberg 

Yohensen the main object of which was stepmother. 

Due to this investigation the fairy tales under the 

themes of stepmothers help to make this problem 

more concrete. Such kind of tales warned the women 

who became stepmothers to be not so strict with the 

children of a husband; and the children being left 

without mothers to be calm, they console the 

stepchildren [1: 33].  

The etymology of the word “stepmother” comes 

from Church-Slavyansk: мащеха / maschekha 

(μητρυιά), Russian: мачеха / machikha, Ukrainian: 

ма́чоха, ма́чуха; Bolgarian:  ма́щеха / máchekha; , 

Serbo-Horvatian:  mȁħekha; Slovenian: máčeha; 

Czech: mасесhа; Slovak and Polish: mасосhа. The 

original form is probably “mātri̯esī”. 

The formation of the motive as “stepmother-

stepdaughter” in the fairytale epic, as we see it, is 

associated with the period of disintegration of the 

patriarchal community and the formation of a 

monogamous family. It was then that such concepts 

and social categories of people as "stepmother", 

"stepdaughter", "stepfather" and "stepson" were 

formed, which have left certain family and household 

relations between people to this day. 

The fate of children who lost their parents mainly 

depended on their financial situation and relationship 

with their stepmother or stepfather. (However, there 

are no tales of a bad stepfather). The basis of the 

relationship between the stepmother and stepchildren 

was based on hereditary interests, and family 

relationships and oppression led to the appearance of 

the "stepmother-stepdaughter" motif in artistic 

creation. It is pertinent to cite here the judgment of 

V.P. Anikin that “it has become characteristic of fairy 
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tales that two women clash with different family 

spirits, patrons. Defending the human rights of 

orphans, the fairy tale attracted the imaginary forces 

of tribal mythology to defend the equality of people 

[7: 139]. 

From the very beginning of the narration of the 

fairy tale, the image of an evil stepmother is depicted 

in front of us, who pleases her own daughter in 

everything, and offends her stepdaughter (her 

husband's daughter from a previous marriage) in every 

possible way. Naturally, the stepmother wishes her 

daughter's good and shows love for her on the basis of 

her worldview due to her upbringing and morality. 

Love is manifested in the desire to protect own child 

from unnecessary work, from some other everyday 

worries and troubles. 

In other words, love is expressed in 

overprotectiveness. This is what the tale is condemned 

and ridiculed. In a situation with a daughter, the 

stepmother does not show concern due to the lack of 

love for step daughter. And she shows her anger and 

hatred for this "stepdaughter" in what, according to 

her worldview, is the most humiliating, difficult and 

unpleasant, namely in being forced to work. 

But the paradox is that it is work that turns out to 

be a favorable environment for the development of 

good qualities in a person, and “love” in the form of 

care and protection from everyday obstacles turns out 

to be fatal. 

The plot about the oppression of the stepmother 

towards the stepdaughter is found in the folklore and 

literature of many nations of the world (Korean 

"Khonchi and Phatchi", "Rose and Lotus", 

Vietnamese "Golden Shoe", English "Reed Hat", 

Creole "How the princess was expelled for loving his 

father is more than salt ", the tales of Ch. Perrault 

"Cinderella" and the brothers Grimm "The Wild Girl" 

etc.). 

The stable existence of this plot is explained by 

socio-historical reasons: “a large patriarchal 

communal family, being a transitional form of family 

relations that arose at the stage of destruction of the 

primitive communal order, gave rise to the very 

notions of a stepmother and stepdaughter ... A large 

patriarchal community was torn apart by constant 

family contradictions and hostility: wives and their 

children argued because of the inheritance. 

Particularly difficult was the situation of orphans 

- stepchildren and stepdaughters. The previous clan 

structure did not know such a social category. Now it 

arose: these were people whose material well-being 

largely depended on the attitude of their father's new 

wife towards them. Naturally, the new woman in the 

family strove to establish the position of her children, 

first of all, hating possible applicants for her husband's 

property from other women. 

CONCLUSION. Early on, the stepmother put 

heavy housework on the stepchildren, so that, by 

inheriting something, these family members would 

receive most of what they themselves contributed to 

the family's property through their own labor. Family 

oppression made possible the appearance in fairy tales 

of the theme of the life collision of a stepmother with 

her step-children, most often with a stepdaughter.  

In fiction, the stepmother is often depicted as 

evil. The character of the wicked stepmother features 

strongly in fairy tales; the most famous examples are 

Cinderella, Snow White, and Hansel and Gretel. 

Stepdaughters are her most common victim, followed 

by couples of stepdaughter - stepson, but stepsons are 

also victims, as in The Juniper.  

In most fairy tales, the stepmother has her own 

daughters, and she is very kind to them. Why is this 

especially emphasized in fairy tales? Based on the 

above, it becomes clear that the stepmother is evil to 

her stepdaughter not by herself, but by virtue of her 

second role. The fact is that only the stepdaughter is a 

rival, since she is beautiful and young. Since their own 

daughters in fairy tales are not in positive character, 

mothers have nothing to worry about, they continue to 

be children for her. 

So, in the national linguistic landscape of the 

world, cognitive knowledge in the imagination of the 

individual provides an opportunity to study and 

conceptualize the formation and analysis of concepts 

relevant to a particular society, the national specifics 

of a particular ethnos conceptosphere. 

The national-cultural semantics of language is a 

product of history, which means that the richer the 

history, the richer the content of linguistic units. The 

language reflects the knowledge and experience of 

man about the world in different conditions, the 

natural peculiarities of the people, its social life, 

historical destiny, life experiences. The identification 

and interpretation of linguo-specific concepts that 

reflect and shape the way of thinking of a nation 

remains one of the most pressing issues in linguistics 

today.  
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Introduction 

The mathematical theory of Schrodinger 

operators is used in quantum mechanics, differential 

geometry. Allows for numerous generalizations. It is 

very important for the foundations of quantum 

mechanics, since only self-adjoint operators describe 

quantum mechanical observables. In quantum 

mechanics, the Schrödinger operator is the energy 

operator of a system of n charged particles in a 

coordinate representation. The concept of a wave 

function is a fundamental postulate of quantum 

mechanics; the wave function defines the state of the 

system at each spatial position, and time. Using these 

postulates, Schrödinger's equation can be derived 

from the fact that the time-evolution operator must be 

unitary, and must therefore be generated by the 

exponential of a self-adjoint operator, which is the 

quantum Hamiltonian. This derivation is explained 

below. 

1. Self- adjointness  

Consider an operator H0 defined on D(H0) = 

𝐶0
∞ (R) by the formula  

(1)    H0u = − 𝑢" + V (x)u, 

where  V (x)  є 𝐿𝑙𝑜𝑐
∞ (R)  is  a  real  valued  function.  

Clearly,  H0  is  a  symmetric operator in L2(R). 

Recall that H0 is said to be essentially self-adjoint if 

its closure  𝐻0
∗∗ 

is  a  self-adjoint  operator.  In  this  

case  H0  has  one  and  only  one self-adjoint extension. 

1. Assume that 

(2)     V (x) ≥ −Q(x), 

where Q(x) is a nonnegative continuous even function 

which is nondecreasing for x ≥ 0 and satisfies 

(3)        ∫
𝑑𝑥

√𝑄(2𝑥)

∞

−∞
= ∞ 

Then  H0  is essentially self-adjoint. 

Proof. As we have already seen in previous 

lectures, to prove self-adjointness of 𝐻0
∗∗ it is enough 

to show that 𝐻0
∗∗ 

is a symmetric operator.  Hence, first 

we have to study the domain D(𝐻0
∗) 

http://s-o-i.org/1.1/tas
http://dx.doi.org/10.15863/TAS
http://t-science.org/
http://s-o-i.org/1.1/TAS-07-87-77
https://dx.doi.org/10.15863/TAS.2020.07.87.77
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(i)      If 𝑓є D(𝐻)0
∗ , then 𝑓 ʹ(x)  is absolutely 

continuous and 𝑓"є 𝐿𝑙𝑜𝑐
2 (R). 

Indeed, let g = (𝐻)0
∗ 𝑓.  For every φ є 𝐶0

∞ 

(R) we have 

∫ 𝑓(𝑥) ⃡             𝜑"(𝑥)
∞

−∞

= ∫ (𝑉(𝑥) 
∞

−∞

𝑓(𝑥) ⃡            

− 𝑗(𝑥) ⃡        )𝜑(𝑥)𝑑𝑥 

Denote by F(x) the second primitive function 

of V(x). f (x)-ɡ(x) 

Then the previous identity and integration by 

parts imply 

∫ �⃡�   . 𝜑"𝑑𝑥
∞

−∞

= ∫ �⃡�   .  𝜑"𝑑𝑥
∞

−∞

 

Hence, (𝐹 − 𝑓)" = 0 in the sense of distributions, 

i. e.  F- 𝑓  is a linear function of  x.  This implies 

immediately the required claim. 

Now we have to examine the behavior of 𝑓 є 

D(𝐻0
∗) as x → ∞. 

(ii)     If    𝑓 є D(𝐻0
∗),   then 

(4) ∫
|𝑓ʹ(𝑥)|

2

𝑄(2𝑥)

∞

−∞
𝑑𝑥 < ∞ 

To prove the last claim, consider the integral 

𝐽 =  ∫ (1 −
|𝑥|

𝜔

𝜔

−𝜔

) (𝑓"(𝑥)𝑓(𝑥) ⃡          + 𝑓(𝑥)𝑓"(𝑥) ⃡          ) 

=  ∫ (1 −
|𝑥|

𝜔

𝜔

−𝜔

) (𝑓 ʹ ∙ �⃡�  + 𝑓 ∙  𝑓 ʹ ⃡ )
|

𝑑𝑥 − 2 ∫ (1 −
|𝑥|

𝜔

𝜔

−𝜔

)|𝑓 ʹ|2𝑑𝑥. 

Thus, we get the following identity 

∫ (1 −
|𝑥|

𝜔

𝜔

−𝜔

)|𝑓 ʹ(𝑥)|2𝑑𝑥 = −
1

2
∫ (𝑓" ∙ �⃡�  + 𝑓 ∙  𝑓" ⃡  )

𝜔

−𝜔

. (1 −
|𝑥|

𝜔
) 𝑑𝑥 +

1

2𝜔
[|𝑓(𝜔)|2 + |𝑓(−𝜔)|2 − 2|𝑓(0)|]. 

Multiplying the last identity  by 𝜔, integrating  

over 𝜔 є [0, t], and taking into account the identity 

 

∫ (∫ (𝜔 − |𝑥|)ℎ(𝑥)𝑑𝑥)𝑑𝜔
𝜔

−𝜔

𝑇

0

=
1

2
∫ (𝑇 − |𝑥|)2

𝑇

−𝑇

ℎ(𝑥)𝑑𝑥 

 we get 

∫ (𝑇 − |𝑥|)2|𝑓|2
𝑇

−𝑇

𝑑𝑥 =
1

2
∫ (𝑇 − |𝑥|)2 (𝑓" ∙ �⃡�  + 𝑓 ∙  𝑓" ⃡  )

𝑇

−𝑇

𝑑𝑥 + ∫ |𝑓(𝜔)|2
𝑇

0

+|𝑓(−𝜔)|2)𝑑𝜔 − 2|𝑓(0)|2𝑇, 

or, dividing by T 2, 

∫ (1 −
𝑇

−𝑇

|𝑥|

𝑇
)2|𝑓 ʹ|2𝑑𝑥 = −

1

2
∫ (1 −

|𝑥|

𝑇
)2 (𝑓" ∙ �⃡�  + 𝑓 ∙  𝑓" ⃡  )

𝑇

−𝑇

𝑑𝑥 +
1

𝑇2
(∫ |𝑓(𝑥)|2

𝑇

−𝑇

𝑑𝑥 − 2|𝑓(0)|2 ∙ 𝑇). 

Letting g = −𝑓"+ V(x) 𝑓 , we obtain 

∫ (1 −
𝑇

−𝑇

|𝑥|

𝑇
)2|𝑓 ʹ|

2

𝑑𝑥= 

= 
1

2
∫ (1 −

|𝑥|

𝑇
)2(𝑔 ∙ �⃡�  + �⃡�  ∙  𝑓)

𝑇

−𝑇

𝑑𝑥 − ∫ (1 −
𝑇

−𝑇

|𝑥|

𝑇
)2𝑉(𝑥)|𝑓(𝑥)|2𝑑𝑥 +

1

𝑇2
(∫ |𝑓(𝑥)|2

𝑇

−𝑇

𝑑𝑥 − 2|𝑓(0)|2𝑇) 

 

Now remark that f, g  є  L2(R) and 0 ≤ 1 − |x|/T 

≤ 1 for x є (T, −T ).  

Hence, estimating −V (x) by Q(x), we get ∫ (1 −
𝑇

−𝑇

|𝑥|

𝑇
)2|𝑓 ʹ|2𝑑𝑥

≤ ∫ (1 −
𝑇

−𝑇

|𝑥|

𝑇
)2𝑄(𝑥)|𝑓|2𝑑𝑥 + 𝑐, 
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where c is independent of T . The last inequality 

implies clearly 

(5)   
1

4
(∫ |𝑓 ʹ(𝑥)|

2𝑇

−𝑇
𝑑𝑥 ≤ ∫ 𝑄(𝑥)|𝑓|2

𝑇

−𝑇
𝑑𝑥 + 𝑐 

  

Let 

𝜔(𝑇) =
1

4
∫ |𝑓 ʹ|

2
𝑇/2

−𝑇/2

𝑑𝑥 

𝜒(𝑇) = ∫ 𝑄(𝑥)|𝑓|2
𝑇

−𝑇

𝑑𝑥 + 𝑐 

Consider the integral 

∫
𝜔ʹ(𝑥) − 𝜒ʹ(𝑥)

𝑄(𝑥)

𝑇

0

𝑑𝑥 

and apply the following  on mean value: if f (x) is a 

continuous function and K(x) ≥ 0 is a nondecreasing 

continuous function, then there exists ξ є [a, b] such 

that 

∫ 𝑓(𝑥)𝐾(𝑥)
𝑏

𝑎

𝑑𝑥 = 𝐾(𝑎) ∫ 𝑓(𝑥)𝑑𝑥
ξ

𝑎

        

Then, due to (5) we obtain 

 

∫
𝜔ʹ𝜒ʹ

𝑄

𝑇

0

𝑑𝑥 =
1

𝑄(0)
∫ (𝜔ʹ−𝜒ʹ)𝑑𝑥

ξ

0

=
1

𝑄(0)
[𝜔(ξ) − 𝜒(ξ) − 𝜔(0)

− 𝜒(0)] ≤
1

𝑄(0)
[𝜒(0) − 𝜔(0)]

= 𝐶. 

Since 

𝜔ʹ(𝑥) =
1

2
[|𝑓 ʹ (

𝑥

2
) |2 + |𝑓 ʹ (−

𝑥

2
) |2], 

𝜒ʹ(x)= 𝑄(𝑥)[|𝑓(𝑥)|2 + |𝑓(−𝑥)|2], 

we get immediately 

1

8
∫

|𝑓 ʹ (
𝑥

2
) |2 + |𝑓 ʹ (−

𝑥

2
) |2

𝑄(𝑥)

𝑇

0

𝑑𝑥

≤ ∫ (
𝑇

0

|𝑓(𝑥)|2 + |𝑓(−𝑥)|2)𝑑𝑥

+ 𝐶. 

Since f є L2(R), the last inequality implies the 

required claim. 

End of proof of 1.  Let f1, f2 є D(𝐻0
∗) and 

𝑔𝑖 = −𝑓𝑖
" + 𝑉(𝑥)𝑓𝑖,     𝑖 = 1,2. 

We have to show that 

∫ 𝑓𝑖𝑔2 ⃡     𝑑𝑥
∞

−∞

= ∫ 𝑔𝑖𝑓2
 ⃡    𝑑𝑥

∞

−∞

 

First we observe that 

(6)    ∫ (𝑓𝑖𝑔2 ⃡     − 𝑔𝑖𝑓2
 ⃡    )𝑑𝑥 =

𝑡

−𝑡
∫ (𝑓1𝑓2

" ⃡    −
𝑡

−𝑡

𝑓1
"𝑓2

 ⃡    )𝑑𝑥 = |𝑓1𝑓2
ʹ ⃡    − 𝑓1

ʹ 𝑓2
 ⃡    ||−𝑡

𝑡  

Let   

𝑝(𝑡)
1

√𝑄(2𝑡)
,     𝑃(𝑥) = ∫ 𝑝(𝑡)𝑑𝑡

𝑥

0

 

Multiplying (6) by ρ(t) and integrating over 

[0,T ], we obtain 

(7) ∫ 𝑝(𝑡)[
𝑇

0
∫ (𝑓1𝑔2 ⃡     − 𝑔1𝑓2

 ⃡    )𝑑𝑥]𝑑𝑡 =
𝑡

−𝑡
 

= ∫ 𝑝(𝑡)[
𝑇

0

𝑓1 − 𝑓2
ʹ ⃡    − 𝑓1

ʹ 𝑓2
 ⃡    ]|−𝑡

𝑡 𝑑𝑡 

For the left-hand part we have (changing the 

order of integration) 

∫ 𝑝(𝑡)[
𝑇

0

∫ (𝑓1𝑔2 ⃡     − 𝑔1𝑓2
 ⃡    )𝑑𝑥]𝑑𝑡

𝑡

−𝑡

= ∫ [(𝑓1𝑔2 ⃡     
𝑇

−𝑇

− 𝑔1𝑓2
 ⃡    ) ∫ 𝑝(𝑡)

𝑇

|𝑥|

𝑑𝑡]𝑑𝑥

= ∫ (𝑓1𝑔2 ⃡     − 𝑔1𝑓2
 ⃡    )(𝑃(𝑇)

𝑇

−𝑇

− 𝑃(|𝑥|))𝑑𝑥 

Now we estimate the right-hand part of (7) (more 

precisely, its typical term): 

| ∫ 𝑓1(𝑡)𝑓2
ʹ (𝑡) ⃡           𝑝(𝑡)𝑑𝑡|

𝑇

0

≤ [ ∫ |𝑓1(𝑡)|2
𝑇

0

𝑑𝑡 ∫ |𝑓2
ʹ (𝑡)|2𝑝2(𝑡)𝑑𝑡|

1

2 ≤ 𝐶,
𝑇

0

 

 

where, due to claim 2), the constant C is independent 

of T. Therefore, 

| ∫ (𝑃(𝑇) − 𝑃(|𝑥|))[𝑓1.𝑔2 ⃡     − 𝑔1. 𝑓2
 ⃡    ]𝑑𝑥| ≤ 𝐶.

𝑇

−𝑇

 

Dividing by P(T ) and letting T → +∞ (hence, 

P (T ) → +∞), we get 

(8)    lim
𝑡→+∞

| ∫ (1 −
𝑃(|𝑥|)

𝑃(𝑇)
)

𝑇

−𝑇
[𝑓1. 𝑔2 ⃡       − 𝑔1.𝑓2

 ⃡      ]𝑑𝑥| = 0 

Now we have to prove that 

(9)   lim
𝑇→+∞

| ∫ [𝑓1𝑔2 ⃡     − 𝑔1𝑓2
 ⃡    ]𝑑𝑥|

𝑇

−𝑇
= 0 

To end this we fix є > 0. Since fi, gi є L
2(R), 
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∫ (|
|𝑥|≥𝜔

𝑓1||𝑔2| + |𝑔1||𝑓2|)𝑑𝑥 ≤ є 

for all 𝜔 large enough. Then, for each T ≥ 𝜔  we have 

| ∫ (1 −
𝑃(|𝑥|)

𝑃(𝑇)
)

𝜔

−𝜔

[𝑓1𝑔2 ⃡     − 𝑔1𝑓2
 ⃡    ]𝑑𝑥|

≤ | ∫ (1 −
𝑃(|𝑥|)

𝑃(𝑇)
)

𝑇

−𝑇

[𝑓1𝑔2 ⃡     

− 𝑔1𝑓2
 ⃡    ]𝑑𝑥| + є. 

Letting T → +∞ and using (8), we obtain 

| ∫ (𝑓1𝑔2 ⃡     − 𝑔1𝑓2
 ⃡    )𝑑𝑥)| ≤

𝜔

−𝜔

є, 

which implies (9). 

 

2. Discreteness of spectrum 

Consider the operator H0 defined by (1).  

Assume that V (x) є 𝐿𝑙𝑜𝑐
∞ (R) is a real valued function 

and 

(10)     lim
𝑥→∞

𝑉(𝑥) = + ∞ 

Clearly, 1 implies that H0 is essentially self-

adjoint (take as Q(x) and appropriate constant). 

Denote by H the closure of H0. 

Assume (10). Then the spectrum σ(H) of H is 

discrete, i.e. there  exists  an  orthonormal system 

yk(x),k = 0, 1 , . .  ., of  eigenfunctions, with eigenvalues 

λk → +∞ as k → ∞. 

In fact, for discreteness of σ(H) the following 

condition is necessary and sufficient: 

∫ 𝑉(𝑥)𝑑𝑥
𝑟+1

𝑟

→ +∞ 𝑎𝑠 𝑟 → ∞. 

Now we supplement 3 by some additional 

information about eigenvalues and corresponding 

eigenfunctions. 

Under the assumption of 3, all the eigenvalues 

are simple. If λ0 < λ1 < λ2 < . . . are the eigenvalues, 

then any (nontrivial) eigenfunction corresponding to λk 

has exactly k nodes, i.e. takes the value 0 exactly k times. 

All the eigenfunctions  decay  exponentially  fast  at  

infinity. 

For the proof we refer to [1]. 

Except of exponential decay, all the statements 

of 6 have purely 1-dimensional character.  In 

particular, multidimensional Schr¨odinger operators 

may have multiple eigenvalues. 
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Introduction 

Abu Abdullah Musharraf Muslihiddin Saadi 

Sherazi is the full name of this great man who was 

honored with the name of Sheikh Saadi in the east and 

west. The nickname ‘Sheikh’ was also given as a 

teacher, as the poet’s creative circle spread from 

Sheraz to Kashgar, China, India and Egypt, and from 

there to North Africa. Researchers have studied the 

life and work of Sa'diShirazi and have given the 

nickname "Sa'di" to Otabek, the successor of the 

Persian ruler Sa'd bin Zangi, and the second source to 

Sa'd II, i.e. Sa'd ibn Abu Bakr. 

Sheikh Saadi was born in the ancient city of 

Shiraz, Iran. Saadi's father was an official of Otabek, 

the governor of Sheroz. He was orphaned at the age of 

12-13 and raised by his uncles. He expressed in his 

works and poems that he was orphaned long before his 

father, and in his works and poems he felt the suffering 

of orphans. 

 

An example of the following verses: 

At the head of an orphan. 

Wash and clean your head. 

After the death of Saadi's father, he was given a 

royal pension by court officials called "urine." Until 

Saadi grew up, this allowance was paid by the 

deputies of the palace. 

Saadi received his primary education in the 

schools of his hometown of Shiraz and later under the 

guidance of his uncle Qutb al-Din al-Shirazi and even 

in the famous madrassas of Baghdad, Nizami and later 

Mustansiriya with the advice and help of the governor 

of Shiraz. According to reports, Nizami Madrasah was 

the largest madrasah at that time and its library has 

200,000 manuscripts and rare books. 

 

Analysis of Subject Matters 

Sheikh Sa'di studied mysticism from 

ShahabuddinSuhrawri and the scholar 

AbulfarajAbdurahman ibn Jawzi, and one of his 

teachers, Abdul QadirGelani (died 1127), taught 

kalam, oratory, hadith, fiqh, history, fiqh, fiqh and 

fiqh in Arabic. assimilated. After graduating from 

Nizami Madrasa, Saadi, like all great scholars, 

traveled in 1256-1216 to study Hajj and secular 

sciences, and for 20 years traveled to all regions of 

Iran, as well as Arabia, Egypt, Syria, Khorasan, East 

Turkestan, Khorasan. , Traveled to East Turkestan. 

This journey makes a great impression on the world 

and serves as a reason and resource for writing the 

greatest and rarest works. During the trip, he met 

many scholars, asked questions and taught them 

things he did not know, and from another, if for some 

reason the name of the sheikh is not given, he dresses 

as a beggar. These lessons made the content of his 

works simpler, smoother, and less effective. 

Sheikh Saadi died on December 9, 1292 in 

Shiraz at the age of 108, and his tomb became a place 
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of pilgrimage for world scholars. Saadi's works 

consist of 4 collections of poetry ("Tayibot", "Badoe 

'", "Havotim", "GhazaliyatQadim") and all his works 

are collected in a 19-volume collection. This 

collection was first compiled and compiled in 1322 by 

Allama Ali bin Ahmad bin Abu Bakr Besutun, 37 

years after his death. Later, in 1334, the scholar Abu 

Bakr Besutun reorganized the collection and arranged 

the ghazals, Arabic-Persian poems, mutaibat, qita, 

rubai, and fards in alphabetical order according to 

their rhymes. Saadi's colleague called him "Afsah al-

Mutakallimin." Saadi’s collection was first published 

in 1791 in Calcutta, India, based on a copy of the 

Besutun manuscript. 

The most famous of his devils is Havotim. Our 

compatriot translator scientist Sh. According to 

Shoislamov, commentators have suggested that the 

arrangement of the devon in alphabetical order in the 

east, depending on the rhyme and rhyme, must have 

started from Besutun. Saadi Sherazi returned from a 

long journey and in 1257 wrote two world-famous 

books on moral education h to the upbringing of the 

perfect man: 

Regarding the famous sage, the scholar 

ZiyoposhshaiOsmani said: "If the purpose of a work 

of art is for the benefit of the public, then every word 

of" Boston "is a pearl, and every verse is a treasure." 

In "Boston" the author is able to fit all his moral 

beliefs into 10 chapters: justice, universal 

interpretation, charity, love, humility, consent, 

contentment, discipline, gratitude, repentance, and 

very influential evidence and stories as proof of his 

ideas. These stories are told in a context that interests 

the reader, regardless of what nationality or ethnic 

group they represent. 

Saadi's work "Gulistan" is recognized as a 

unique masterpiece in the history of education in the 

East. This work is also valuable in that it is based on 

the life experience of SaadiSherazi, who collected 

urban and rural walks during his 20-year journey. 

Because every thought expressed is reinforced by 

short real-life stories, historical narratives, subtle and 

subtle metaphors, parables, and eternal pandu 

proverbs with life examples and stories. The stories of 

Gulistan can be divided into three groups: 1. Stories 

and legends based on the people. 2. Story and 

historical moments. 3. Memoirs and recollections of 

the author. 

Gulistan became popular in the West in the 17th 

century when it was translated into French, German 

and Latin. The first Russian translation of this work 

was based on a German translation by the translator 

Adam Oleari in the 17th century. 

By the XIX century scientists A.Kozimbek 

(1829), S. Nazaryants (1857), K. Lambras (1862), I. 

Kholmogorov (1892) translated into Russian, and in 

1922 a new translation was published by philologist 

and translator E.E. Bertels. 

The famous work "Gulistan" was translated into 

Uzbek in 1390-1391 by SayfiSarayi, in the XIX 

century by the poet Ogahi, in 1409 by 

Murodkhojadomla Salihkhojaogli. 

Scholar and translator of Persian-Tajik literature, 

scholar Sh. Shomuhammedov translated Gulistan 

from the Moscow edition in 1959 and from the Tehran 

edition in 1966 into Uzbek and presented it to readers 

in 1968. The scholar HabibiYagma'i praised 

SaadiShirazi's work: "Sa'di is the most perfect genius 

brought up in poetry and literature, and even if the 

husband and the owner of heaven are very patient, the 

mother of the goat will not be able to give birth to a 

child like him." 

 

Research Methodology 

By the way, a moral teacher like Saadi can be 

counted on the fingers of one hand in the history of all 

centuries. That is why Gulistan is called the "bitter pill 

of life" and the fact that it has been translated into 

many languages is proof of the above idea. The art of 

saj has a high status in Saadi's work. The art created 

in both prose and verse, that is, in words and 

expressions written in weight and rhyme, is called the 

art of saj, and to this day it is known and popular 

among the people as wisdom and example. The work 

"Gulistan" was written in this art. Of course, the use 

of poetic passages in prose works existed even before 

Sa'di. For example, in Panjatantra, Ramayana, Kalila 

and Dimna, and others. But Saadi conveyed this 

tradition at a high level. The work of art created in 

prose is called belleristics (French-bel-les-lettres-

elegant prose). In classical Tajik literature, prose 

comes in the following forms: Aryan prose 

(inevitable), murajjaz prose (rajazli, melodious), 

musajja prose (weight and rhyme). Phrases and 

expressions written in weight and rhyme, including 

weight, are called musajjaosori. 

Many of Saadi's stories are of a universal nature, 

which confirms the richness of the stories and 

narrations in Gulistan. Gulistan's stories are also 

included in the work of American psychologist Dale 

Cornegi's "Mirror of Life". However, it is noteworthy 

that in modern psychology it is used as a metaphor, 

and the protagonist is Saadi himself: And I was patient 

that I didn't have shoes. ” 

Gulistan's work consists of 8 chapters: 

"Declaration of the custom of kings", "Declaration of 

the morality of dervishes", "Declaration of the virtues 

of contentment", "Declaration of the benefits of 

silence", "Declaration of love and youth", 

"Declaration of weakness and old age", "Educational 

effect" Each chapter has its own, separate, unique 

feature and content. 

It is clear from the content of "Gulistan" that the 

main purpose of the work is dedicated to the wisdom 

that leads a person to perfection. The stories in 

Gulistan are very close to the daily life of the people. 

So in our day, we read this work as if it were written 
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about our lives, and we get spiritual nourishment from 

it. As we can see from the content of the work 

"Gulistan" was attended by representatives of various 

walks of life. The king, the dervish, the carpenter, the 

scholars, and the common people are all 

interconnected in terms of life. 

Saadi's justice and the rule of law are the main 

criteria of life. In the part on "Justice and the Rule of 

Law" in "Boston" and in the "Declaration of the 

Tradition of Kings" in "Gulistan", he praised the just 

kings as knowledgeable, zealous, intelligent, moral, 

caring for their citizens. interpreted as praiseworthy 

and expresses the content of these qualities in 

exemplary stories. It is as if the prosperity of property 

and the peace of the people are in the body of 

righteous kings. If the king is just and patriotic, the 

country will be a prosperous nation. He also sees the 

people suffering at the hands of tyrannical kings, 

deceitful clergymen, and imams, and sharply criticizes 

them, describing their ways to be free from this 

oppression on the basis of exemplary life stories. 

Many writers in the literature refer to the subject 

of fairness when talking about humanism. This is a 

common theme in Saadi’s works. Saadi’s speeches are 

skillfully narrated in many examples on the subject. 

“One of the dishonest princes asked the pious man: 

Which of the prayers is more virtuous? He says: Sleep 

at noon so that you do not harm the people with a 

single breath! Saadi's opinion is based on a popular 

saying, "If you can't do good, don't do evil." 

The second chapter, The Statement on the Ethics 

of Dervishes, criticizes the hypocritical sheikhs and 

ascetics. Saadi is also in the public eye on this issue. 

He sees religion as pure human behavior and morality 

and encourages clergy to serve the people and religion 

unselfishly. For this reason, according to Saadi, clerics 

are divided into two categories: 

1) “Pure” clergy who serve the people and God 

unselfishly. 

2) Hypocritical priests whose speech and 

behavior are different. 

Another important statement is the statement of 

the virtue of contentment. According to Sa'di, if there 

is contentment and honesty, then poverty will 

disappear. The spiritual power of contentment is that 

if a person does not covet wealth, he will certainly be 

encouraged to practice it, and this is one of the highest 

virtues of humanity. The chapter on contentment also 

tells the story of the habit of eating less. The virtue of 

contentment also protects a person from evil traits 

such as greed, envy, inferiority, greed, materialism, 

and bribery, and has the following meaning: 

In his Statement of the Benefits of Silence, Saadi 

compares language to the key to the treasure, while at 

the same time preferring silence to it. But he preferred 

to speak when needed and to remain silent when not 

needed. He considers it foolish not to speak at the right 

time and to speak at the wrong time. Even hearing the 

truth from the enemy is beneficial. Saadi is not in 

favor of not speaking at all, but of following the 

etiquette of speaking the truth. 

Although the theme of love and affection is 

common in Saadi'sghazals, it is mentioned in a 

separate chapter in Gulistan. Saadi wrote about divine 

love as a godly person. But in "Gulistan" people write 

more about the love of life and people take part in it. 

Of course the main character is in love and in love. 

Saadi’s field of reason and wisdom is vast and covers 

all areas of life. For example, in the statement of the 

family, he spoke about the spiritual upbringing of 

righteous women and children, who play an important 

role in the family, and the well-being of the family. 

Saadi was not happy in his family life. He spent most 

of his life in solitude. "One day, Sa'di left Aleppo and 

was taken prisoner by the Farangs," Gulistan said of 

his first marriage. He is used as a prisoner in the castle. 

One of his friends from Aleppo bought Saadi for 10 

dinars and released him, taking 100 dinars from him 

and marrying his ill-treated daughter. His wife always 

scolded him. "Are you not a slave to the Frenchmen 

that my father bought for 10 dinars and set free?" Sa'di 

said, "Yes, I am the one whose father freed you for 10 

dinars, but gave you 100 dinars." Saadi compares the 

husband-wife relationship to the two stones of the 

mill. In Gulistan, Saadi calls a young man who is 

complaining about his wife and tells her to focus only 

on her strengths and not on her weaknesses. Husband 

and wife relationship is two-way. Saadi also exhorts 

women to follow this advice. In short, SaadiPiri, as a 

wise and realist, is a supporter of the principles of 

mutual family relations, concluding that it is better for 

a husband and wife to live together in a family than to 

live alone. He says that loneliness belongs to Allah. 

Smela, an orientalist, said in the preface to Gulistan's 

translation: There is no scholar. ” 

All Gulistan's statements contain moral and 

physical education advice. Science and its importance, 

stories about wise scientists, the right of a teacher, 

encourage us to follow useful advice, to study science 

and to be sincere. Saadi's works have often enriched 

moral views by quoting verses from the Qur'an, the 

hadiths of the Prophet Muhammad (peace and 

blessings of Allaah be upon him), and the words of 

famous thinkers Imam al-Ghazali and Buzurgmehr. 

Saadi's wise words are like gold that falls on the 

ground, and when it cleans its surface from dust, it re-

polishes and enlightens the heart. He expressed his 

thoughts in such simple, fluent words and real-life 

examples that these words have been polished over the 

years and have become a daily hit and proverb in the 

vernacular. 

Examples: “Every now and then there will be 

more and more floods”, “He who sits with the wicked 

will not see good”, “He who shows mercy to the 

wicked, oppresses the good, and forgives the 

oppressors oppresses the oppressed” or “Where there 

is a flower there is a flower and a thorn be a thorn in 

the side ”and so on. 
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His moral and pedagogical ideas have not lost 

their significance even at the peak of modern science 

and technology, but the need to study his wise 

thoughts and stories is increasing day by day, because 

the essence of every word is a high level of knowledge 

and spirituality. According to Sa'di, the learned must 

practice their knowledge: “... Two types of people 

have worked and spent their lives in vain: one has 

accumulated and not used wealth, and the other has 

acquired knowledge and not applied it. He prefers the 

method of debate in the acquisition of knowledge: 

"Three things cannot be eternal: without commodity 

trade, without science, and without state policy." 

It should be noted that Sa'di says that the purpose 

of learning science is to preserve one's religion, that 

is, "Knowledge is not to accumulate wealth, but to 

preserve the faith of the religion." 

When an ignorant person tries to pretend to be 

knowledgeable and argues with someone wiser than 

himself, he will eventually show his ignorance and 

selfishness. To argue with an ignorant person is 

ignorance, says the scholar. 

Saadi emphasizes that the teacher’s demands are 

more rigorous than those of the students in teaching 

and educating. In one of his stories, he says, "The 

oppression of the master is better than the love of the 

father." 

 

Analysis and results 

The great coach tells the students that it is an 

advantage to have a profession as well as knowledge. 

He says, “Craft is a hot spring, an inexhaustible state,” 

he says, “if a craftsman loses his property, he has no 

grief, because the profession is the state. This is an 

expression of Saadi’s ideas that emphasize the 

greatness of science for man. 

The process of globalization, which has emerged 

as a result of modern scientific and technological 

progress, poses great challenges to the spiritual and 

moral education of the younger generation in 

educational institutions and families. This is the 

culture of the western countries in the sense of 

freedom. This culture is ingrained in the minds of all 

people, young and old, and we have become 

indifferent to it, as if our millennial culture was 

formed on this basis. Yet this culture is an example of 

the culture of primitive society. Examples: "Half-

naked walking", "Torn clothes", "Temporary 

marriage", or "Same-sex marriage" are proof of this. 

It is well known that the “Culture of Mass and 

Freedom” under the guise of egocentrism and 

freedom, which is widespread in Western countries, 

promotes the culture of Western countries through 

movies, the Internet and mobile phones and other 

media. As a result, the brains of the younger 

generation are being poisoned by a clear threat to our 

national traditions, national heritage and values, 

formed over thousands of years on the basis of our 

sacred religion. 

These are the hadiths of the Prophet Muhammad 

(peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him), the 

hadeeths of Imam al-Bukhari, Imam al-Tirmidhi on 

moral education, and SaadiSherazi, Abdurahman 

Jami, AlisherNavoi, in order to prevent overt and 

covert spiritual threats and to educate the younger 

generation through our national heritage. One of the 

most pressing issues of today is the widespread use of 

the works of Amir Temur, Ahmad Yassavi, 

AbdulloAvloni, UnsurmaoliiKaikovus and other 

scholars on spiritual and moral education in the 

educational process. 
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ВЛИЯНИЕ КАМОЛА ХУДЖАНДИ НА СТАНОВЛЕНИЕ ЖАНРА ГАЗЕЛИ В ПОЭЗИИ ХV-ХVI 

ВЕКОВ (На примере поэтического круга Бухары) 

 

Аннотация: В статье в сравнительном плане  анализируются  влияние  поэзии Камола Худжанди на 

творчество писателей Бухари ХV-ХVI веков. 

Ключевые слова: Газель, подражание, рифма, редиф, образ, изображение, Камол Худжанди, Саккои 

Бухори, Мушфики Бухори, Саккои Бухори, средства выразительности. 

 

Введение 

Если спустя века анализ, подражание  в 

персидско-таджикской  поэзии были  во внимании 

представителей творчество, до сих пор  нам 

неизвестно фундаментальных иследований в этой 

области. 

Следовательно влияние творчество Камола 

Худжанди на творчество Исмати Бухари, 

Мушфики Бухари, Хаёли Бухари, а также и 

мастерское применение ими в поэзии Камола 

Худжанди таких понятий как рифма, редиф(слова 

повторяющееся в конце строки), образ, 

изображение, Художественное выражение и 

уподобление анализированы  в конкретных 

примерах, где указываются как влияет сравнение 

на поэзию вышеуказанных поэтов. 

В связи с тем, что в различные периоды 

развития персидской поэзии  литераторы 

прибегали к жанру  антологий, поэтического 

подражания и произведениям, написанных в 

ответ, исследовать это явление в рамках одной 

статьи практически невозможно. Дать оценку 

поэзии, написанной в ответ на какое-то другое 

произведение, которая иногда превосходит 

«оригинал» и получает наибольшую известность, 

нелегкое дело. Это можно утверждать в 

отношении множества газелей Хафиза, части 

газелей Хилоли и Шахрияра. Следует отметить, 

что подражание и  последование относится не 

только к малым лирическим, но и большим 

жанрам, о чем свидетельствуют  целая серия поэм 

«Лейли и Меджнун», «Хосров и Ширин», 

«Искандарнаме», мистических масневи. На 

персидско-таджикскую литературу данное 

явление имело огромное влияние, в 

подтверждение чего можно назвать несколько 
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ответных произведений на «Гулистан» Саади 

Ширази. Несомненно, выдающимся  персидско-

таджикские поэтам и литераторам наряду с 

подражанием и следованием великим 

предшественникам или даже современникам в 

целях усовершенствования стиля и пера, также 

удалось создать особый поэтический и 

прозаический стиль, которому уже следовало 

следующее поколение литераторов. 

 

Анализ предметных вопросов 

Поэтическая школа Камола Худжанди также 

воспитала немало величайших поэтов. Поэзия 

Камола Худжанди изящна и притягательна и 

имеет немало последователей и почитателей в 

различных поэтических периодах. С. Асадуллоев, 

известный исследователь поэзии Камола 

Худжанди исследовал роль поэта в развитии 

мистической газели в персидско-таджикской 

литературе, сравнил его язык и стилистику с 

поэзией Джами, Хотифи, Хилоли и Мушфики. 

Однако «поэтическая школа Камола» не 

ограничивается  только вышеуказанными 

поэтами. Камолу Худжанди следовали многие, его 

талантом и мастерством восхищались многие, в 

числе которых нами будут рассмотрены  

известные поэты пэтического круга Бухары, такие 

как Исмат Бухорои, Хаёли Бухорои, Сайфи 

Бухорои и  Мушфики Бухорои. 

Камол Худжанди и Исмат Бухорои. Ходжа 

Фахриддин Исматуллох ибн Масуд Бухорои 

являлся одним из выдающихся ученых и поэтов 

конца ХIV века и начала ХV. Известно, что в 

творчестве поэтов ХV века поэтическое 

подражание, ставшее  важным литературным 

направлением в последущем веке, имело 

огромную популярность, и большинство 

выдающихся поэтов этого периода, каждый в 

собственной манере подражали  

предшественникам или современникам. В числе  

выдающихся поэтов - Саади, Хафиза, Руми, 

Амира Хосрова, повлиявших на этот  процесс, 

можно назвать и имя Камола Худжанди.  Можно 

справедливо отметить, что большинство поэтов 

писали подражания, вдохновившись языком и 

стилем Камола Худжанди, сделавшим газель 

более совершенной, упорядоченной и 

определившим ее последующую форму в виде 

семи бейтов.  

Поэты ХV века, к числу которых  

принадлежит Ходжа Исмат Бухорои, были 

вдохновлены поэтическим размером, рифмой и 

редифами, описанием и образным составом 

газелей Камола Худжанди, и хотя  не подражают 

буквально  его рифме и редифам, в их поэзии 

прослеживается  изящество мысли  и прекрасная 

словесность Камола Худжанди. 

Исмат Бухорои принадлежит к группе 

поэтов, продолжившим традицию и сочинявшим  

мистические газели, переполненные  любовным 

пылом и страсть. Несмотря на то, что Камол 

Худжанди является одним из авторитетных 

представителей направления мистической газели, 

Исмат Бухорои не стремился в точности 

подражать его рифме и редифам. Все же влияние 

Камола Худжанди на его творчество заметно. 

Например: 

Камол Худжанди: 

Рўзгорест, ки ҳечаш назаре бо мо нест  

В-ин шаби фуркати моро сахаре пайдо нест 

(13, 264). 

/Эта жизнь такова, оставляет нас без 

внимания 

Нашей ночи разлуки не светит рассвет/  

Исмат Бухорои: 

Шаб дароз асту зи хуршед асаре пайдо нест, 

Ё шаби хастадилонро саҳаре пайдо нест (3, 

280-281). 

/Ночь длинна, о рассвете нет и ни знака, 

Или ночи страдальцев не светит рассвет/ 

В приведенных выше газелях строки «Лаъли 

сероб бад-он писта шакар мерезад» из газели  

Камола и  «Даҳани танги ту аз писта шакар 

мерезад» из газели Исмата, строка «Лолаи 

сўхтадил хуни ҷигар мерезад» из газели  Камола и 

«Ашкам омехта бо хуни љигар мерезад» из газели  

Исмата сходны между собой и по форме и 

образам. Следует отметить, что хотя в газелях 

Исмата Бухорои почти не прослеживается  

подражение размеру, рифме и редифам Камола 

Худжанди, однако построение замысла, 

построение ладной цепочки поэтической лексики, 

изящная и легкая передача замысла имеет 

некоторое  сходство с Камолом Худжанди. 

Примечательно, что один из иранских 

исследователей Мухаммадмахди Носих в статье, 

посвященной Камолу Худжанди, отмечает: 

«Важной и достойной внимания чертой из жизни 

этого мудреца (Камол Худжанди-Д.М.) является 

то, что наряду со вниманием к образу жизни 

суфиев и затворничества, в действительности он 

далек от обители, рубища отшельника, культуры 

наставников и их последователей. В связи с этим, 

он считается одним из критиков школы 

«избранных» и «сведущих» (9,327). По нашему 

мнению, именно критичность Камола Худжанди в 

отношении школы  «избранных», поэзия шире 

охватившую жизнь, чем  только обитель и 

затворничество, обусловило подражание 

некоторых поэтов его поэзии.  

Несомненно, множество поэтов 

классической литературы, несмотря на место их 

проживания,  чаще всего соприкасаются с единым 

источником идей - мистицизмом,  они могут 

сойтись не только во взглядах,  но и в поэтической 

форме изложения собственного видения 

мистического мира. Следует отметить, что  Исмат 

Бухорои в большинстве случаев также подражает 
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поэзии Камола Худжанди в  способе 

использования образа (поэтического образа - 

Д.М.). Одним из самых известных образов, 

широко используемых  в поэзии Камола 

Худжанди, является образ «сарв» (кипарис) и как 

известно, поэт использует не только в описании 

стана возлюбленной, он «кипарис» порицает его 

статью и красотой, померкнувшим перед высоким 

станом его возлюбленной. Такой способ 

использования образа, повторение сокровенного 

смысла иногда можно проследить и в газели 

Исмата Бухорои. Например:  

Камол Худжанди: 

Гарчи сарви чаман аз об равоне дорад,  

Натавон пеши кадат гуфт, ки чоне дорад 

(13, 578). 

/С тем, что кипарис садовый водою 

омываем, 

Пред тобой нельзя сказать, что душою 

обладает он/. 

Исмати Бухорои: 

Ниҳоли коматат он дам, ки дар рафтор 

меояд, 

Намеёбам зи худ майле ба сарви бўстон 

кардан (3, 428). 

/Когда высокий стан твой движение 

начинает, 

Желание в саду средь кипарисов быть 

пропадает/ 

Наряду с тем, что в приведенных бейтах 

использование и позиция образов немного 

отличается, с точки зрения смыслового единства 

они достойны внимания. Действительно, Исмат 

Бухорои подражал Камолу Худжанди, однако это 

подражание не является лишь прямым 

подражанием и в большинстве случаев Исмата 

Бухорои следует признать таким же поэтом, как 

Камол Худжанди и Хафиз, воспевавших 

традиционные образы и смыслы, или же поэтом, 

приложившим усилие быть равным с ними в 

поэзии. Если в бейте Камола Худжанди поэт 

считает себя великим от того, что его место ниже, 

чем собака у дверей возлюбленной, то в бейте 

Исмата Бухорои этот образ обрел другие 

очертания. То есть, поэт хочет сказать, что если 

сможет помогать (охранять двери) собаке у дверей 

возлюбленной, это лучше, чем всю жизнь прожить 

под пологом у правителя. Подобные изящные 

образы являются подлинным доказательством 

того, что он следует стилю Камола Худжанди.  

Таким образом, исследования показали, что 

Исмат Бухорои, будучи выдающимся поэтом 

своего времени, оставляя за собой выбор размера, 

рифмы и редифа, в поэзии Камола Худжанди 

следовал лишь его средствам образного 

выражения, обособленному стилю изложения, 

получившего славу своей лаконичностью и 

простотой слога. Под очарование  поэзии Камола 

Худжанди попали также многие современники 

Исмата Бухорои -  Хаёли Бухорои, Абдуррахман 

Джами и другие. 

 

Методология исследования 

Камол Худжанди и Хаёли Бухорои. Хаёли 

Бухорои является одним из известных поэтов ХV 

века и учеником Исмата Бухорои. Он также из 

числа поэтов, чей поэтический язык и изложение 

напоминает поэзию Камола Худжанди. Несмотря 

на то, что некоторые исследователи причисляют 

его к последователям поэзии Амира Хосрова и 

Хасана Дехлави (6, 115), можно с уверенностью 

увтреждать, что Хаёли подражал Камолу 

Худжанди, хотя нигде в  своем «Диване» не 

упоминает имён Амира Хосрова и Хасана 

Дехлави, но в одном бейте  красноречиво 

упоминает о Камоле Худжанди: 

То дар тарики назм Хаёли камол ёфт, 

Номаш замона булбули боги Хучанд кард (5, 

176). 

/Пока в поэзии достиг Камола Хаёли, 

Время прославило имя его как соловей садов 

Худжанда./  

Словосочетание «соловей садов Худжанда» 

указывает на Камола Худжанди и слово «Камол» 

в первой строке бейта также имеет два значения: 

имя «соловья садов Худжанда» и  «совершество» 

самого Хаёли. 

Многие из исследователей при сравнении 

обоих поэтов, их взаимовлияния на поэзию ставят 

формальный аспект на первую позицию, а 

средства выразительности, словообразование, 

образность, стилистику, языковые особенности и 

другие поэтические  экспрессивные средства 

имеют второстепенное значение. В связи с этим 

следует исследовать влияние поэзии Камола 

Худжанди на поэзию Хаёли с точки зрения  

смыслового и стилистического аспекта.Однако 

традиционно  следует отметить, что газели обоих 

поэтов, сказанные в одном размере и рифме ни 

лишены смыслового сходства. При исследовании 

нами было установлено, что Хаёли написал на 

газели Камола Худжанди тазмин (включение в 

стихи стихотворных строк других поэтов). 

Например, на газель Камола Худжанди Хаёли 

сочинил красивый тазмин, начинающийся со 

следующего бейта: 

Гар баъди аҷал дарди ту бо хеш тавон бурд, 

Хоҳем сабук дарди сари худ зи ҷаҳон бурд (5, 

171).  

/Если после кончины смогу унести с тобой 

свою любовь, 

Могу я с легкостью унести боль головную в 

мир иной/ 

 

Хаёли и в других случаях следует 

поэтическому стилю Камола Худжанди, старается  

использовать в своих тазминах ключевые слова из 

газелей Камола Худжанди, чтобы сохранить 
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исконную прелесть их смыслового значения. 

Например: 

Камол Худжанди: 

Дар фироки ў гузашт об аз сару ин 

саргузашт 

То шунид он бевафо, дигар гузар бар мо 

накард (13, 447). 

/В разлуке с ней все пропало,  но как об этом 

лишь 

Услышала неверная, больше к нам забыла 

путь./ 

 

Хаёли Бухорои: 

Моҷарои оби чашми гавҳарафшони маро, 

 «То шунид он бевафо, дигар гузар бар мо 

накард» (5, 186). 

/Повесть о слезах жемчужных из глаз моих, 

«Услышала неверная, совсем забыла к нам 

путь»/ 

Можно увидеть, что в обоих бейтах 

присутствуют слова «об» и «оби чашм», имеющие 

ключевое значение. Наряду с тазмином, в 

приведенной газели наблюдается множество 

схожих слов и образов.  

В исследуемых нами газелях поэтов 

встречаются много похожих слов и 

словосочетаний,  сходных образов, что наряду с 

подражанием отражают своебразное поэтическое 

состязание. Это же стихотворное состязание 

указывает на единство их мировоззрения и 

образного видения мира. Например: 

Камол Худжанди: 

Ба чини зулфи сияҳ чашмат оҳуи Хутан аст, 

Ки бар канори гулу сабза хобгаҳ дорад (13, 

514). 

/Внутри черных локонов очи твои, как газели 

Хутана, 

Что томно возлежат на цветочных и 

травяных лугах/ 

Хаёли Бухоро: 

Чи турфа ҳиндуи шўхест чашми ў, ё Раб, 

Ки масту гўшаи меҳроб хобгаҳ дорад (5, 161). 

/О, Боже очи её, словно у шаловливой  

индианки, 

Что опьянела и томно лежит в углу 

михраба/ 

Наряду с тем, что по своей тематике  

вышеприведенные бейты однообразны,  они также 

сходны по употребленным в них образам и 

сравнениям. То есть, в обоих случаях поэты 

описали глаза возлюбленной, где в первом случае 

они похожи на «газель Хутана», что возлежит на 

цветочных лугах, а во втором случае они 

сравниваются с «шаловливой индианкой», что 

опьянев, уснула в углу михраба. 

Множество понятий в поэзии 

рассматриваемых нами поэтов имеют двоякое 

толкование, например слово «табиб» (врач, 

лекарь), обычно встречающееся в мистической 

поэзии в словосочетании «нравственный лекарь», 

истолковывается как  «духовный наставник», 

«старец-суфий» (12, 551), однако в лирических 

газелях Камола Худжанди  понятию «табиб» 

придается отрицательное и порицаемое качество, 

который не может найти лекарство больной душе 

влюбленного. В мистической газели  Хаёли, 

несомненно, присутствует подражание Камолу 

Худжанди.            

Камол Худжанди: 

Барнатобад ҷони мо дарди сари ҳар кас 

дигар, 

Менишинад дарди ӯ дар дил, ту бархез, эй 

табиб! (13, 123) 

/Не удручает больше душу нашу чужие 

страдания, 

Страдание о ней засело в душу, иди же 

прочь, лекарь! 

Хаёли Бухорои: 

Ман ба доғи синасӯзи худ хушам, 

Ту бибар дарди сари худ, эй табиб! (5, 66) 

/Мне радость приносит страдание жгучее 

мое, 

Прочь неси страдания свои, о, лекарь! 

Можно увидеть, что лексика и 

словосочетания приведенных выше строк имеют 

одинаковый поэтический размер, почти не 

отличаются друг от друга. Однако наряду с этим,  

наиболее ярче подражание Хаёли поэзии Камола 

Худжанди прослеживается в  газелях, которые 

написаны в разных стихотворных размерах.  

Однако иногда Хаёли создает, в отличие от 

традиционных, новые образы и  символы, 

обогащающие  его газели.  Например, хотя слово 

«борон» (дождь) встречается в поэзии Хаёли 

намного реже, чем у Камола Худжанди, Хаёли 

создал новый образ, отождествляемый с этим 

словом: 

Дар орзуи хайли хаёли ту, ҳар шабе 

Борони ашк хонаи чашм об мезанад (5, 151). 

/Каждую ночь, сладко мечтая о тебе, 

Дождь из слез  покрывает жилище глаз моих/ 

В заключение  можно отметить, что в поэзии 

Хаёли Бухорои повторяются ключевые образы,  

используемые Камолом Худжанди в газелях, 

например,  «ошиқ» (возлюбленный), «рақиб» 

(соперник), «табиб» (лекарь), «зоҳид» 

(отшельник), «ринд» (гуляка), «маъшуқи 

номеҳрубон» (немилосердная возлюбленная) и др.  

В связи с этим, замыслы  обоих известных и 

талантливых поэтов имеют сходство. Самым 

важным заимствованием Хаёли у Камола 

Худжанди  можно назвать простоту поэтического 

языка и отсутствие многочисленной арабской 

лексики, мало встречающейся в мистической 

литературе.  Наряду со схожим стихотворным  

размером, Хаёли восхищается содержательным  

аспектом Камола Худжанди и старается следовать 

его смысловым канонам. Изучение биографии и 
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наследия Хаёли Бухорои, особенности его поэзии, 

поэтическое мастерство, которое  до настоящего 

времени еще в таджикском литературоведении не 

осуществлялось, имеет важное значение, так как 

среда поэтов мистиков восполняется еще одним  

поэтом,  внесшим вклад в  развитие  мистической 

литературы и персидско-таджикского языка. С 

другой стороны,  осуществляется исследование 

некоторых важных событий  из биографии и 

творчества других выдающихся личностей, как, 

например было исследовано в настоящей статье,  

влияние Камола Худжанди на творчество Хаёли. 

Камол Худжанди и Мушфики Бухорои. 

Мавляна Абдуррахман Мушфики, который 

известен под именем Мулла Мушфики, является 

одним из выдающихся поэтов таджикского 

народа, внесшего огромный вклад в развитие  и 

совершенствование жанра газели, в жанр 

сатирической и юмористической поэзии. В его 

творчестве также присутствуют газели, 

написанные в подражание великих 

предшественников, в том числе Камола Худжанди 

и о чем упоминает сам Мушфики:  

Назми ту, Мушфиқӣ, ба камоли Ҳасан расид, 

То гуфтаӣ, ки пайрави пири Хуҷандиям (8, 

45).   

Твой стих, Мушфики, достиг совершенства 

Хасана, 

Когда сказал, что следуешь за старцем из 

Худжанда. 

Известно, что Камол Худжанди имел 

почетное звание “Пири Худжанди” (наставник 

(старец) из Худжанда). 

Таким образом можно сделать заключение, 

что Мавляна Мушфики Бухорои, будучи поэтом, 

сочинявшим газели в различной стилистике, 

тяготел к подражанию Камолу Худжанди и 

сочинил около 10 газелей в его подражание, а 

также в восхищении написал несколько ответных 

газелей. Также Камол Худжанди повлиял на 

использовании образов в поэзии Мушфики 

Бухорои, что нами было исследовано выше. 

Камол Худжанди и Саккои Бухорои. 

Дарвеш Саккои Бухорои является одним из 

известных и талантливых поэтов XVI века, 

обретших славу среди поэтов поэтического круга 

Бухары, а также он известен, как верный 

приверженец поэзии Камола Худжанди.  

Одним из доказательств приверженности 

Саккои Бухорои поэзии Камола Худжанди, 

уважения к его мастерству и поэтическому гению 

является то, что Саккои Бухорои приводит 

множество тазминов из газелей Камола 

Худжанди, однако в нетрадиционной манере, то 

есть не в конце газели, а в её начале, и это 

свидетельствует об особом поэтическом вкусе и 

таланте.  

Анализ и результаты 

Другая важная особенность ответных газелей 

Саккои Бухорои выражена в том, что на одну 

газель он пишет сразу две или три ответные 

газели. Например, в ответ на газел «Моро на ѓами 

нангу на андешаи ном аст» Камола Худжанди он 

написал две ответные газели, одна прекрасней 

другой, что также является признаком его 

поэтического совершенства.  

В заключении можно отметить, что Дарвеш 

Бахрам Бухорои, известный под псевдонимом 

Сакко, является одним из выдающихся поэтов 

XVI века, внесшим значительный вклад в развитие 

жанра газели указанного периода. Стилистика его 

газелей напоминает стилистику Саади, Амира 

Хосрова и Касима Анвора, наиболее 

предпочтение он отдавал поэтическому стилю 

Камола Худжанди. В связи с этим, у него 

встречаются тазмины из газелей Камола 

Худжанди, а также ответные газели, написанные 

весьма талантливо и в одинаковом размере и 

рифме, также он часто использует поэтические 

образы, созданные Камолом Худжанди. Саккои 

Бухорои был приверженцем мистического 

течения в поэзии, в связи с этим, средства 

выразительности, фигуры и тропы, идеи и 

мировоззрение в газелях Саккои и Камола 

Худжанди имеют огромное сходство. 

Необходимо отметить, что выдающиеся 

поэты поэтического круга Бухары XV-XVI века, в 

частности Исмат Бухорои, Хаёли Бухорои, 

Мушфики Бухорои и Саккои Бухорои с точки 

зрения размера, рифмы и редифов, а также средств 

выразительности, образности находятся под 

глубкоми влиянием стилистики Камола 

Худжанди.  Однако наряду с этим кратким 

исследованием вопрос влияния поэзии Камола 

Худжанди на творчество представителей 

поэтического круга Бухары требует более 

глубокого и всестороннего изучения, так как 

указанный поэтический круг охватывает еще 

немало выдающихся литераторов, к примеру, 

один из них Сайфи Арузи Бухорои. 
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Introduction 

In Persian, as in all languages, verb is regarded 

as one of the most important lexical elements that is 

actively involved in sentence formation. According to 

the Iranian linguist Parviz Natel Khanlari, “verb is the 

most important element that represents predicate and 

if a sentence consists of only one word, it definitely 

belongs to a verb group. Sentence structure is 

impossible without a verb” [18, pp.13-14]. Many 

Iranian linguists such as H. Anvari, H. Ahmadi Givi 

[4], Sh. Mohutiyon [15] and U. Tabibzada [24] have 

also considered the verb as the most important 

element of the sentence. 

A Russian scholar of Iranian studies 

Y.A. Rubinchik emphasizes that in Persian, the verb 

occupies an important place among other parts of 

speech, and notes that it "stands out not only for its 

richness and diversity of meanings, but also for its 

abundance of forms". [20, p.197]. 

There are different yet contradictory views on 

the grammatical forms of Persian verb, depending on 

the type of their formation. It is known that Y.A. 

Rubinchik distinguishes the following structural types 

of verb units: 1) simple verbs, 2) prefixed verbs and 3) 

compound verbs [20, pp.204-229]. However, long 

before Y.A. Rubinchik established this classification, 

the Iranian linguist P.N. Khanlari stated in his research 

that from the structural point of view there are five 

types of verbs in Persian, and in addition to the three 

types of verbs mentioned above, he added another two 

ones: verb phrases (فعلی های   and intransitive (عبارت 

verbs ( ناگذر فعل های )  
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[16, pp.43-76], while other Iranian linguists 

H. Anvari and H.A. Givi classifies Persian verbs into 

six types: 1) simple verbs (ساده های   prefixed (2 ;(فعل 

verbs (پیشوندی های  های  ) compound verbs (3 ;(فعل  فعل 
های  ) compound verbs with a prefix (4 ;(مرکب فعل 
مرکب فعلی) verb phrases (5 ;(پیشوندی  های   (6 ;(عبارت 

singular intransitive verbs (فعل های الزم یک شخصه)  [3, 

pp.18-74]. 

The types of verbs mentioned by Iranian 

linguists in contrast to Y.A. Rubinchik, such as 

compound verbs with prefixes, verbal phraseological 

units and singular intransitive verbs, are included in 

compound verbs by Russian and Uzbek scholars of 

Iranian studies. 

The number of verbs in the Persian language is 

less than the number of verbs in other languages. 

According to Gulam Hussein Sadriafshor, author of 

"Farhang-e fārsi-ye emruz" (Dictionary of Modern 

Persian) [21], in the Persian language there are about 

600-700 verbs from ancient times to the present day, 

most of which are compound verbs [9]. According to 

Y.A. Rubinchik, the types of word formation in the 

Persian verbal system are very limited, and it can be 

seen that simple and prefixed verbs, unlike other word 

groups, are formed mainly by means of derivational 

affixes, i.e., by affixation, which are not numerous in 

Persian. However, the Iranist scholar states that even 

the formation of new verbs by affixation took place in 

ancient times, and new simple and prefixed verbs in 

modern Persian almost ceased to be formed [20, 

p.204]. All this has led to the fact that in modern 

Persian, simple and prefixed verbs are much less 

common than compound verbs. 

Mohammed Bashir Hussein in his book “List of 

Persian verbs and their meanings” was able to collect 

more than 2000 simple verbs from 8 authoritative 

dictionaries and ancient Persian works, and explained 

their meanings in alphabetical order [25]. However, 

due to the fact that in this book the types of simple 

verbs that have undergone certain lexical and 

grammatical changes as well as archaic words are 

identified as separate verbs, their number exceeded 

two thousand, although 9 out of 10 simple verbs in the 

list is almost never used in modern Persian. 

P.N. Khanlari criticizes the opinions of previous 

linguists and lexicographers about the large amount of 

simple verbs, noting that the number of simple verbs 

in the Persian language is less than three hundred [16, 

p. 44]. Another researcher S. Karimi suggests that in 

modern Persian, given the amount of simple verbs in 

real use, their number can reach a maximum of 130 

[12]. As reported by another Iranian linguist 

A. Sadeghi, in modern written and spoken Persian, no 

more than 115 simple verbs are used [23, pp. 236-

246]. In his article “The Persian language is barren?” 

[26], Bateni also presents the results of a study 

conducted by students at the University of Tehran to 

determine the number of simple verbs used in oral and 

written speech. According to the study results, the 

number of simple verbs is more than 115, and if the 

number of simple verbs currently used in written and 

oral speech, but with a lower frequency of use, is 

added,  this number reaches about 150-200.  

The fact that the number of Persian verbs, 

especially simple and prefixed verbs, is not so large, 

and that new simple and prefixed verbs are not formed 

today, leads to the verbalization of several action-

related meanings by one verb, which, in turn, makes 

the verb become polysemantic word. 

Indubitably, there are researchers who argue 

otherwise. In particular, an Iranian researcher 

L. Sharifi notes that one of the main reasons for the 

low number of simple verbs in Persian is their 

polysemantic character [13, p.12]. While disagreeing 

with the conclusion of the researcher that polysemy 

led to a decrease in the number of simple verbs, we 

adhere to his opinion that polysemy is inherent in 

many simple verbs by his example of the verb  افتادن 
[oftādan]. Indeed, many simple verbs in the Persian 

language are polysemous, and the same simple verb is 

often used to express different meanings in different 

contexts. This can be seen in the example of the 

lexical-semantic variants of the simple verb خواستن 

[xāstan]: 

In the encyclopedic dictionary of Ali Akbar 

Dehkhoda "Loghat-nameh Dehkhoda" [6] the verb 

 has two meanings: 1) to ask; 2)  to [xāstan] خواستن

demand; in the explanatory dictionary of Muhammad 

Muin “Farhang-e muin” [14, p. 1449] this word has 

seven meanings: 1) to ask, to beg; 2) to demand; 3) to 

want; to desire; 4) to dream, to wish; 5) to need; 6) to 

order; 7) call forth; in his explanatory dictionary 

"Farhang-e Amid" [1] Hassan Amid offers nine 

(including two archaic) meanings: 1) to ask, to 

require; 2) to be inclined; 3) to intend; 4) to love; 5) 

to call forth; 6) to need; 7) to hope; 8) to dream; 9) to 

want; in the explanatory dictionary of Hassan Anvari 

"Farhang-e bozorg-e Sokhan" [2, p. 2853-2854] the 

word خواستن [xāstan] comes in eighteen (including six 

archaic and five colloquial) meanings: 1) to ask, to 

demand; 2) to call; 3) to demand debt; 4) to be in 

need; 5) to intend; 6) to be inclined; 7) to love, to want 

to see; 8) to long, to wait, to hope and etc. In the 

Persian-Russian dictionary of Y.A. Rubinchik [19, pp. 

573-574] six meanings of the word خواستن [xāstan] are 

listed in four lexico-semantic groups: 1) to want, to 

intend; 2) to ask, to call, to offer; 3) to call forth; 4) to 

need. 

Polysemy also occurs with prefixed verbs that 

are least common among Persian verbs:  

 1) to take off, to lift; 2) to [bar-dāštan] برداشتن

take, to take with oneself; 3) to copy, to write down, to 

take (copy, photo, etc.); 4) to fill, to fill up, to cover 

(water, sound, etc.); 5) to pick up, to collect (crop); 6) 

to take, to buy; 7) to take together, to bring together; 

8) to endure, to stand; 9) to remove, to delete; 10) to 

steal; 11) to take off, to take a part; to cut out (part of 

the body, etc.); 12) to take away, to put away. 
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In addition, simple and prefixed verbs in Persian 

can serve as auxiliaries in compound-verb formation 

and create a meaning distant from the original 

meaning. Example:  

 .to make sure, etc یقین دانستن ,to prefer مرجح دانستن

برداشتن برداشتن ,to become pregnant بار   to تاب 

bend, درز برداشتن yoriq (darz) to crack, etc. 

Although there are polysemous verbs that make 

up most of the Persian verbs or that are more common 

than simple and prefixed ones, polysemy does not 

apply to most compound verbs. Verbs that serve as 

synonyms or functional equivalents of long-standing 

simple verbs as well as most of the compound verbs 

in Persian that are formed with the help of loan words 

borrowed from foreign languages, primarily Arabic 

[23, pp.236-246] have one or two more connotational 

meanings in addition to the denotational meaning. But 

there are also many polysemantic verbs among them. 

The following verb can be a good example as one of 

the most polysemantic verbs in the Persian language: 

کردن بررسی  [barresi kardan] 1) to investigate, to 

examine; 2) to study, to peruse; 3) to ponder; 4) to 

discuss; 5) raise an issue; 6) to explore and etc. 

As mentioned above, the fact that most verbs in 

the Persian language have a higher degree of lexical 

variation (i.e., they can enter into a syntactic 

relationship with other words) also allows them to 

express different meanings in different contexts. L. 

Sharifi in his article on the meanings of the simple 

verb افتادن [oftādan] used in different contexts, i.e., 

lexical-semantic variants, shows how high the lexical 

variation degree of this verb is. He finds out that this 

verb is involved in a syntactic relationship with words 

belonging to different parts of a sentence and different 

parts of speech, and denotes up to eighty meanings 

[13, p.12]. In the following sentences and phrases 

given by the author, we can see that the simple verb 

 is syntactically related to other words [oftādan] افتادن

and participates in the formation of various meanings: 

 سیب از درخت به زمین افتاد )به معنی »سقوط کردن«(؛ 
The apple fell from the tree (in the meaning "to 

fall"); 

 در پی ما افتادند )به معنی »آمدن«(؛

They followed us (in the meaning "to come"); 
معنی   )به  بودم  افتاده  خیال  چه  به  حال  آن  در  دانم  نمی 

 »داشتن«(؛ 
I don't know what I was thinking at that time (in 

the meaning "to have"); 
 فشار خونم افتاد پایین )به معنی »کم شدن«(؛ 

My blood pressure has dropped (in the meaning 

"to drop", "to decrease"); 

این جعبه خیلی سنگین است، دستم افتاد )به معنی »بی رمق  
 (؛ شدن«

This box is very heavy, my hands got tired (in the 

meaning "to get tired"). 
Another point worth considering is the role of 

simple and prefixed verbs in expressing an action and 

in the sentence structure. Only these simple verbs, the 

number of which is much smaller than compound 

verbs, are active in morphological derivations, which 

means that on the basis of one simple verb at least 5-

10 new words can be formed. It should also be noted 

that simple verbs play a significant role in the 

formation of prefixed and compound verbs in the 

Persian language. For example, while examining 

derivatives of the simple verb sāxtan in the 

dictionaries of Dehkhoda, Mo'in and Sokhan, and in a 

two-volume dictionary edited by Y.A. Rubinchik, the 

followings are found. Before proceeding with the 

examples, however, it should be noted that special 

studies are required to determine how these 

derivatives are formed and what type of word 

formation they refer to, whether they are productive or 

unproductive. Therefore we shall only cite the 

derivatives to give an overall picture: 

ساختوساخت ساختهوپاخت،  ساختهوساز،  پرداخته، وآمده، 
سازوساز سازو رسم،  ساختگی، سوز،  وسازسامان،  وساخت، 

سازشکاری،  سازشکار،  سازش،  ساخته،  ساختنی،  ساختمان، 
سازمان سازمان،  سازگاری،  سازگار،  ساز سازشنامه،  مند، دهنده، 

سازور،  سازواری،  سازوار،  سازنده،  سازندگی،  سازمندی، 
سازمانکاری،  ساخته سازماندهی،  سازشکارانه، بندی،  سازمانی، 

سازش سازه،  سازگاری،  ساختمانسازگار،  ساختار،  ناپذیر،  سازی، 
ساختارگرایی،   ساختساختارگرا،  رنگ،  ساختهشناسی،  سازمانده، 

ساختهساخته ساختهروی،  ساختکاچار،  ساختلگام،  آماج، زر، 
 . سازجفت، بد ساخت، خوش ساخت، ساخت، ساز

In addition, there are many words that are 

formed by the semi-suffix ساز sāz to mean "create", 

"restore" and "build": 
ساعتسازبخاری آهنگآینهساز،  ،  فیلمساز،  ساز،  ساز، 

خاتم چاقوساز، ترانهساز، مجسمهداروساز،  بخاریساز،  ساز،  ساز، 
 ...ساز، نوسازدست ، ساز، سماورسازساز، دوچرخهساز، ساعتقفل

The considerable amount of compound verbs 

formed with the simple verb sāxtan can also be 

illustrated below. 

The verbs formed from the verb stem in the 

present tense: 

کردن،  سازش  داشتن،  سازش  دادن،  سازش  آمدن،  ساز 
سازمان ساز گرفتن،  ساز  کردن،  سازگاری  بودن،  سازگار  کردن، 

 دادن، سازمان یافتن، سازوار آمدن، سازوار شدن. 
The verbs formed from the verb stem in the 

past tense: 
پاخت کردن، ساختگی کردن، ساخت وساخت انداختن، ساخت

افکندن، ساخت فرو کردن، ساخت تمام کردن، ساخته شدن، ساختمان 
کاری ساختهکردن،  ساخت فرو گشادن، ساخت گشادن، ساخته کردن،  

 ساخته بودن.کردن، 
As we have seen, a single simple verb is involved 

in the formation of more than 53 new words and more 

than 25 new compound verbs.  

Furthermore, the verb sāxtan is used in the 

construction of a number of compound verbs as a 

second component. 

The use of compound verbs in the Persian 

language is of a wide scope, and as Y.A. Rubinchik 

notes, the most common type of verbs in today's 

Persian are also compound verbs. [20, p. 216]. In 

Persian, compound verbs not only verbalize more 

important actions and processes, but also perform 

functions that are usually fulfilled in other languages 
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by simple verbs [20, p. 217]. P. N. Khanlari mentions 

that the number of compound verbs in the Persian 

language is greater than the number of simple verbs, 

and many simple and prefixed verbs are squeezed out 

of modern vocabulary by the compound verbs. 

Subsequently, he claims that in modern Persian, new 

compound verbs, unlike simple and prefix verbs, 

continue to be formed and introduced into language 

[17, p.13, 95-96]. Russian Iranist Y.A. Rubinchik also 

indicates that today, when it is necessary to express an 

action, process or state in a language that was not 

previously realized by a verb, compound verbs are 

formed instead of simple or prefixed verbs [20, p.218]. 

A characteristic feature of the Persian verbal 

system, i.e. a relatively small number of verbs, in 

particular, the number of simple and prefix verbs, on 

the one hand, and a larger number of compound verbs 

in comparison with simple and prefix verbs, on the 

other, serves as the main factor in the various 

constructions of lexical-semantic variants of Persian 

verbs. 
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Introduction 

Currently, all over the world, including in 

Uzbekistan, there is an unfavorable tendency of an 

increase in the level of dentoalveolar anomalies and 

deformities in children and adolescents due to an 

increase in the frequency of diseases of background 

pathology such as respiratory organs, 

allergopathology, gastrointestinal, endocrine, 

cardiovascular diseases [18, 27, 32, 36, 38]. 

According to a number of literature data, the 

frequency of dentoalveolar anomalies and deformities 

in the child and adolescent population is 

contradictory, which is explained by the ecological, 

geochemical, and social characteristics of the regions. 

The prevalence of dentoalveolar anomalies in children 

and adolescents, according to the authors, ranges from 

18.9 to 86.1% [1, 36, 38]. 

At the same time, it should be noted that the 

frequency of dentoalveolar anomalies significantly 

increases (from 43.4 to 73.6%) in persons with other 

dental diseases, such as caries, periodontal disease 

[28, 36]. 

 

II.Literature review 

Attention is drawn to the tendency for the growth 

of disorders in the dentoalveolar system at different 

age periods, with a significant increase in the 

frequency of dentoalveolar anomalies in both children 

and adults over the past 15–20 years [39], as well as 

the analysis of genealogical information about 

http://s-o-i.org/1.1/tas
http://dx.doi.org/10.15863/TAS
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probands and their parents. on the basis of "bite" 

indicates that the generation of children has more 

pronounced malocclusion than their parents [16, 39], 

these facts demonstrate the social significance of the 

problem - almost every 2/3 of the child in the world 

has morphofunctional deviations in the dento-facial 

area. 

We know that unfavorable environmental factors 

negatively affect the general health of people, 

including children, reducing the level of both somatic 

and dental health [12, 25, 26]. 

When studying the frequency of dentoalveolar 

anomalies in children with different levels of health, 

scientists reveal etiopathogenetic links between 

various diseases of the body and the formation of 

pathological disorders in the dentoalveolar system 

[21, 26]. 

 

III.Analysis 

The mechanisms of the development of 

dentoalveolar deformities in the pathology of ENT 

organs (adenoid vegetation, tonsillitis, hypertrophic 

changes in the turbinates, seasonal rhinitis, curvature 

of the nasal septum) are most fully disclosed, where 

orofacial dysfunctions are the leading factor. 

Violations of myodynamic balance, functional 

activity of the muscles of the maxillofacial region 

adversely affect the growth and development of the 

jaws, the shape and size of dental arches and their 

relationships [3, 35, 36, 37, 50]. In addition, it was 

found that diseases of organs and systems in children 

and adolescents are combined with an increase in the 

frequency of dentoalveolar anomalies and deformities 

as in disorders of the musculoskeletal system [7, 23, 

27], endocrine diseases [21], diseases of the 

cardiovascular system [13 ], allergic pathology [2]. 

For example, the author with his research established 

the relationship between the state of the dentition and 

the respiratory systems, and he also observed 

dentoalveolar anomalies in children with bronchial 

asthma in 89.3% of cases; also in the study of 

cephalometric and biometric parameters in children 

with bronchial asthma and allergic rhinitis showed 

that in this category there is a narrowing of the dental 

arch in the molar region, lengthening of the anterior 

segment of dental arches, retrusion of the lower 

incisors, retrognathia of the mandible [2, 36]. 

The authors found that 92.1% of children and 

adolescents with dentoalveolar anomalies have from 2 

to 5 concomitant somatic diseases; the interrelation 

and interdependence of morphological and functional 

disorders in the dentition in children and adolescents 

with pathological changes in the body allows us to 

consider dentoalveolar anomalies as a socially 

significant combined pathology [36, 38]. 

However, an analysis of the literature data 

showed that the state of the dentition in children with 

bronchial asthma, a disease that is one of the central 

problems of pediatrics, has not been sufficiently 

studied. An in-depth analysis of the dependence of the 

frequency and structure of dentoalveolar anomalies in 

children and adolescents with bronchial asthma on the 

age of the dentition, duration and severity of the 

underlying disease is required. This means that the 

prevalence of clinical forms of dentoalveolar 

anomalies and deformities in this category must be 

specified, including a multifactorial assessment of 

epidemiological parameters characterizing the dental 

status in children with bronchial asthma and 

dentoalveolar anomalies. 

As far as we know, bronchial asthma (BA) is 

currently one of the central problems of pediatrics in 

all countries of the world (Noncommunicable 

Diseases - NCDs); this is due to a distinct increase in 

the incidence of the disease, its severity, adverse 

effects on the growth and development of a child, a 

tendency to relapse, and a tendency to early disability 

in children [9, 13, 23]. According to the authors, in 

some countries, bronchial asthma suffers from 1 to 

18% of the population, with an increase in the 

incidence in recent years by 2–2.5 times [6, 47]. 

 Moreover, the incidence of patients with 

pathological changes in the oral cavity caused by 

concomitant chronic somatic pathology at outpatient 

dental appointments showed that patients with 

bronchial asthma took the second place in the number 

of visits for dental pathology; they had periodontal 

diseases in 100% of cases[5]. Also, it was found that 

in bronchial asthma there are changes in the immune, 

endocrine, bone, nervous systems, different parts of 

the gastrointestinal tract [9, 24]. 

According to a number of authors, in allergic 

pathology, immunological reactivity changes, protein 

and mineral metabolism is disturbed, tissue hypoxia 

develops, the body's resistance decreases, which 

affects the dental status of patients [23, 25, 36]; and 

also, in case of bronchial asthma, an increase in the 

frequency of the main dental diseases in children was 

revealed: caries and non-carious lesions of hard tooth 

tissues, pathology of periodontal tissues and oral 

mucosa are widespread[41]; According to the author, 

it has been demonstrated that children 3-6 years old 

with bronchial asthma have a higher prevalence of 

caries than healthy children, mouth breathing is more 

common, it has been established that adolescents 12-

16 years old with bronchial asthma have a high risk of 

developing caries in correspondence with karyograms 

[47]. 

The highest prevalence of dental caries is 

observed in children with a severe form of the disease, 

reaching 96.4%, in children with a moderate form of 

bronchial asthma, this figure is 83.4%, with a mild 

form - 71.5% (p <0.05). In children with severe 

bronchial asthma, focal demineralization of enamel is 

detected in 30.2 ± 0.13%, with moderate - 27.8 ± 

0.21%, with mild - 24.4 ± 0.18%. In children with a 

severe form of bronchial asthma, the intensity of tooth 

decay is maximum and is equal to 9.2 ± 0.33%, while 
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in children with a moderate form - 7.3 ± 0.06%, with 

a mild form - 5.1 ± 0.28% [19]; another author, 

determined in patients with bronchial asthma the 

intensity of caries in the period of permanent 

occlusion - 92.9%; non-carious lesions of the teeth - 

72.3%; inflammatory periodontal diseases - in 100%; 

swelling of the tongue in 30%; petechiae of the oral 

mucosa in 70% and dry lips in 55% [22]. 

According to the authors, disorders in the 

dentition in children with bronchial asthma can be 

caused by structural and functional changes in the 

skeletal system, which are interrelated [4, 12]; all the 

more, the study of bone mineral density in patients 

with bronchial asthma showed that the bone in these 

patients is affected by pathological processes that take 

place in this disease, and the severity of such changes 

increases with the severity of bronchial asthma [11]; 

and also, long-term treatment with inhaled 

glucocorticosteroids in children with bronchial 

asthma leads to the development of osteopenia and 

osteoporosis, an increase in the level of parathyroid 

hormone and a decrease in the content of 

osteocalcitonin [3]. 

High rates of dental caries in children with 

allergic pathology, this is associated with a decrease 

in the mineralizing potential of saliva and low caries 

resistance, and a significant prevalence and intensity 

of these pathologies in children with bronchial asthma 

is combined with changes in saliva parameters [17, 

47], it was also revealed that during remission the 

value The average pH is 6.28, and during the 

exacerbation it is 6.11 [24]. 

According to the study, it was determined that in 

children with allergic pathology, the level of oral 

hygiene is significantly lower than in healthy children, 

this is due to the unsatisfactory hygienic state of the 

oral cavity in this category of children, not only with 

insufficient skills and irregular cleaning of teeth, but 

also with a decrease in the rate of salivation and 

violation of the protective properties of saliva, which 

creates conditions for the reproduction of 

microorganisms in the oral cavity [2]; for the 

treatment of bronchial asthma with the use of inhaled 

drugs, the pH of which has a level of less than 5.5, 

reduces the pH of dental plaque; this, together with a 

decrease in the rate of salivation, a decrease in the 

content of amylase and Ig A in saliva, adversely 

affects the level of dental health of children suffering 

from bronchial asthma [47]. 

At the same time, the author argues that, despite 

the fact that children with bronchial asthma, for the 

treatment of which beta-2-agonists are used, are at risk 

of developing caries, the effect of these drugs on 

salivation and on the level of tooth caries resistance is 

questioned [ 42]; thirdly, the author argues that, 

although in children and adults with bronchial asthma, 

the rate of salivation decreases, but with a good level 

of oral hygiene, this does not affect the occurrence of 

dental caries [43]. We know that the cellular elements 

of nonspecific protection of the oral cavity are a group 

of antigen-presenting cells and polymorphonuclear 

neutrophils, as well as some subpopulations of T-

lymphocytes, and it is they that perform the function 

of phagocytosis and elimination of utilized cells; 

secretion of biologically active substances. 

Macrophages produce several inflammatory 

amplification factors or chemotaxis for inflammatory 

agents. Polymorphonuclear neutrophils, being 

microphages, also trigger a chain of redox reactions. 

 

IV.Discussion 

The cellular elements of specific immune 

reactions of the oral mucosa and pharynx include T- 

and B-lymphocytes, plasma cells and tissue basophils. 

Depending on their specialization, T-lymphocytes are 

capable of either multiplying the local immune 

response to the appearance of an antigen, or directly 

destroying the foreign agent itself. Plasmocytes and 

B-lymphocytes synthesize and secrete various classes 

of immunoglobulins, but they are effective only in the 

presence of Antigen-presenting and T-helpers [15, 

22]. In the secretions of the body, sIgA binds to 

bacteria and viruses, thereby blocking their adsorption 

and adhesion to the mucosal epithelium and 

preventing the penetration of pathogens into the 

internal environment of the body. 

In addition, it has a high resistance to proteases, 

which makes it possible to function in the secretions 

of the mucous membranes; lack of the ability to bind 

complement components, which excludes the 

damaging effect of the antigen-antibody complex on 

the mucous membranes. The number of 

immunocompetent cells synthesizing sIgA changes 

with age. Their number is minimal in children, which 

makes this category of children extremely susceptible 

to bacterial and viral infections. 

It has now been established that the mechanism 

of development of bronchial asthma is associated with 

disturbances in the normal balance between T-helpers 

(Th) type 1 and 2 [22, 31, 36], and it is also known 

that Th 1 produce interleukin-2 (IL-2 ), interferon-γ, 

tumor necrosis factor (TNF) α, while Th2 - IL-4, IL-

5, IL-10, IL-13 [49]. Therefore, many authors 

consider inflammatory diseases of the oral mucosa 

and periodontal disease in bronchial asthma from the 

standpoint of a single immune-inflammatory nature of 

occurrence, affecting both the oral cavity and the 

respiratory tract. 

The study of the dental status and 

immunoregulatory mechanisms in children with 

bronchial asthma demonstrated a high degree of 

prevalence and intensity of the carious process in 

combination with lesions of the oral mucosa. At the 

same time, pronounced changes in the salivary 

cytokine spectrum were determined: an increase in the 

levels of cytokines: interleukin-4 (IL-4), interferon-γ 

(TNF-γ), interleukin-6 (IL-6) [19, 24]. A decrease in 

the barrier functions of the oral mucosa in patients 
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with bronchial asthma to the effects of microflora and 

other pathogenic factors has a significant effect on the 

development of inflammatory changes in the tissues 

of the periodontium and the oral mucosa. Also, it has 

been proven that the development of dental pathology 

is associated with a microbial factor. Among the 

microorganisms that cause the development of caries 

in children with allergies, the leading destructive role 

is played by Str. Mutans and Lactobacilus [13]. 

For patients with bronchial asthma in the acute 

period of the disease, polymicrobial infection of the 

oropharynx is characteristic. Bacteria are secreted 

from the mucous membrane of the back of the 

pharynx, which are practically not detected in this 

area: enterobacteria, pseudomonas, acinetobacters. 

The frequency of isolation of gram-negative non-

fermenting bacteria is 1.50-3.08%, enterobacteria - 

38.5%. Against the background of a decrease in the 

frequency of detection of species characteristic of 

healthy children, there is an increase by 2-5 orders of 

magnitude in the number of gram-negative non-

fermenting bacteria and enterobacteria of the 

following species: E. coli, Proteus mirabilis, P. 

vulgaris, K. pneumoniae, K. ozaenae, Enterobacter 

aerogenes, Pseudomonas aeruginosa , Burkholderia 

cepacia, Acinetobacter haemolyticus [38]. It was also 

found that in children with bronchial asthma, taking 

inhaled glucocorticoids, the state of hard tissues of 

teeth, periodontal tissue and salivary mineralizing 

function are disturbed, as a result, children with 

bronchial asthma are at risk of developing caries, non-

carious lesions, periodontal tissue diseases, candidal 

stomatitis [48 ]. On the part of another author, a 

decrease in the natural nonspecific defense in the oral 

cavity, a high frequency of candidiasis and a 

significant contamination of the oral mucosa with 

Candida fungi in patients with bronchial asthma who 

used inhaled and systemic glucocorticoids, especially 

daily [24, 38,45], were revealed. The author's studies 

have shown that the elemental imbalance in this 

category of children is associated with a deficiency in 

the content of blood iodides, insufficient content of 

copper, lithium, selenium, zinc and iron, and 

excessive accumulation of cobalt and lead [15]. 

Copper deficiency is also associated with 

immunodeficiency. Copper is of great importance for 

maintaining the elasticity of blood vessel walls, being 

a cofactor of superoxide dismutase (SOD), it is present 

in the human antioxidant defense system, increases 

the body's resistance to certain infections, binds 

microbial toxins [12]. Thus, when carrying out health-

improving measures in children with bronchial 

asthma, it is necessary to take into account the 

importance of violations of the microelement link of 

homeostasis in the development of the pathological 

condition under consideration, since an imbalance of 

minerals leads to depletion of antioxidant defense 

reserves, accumulation of endogenous toxins, a 

decrease in cell-phagocytic defense, a decrease in the 

ability to produce antibodies in response on the impact 

of foreign agents. 

Today, in dental practice, the leading method in 

the complex treatment of dentoalveolar anomalies and 

deformities is the hardware method, which is carried 

out using removable and non-removable structures. 

Under the influence of orthodontic appliances, 

complex processes of bone modeling, changes in the 

tissues of the periodontal complex, in the structures of 

the temporomandibular joint occur [20, 36]. 

Orthodontic treatment must be considered from 

the perspective of not only local effects, but also the 

effect on the body as a whole, because, by the 

intersystem integration of the functional state of the 

dentoalveolar systems and the autonomic nervous 

system, as well as the cardiovascular and respiratory 

systems, therefore, changes in the dentoalveolar-facial 

complex have an effect on the functional state of the 

whole organism [10, 20, 26]. 

Also, it was found that the level of a child's 

somatic health predetermines both the nature of 

adaptive reactions at the beginning of orthodontic 

treatment, the balance of tissue transformations in the 

active phase, and the stability of the results in the 

retention period. According to the author, the nature 

of adaptive reactions in the treatment of dentoalveolar 

anomaly depends on the level of specific and 

nonspecific resistance of the child's body. For 

example, in children with a high body resistance, 

pronounced adaptive reactions are determined at the 

first stages of treatment; it is noted that in cases of 

using removable devices, the normalization of 

physiological parameters is observed at a later date 

than non-removable ones; and with a decrease in the 

body's resistance, the adaptation period is longer, and 

later the level of functional reactions in the oral cavity 

is not restored to its original values [29]. 

Based on the above, analysis of literature data 

indicates that the use of removable orthodontic 

appliances, which are a stress factor for the tissues of 

the prosthetic bed and the child's body, provokes the 

development of not only physiological adaptive 

reactions, but also negative changes in the tissues of 

the periodontium and the oral mucosa [34]. The 

authors found that removable orthodontic appliances 

violate local homeostasis by changing the quantitative 

and qualitative parameters of the oral fluid [14, 34]. 

An analysis of the biophysical parameters of 

unstimulated oral fluid (UOF) showed that adaptation 

to removable orthodontic appliances made from basic 

materials includes two phases: 1 - from the moment of 

application to the 14th day; It is expressed by an 

increase in the volume, speed of unstimulated oral 

fluid, a shift in pH to the alkaline side with a decrease 

in the viscosity parameters of mixed saliva: 2 - phase 

- from 14 to 60 days; associated with almost complete 

recovery of the initial biophysical parameters of 

unstimulated oral fluid [14]. Also revealed a decrease 

in the level of lysozyme by 30%, an intensification of 
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lipid peroxidation and a deficiency of the 

physiological antioxidant system, an increase in 

proteolytic activity during orthodontic treatment. As a 

result of increased antigenic load, an increase in the 

content of S-Ig A in saliva was determined [20, 26]. 

It has been established that cytomorphological 

changes in the gums were revealed in those 

undergoing apparatus treatment [16]; a decrease in the 

content of keratinized anucleated cells - by 1.4 times, 

nucleated cells of the spinous layer - by 1.1 times; an 

increase in the content of cells with symptoms of 

cytopathology: with a deformed nucleus - 3.2 times, 

contaminated with microorganisms - 2.7 times, with 

symptoms of phagocytosis - 11 times; an increase in 

the number of cells of the inflammatory infiltrate: 

polymorphonuclear leukocytes - by 2.5 times, naked 

monocytes - by 2.2 times, intact monocytes - by 1.7 

times; an increase in the value of the inflammatory-

destructive index by 3.9 times. 

The use of removable orthodontic structures 

worsens the hygienic condition of the oral cavity, 

changes the microbial landscape in the cavity, 

adversely affects the trophism and microcirculation in 

the tissues of the periodontium, the mucous membrane 

of the prosthetic bed; an increase in microbial 

contamination by 50 -67% and an increase in the 

frequency of excretion of opportunistic and 

pathogenic microflora [33]. Another factor 

contributing to inflammatory-reactive changes in the 

periodontal tissues and the oral mucosa are acrylic 

plastics, a widely used material from which lamellar 

devices are made. 

In recent years, there has been convincing 

evidence that different plastics used in dentistry differ 

in the content of toxic and potentially allergenic 

substances [16, 34]. For example, acrylates affect the 

structural and functional properties of the cell 

membranes of the oral mucosa, change the ionic 

composition of saliva; when using devices made of 

"Redont" material in children, the pH of the oral fluid 

is 6.05, the level of potassium decreases, and the level 

of calcium in the mixed saliva increases [29]. It was 

found that at the initial stage of orthodontic treatment 

with devices made of basic cold-curing plastics, there 

is a significant increase in the concentration of iron, 

tungsten, the gradient of the ratio "copper / zinc", as 

well as IgE. And also, the authors determined that with 

orthodontic treatment of children with removable 

structures, the prevalence of chronic catarrhal 

gingivitis is 100%, chronic hypertrophic gingivitis - 

18.18%. At the same time, the change in the function 

of the salivary glands is manifested in a significant 

decrease in the salivation rate by 29.17%, the level of 

sIgA by 1.85 times and lysozyme by 1.33 times in the 

oral fluid compared with children in the control group 

without dentoalveolar anomalies [14]. 

Special tactics of orthodontic treatment are 

required by patients with general diseases of the body, 

especially those with allergic pathology due to the 

high risk of complications, especially in this category 

of patients there are relative contraindications to the 

use of constructions made of acrylic plastics, which 

can trigger allergens [44]. At the same time, the 

analysis of literature data showed that the issues of the 

effect of removable orthodontic appliances on the 

periodontal tissue, the oral mucosa in children with 

bronchial asthma have not been sufficiently studied. 

Domestic and foreign authors are unanimous in 

the opinion: the priority in the prevention of dental 

diseases at the stages of orthodontic treatment is to 

ensure a high level of oral hygiene [20, 25, 26, 40]. 

For example, the comparative assessment of the 

effectiveness of the use of electric and manual 

toothbrushes in patients undergoing instrumental 

treatment is ambiguous. The author prioritized the use 

of an electric toothbrush in the course of orthodontic 

treatment [46], another authors did not determine the 

differences in the levels of hygienic state of the oral 

cavity when using electric and manual toothbrushes 

[S. Deriy 2004]. Also, other authors, for the 

prevention and treatment of pathological reactive 

changes in the mucous membrane of the prosthetic 

bed in children, recommend the use of therapeutic and 

prophylactic anti-inflammatory toothpastes and 

conditioners-conditioners "Parodontax", "Lakalut 

active", "Korsodil" and "Vesna Plus" [30] , for 

orthodontic patients, he recommends a double 

brushing of teeth with the use of toothpastes, which 

had pronounced anti-inflammatory properties and 

antioxidant effect, and as a rinse, it is proposed to use 

dental elixirs with a biogenic stimulant of a wide 

spectrum of action - the preparation biotrit, which is 

obtained from wheat seedlings [29]. 

In order to objectify the prognostic signs of the 

development of complications in orthodontic 

treatment, an interactive computer program has been 

developed for their determination, and also, the 

concept of differentiated individualized use of 

complexes for the prevention of diseases of hard 

dental tissues, oral mucosa and periodontal tissues 

during orthodontic treatment has been proved [8], 

other authors have established on the need for a 

differentiated approach to preventive measures taking 

into account the degree of risk of caries and 

periodontal diseases when using removable 

orthodontic appliances (20). 

 

V.Conclusion 

Thus, the analysis of the literature data showed 

that the dental status in children with dentoalveolar 

anomalies and concomitant bronchial asthma, as well 

as the state of nonspecific resistance and the level of 

functional reactions that provide oral cavity 

homeostasis and adaptive capabilities in this 

contingent, have not been sufficiently studied, a 

treatment and prophylactic scheme has not been 

developed. measures that improve adaptation to 

removable and non-removable devices and reduce the 
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risk of developing traumatic stomatitis in children 

with bronchial asthma, and also insufficiently 

substantiated by experimental studies of the 

etiopathogenetic mechanisms of pathological 

processes of the oral mucosa and periodontal tissue 

undergoing orthodontic treatment in children with 

bronchial asthma. 
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Introduction 

Among the surgical diseases of the liver and 

extra hepatic biliary tract, the most severe patients are 

patients with obstructive jaundice (OJS) syndrome 

with the development of liver failure, 

thrombohemorrhagic syndrome and cholemic 

bleeding, purulent cholangitis and cholangiogenic 

liver abscesses, intestinal dysbiosis, as well as a 

number of other complications, leading to the 

development of multiple organ failure. Patients 

suffering from obstructive jaundice (OJ) should be 

referred to the group of patients with acute surgical 

diseases. However, in conditions of obstruction of the 

biliary tract, cholangitis and liver failure, emergency 

surgical treatment is risky, accompanied by a large 

number of complications, and the mortality rate 

reaches 15-30%, which is 4 times higher than in cases 

where obstructive jaundice can be eliminated before 

surgery [1 , 2,3,4,5]. Among the causes of sub hepatic 

jaundice, the first place is occupied by cholelithiasis 

(35-40%), the second is cancer of the head of the 

pancreas (PJ) (30-35%), the third is cancer of the extra 

hepatic bile ducts (10-12%) and, finally, cancer of the 

greater papilla duodenum (GPDD) (1-2%). 

 

II. Literature review 

At present, with the existing variety of options 

for treatment tactics, most authors consider the 

optimal treatment of patients with breast cancer in two 

stages. At the first stage, one-stage or prolonged 

decompression, sanitation of the gallbladder or bile 

ducts, which allows to stop clinical and inflammatory 

manifestations of the disease, prepare the patient and 

perform the second, main, stage of surgical treatment 

http://s-o-i.org/1.1/tas
http://dx.doi.org/10.15863/TAS
http://t-science.org/
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- to eliminate the cause that caused the breast. This 

tactic of treatment makes it possible to achieve a 

decrease in the number of postoperative complications 

and a decrease in the overall mortality rate. 

Certain achievements in the diagnosis and 

treatment of this severe pathology noted in recent 

decades are associated primarily with the active 

introduction of new (or improvement of known) 

diagnostic methods into wide clinical practice, the use 

of modern minimally invasive technologies - 

laparoscopic, endoscopic, ultrasound, X-ray 

television and others, as well as their combinations. 

 

III. Analysis 

If, based on complaints, medical history, 

physical examination data, routine laboratory 

diagnostic methods, as well as screening ultrasound 

(USE), the likelihood of obstructive jaundice seems to 

be high, and the diagnosis is unclear, then in the future 

it is advisable to use contrasting methods of the biliary 

tract, endoscopic retrograde 

cholangiopancreatography (ERCPG) or percutaneous 

transhepatic cholangiography (PTCG). Due to their 

informativeness and minimally invasiveness, these 

methods have taken a leading place in the treatment 

and diagnostic complex for breast cancer [6,7,8]. 

The main complications associated with 

transpapillary manipulations are reactive pancreatitis 

of varying severity, bleeding from the PDS area, bile 

ducts and pancreatic duct system, perforation of the 

duodenum wall or ducts, acute cholangitis [9,10,11]. 

At the same time, the issues of modern diagnostics and 

rational therapeutic tactics in breast cancer remain one 

of the most difficult and largely unsolved problems in 

abdominal surgery. So, the main task of surgical 

intervention in breast cancer is decompression of the 

biliary tract, elimination of obstruction, elimination of 

jaundice and prevention of the onset or progression of 

liver failure. 

The aim of this work is to evaluate the 

effectiveness of decompression methods in the 

treatment of patients with OJS to determine the 

algorithm of treatment tactics in this category of 

patients. 

For the period from 2014 to 2019, 194 patients 

with OJS of various geneses were in inpatient 

treatment in the surgical department of the Bukhara 

branch of the RSCEMP. 

Examination in 80 (41.4%) patients revealed 

cholelithiasis, choledocholithiasis, 40 (20.6%) - 

pancreatic head cancer, 15 (8%) - acute pancreatitis, 

edematous form, 13 (7%) - PCES, 

choledocholithiasis, in 8 (4.1%) - a tumor of the 

hepatic hilum, in 6 (3.1%) - benign strictures of the 

common bile duct against the background of gallstone 

disease, acute calculous cholecystitis; strictures of the 

common bile duct against the background of PCES, 

strictures of the biliodigestive anastomosis, strictures 

of the common bile duct against the background of 

asymptomatic cholecystolithiasis and acute 

cholangitis - in 4 (2%); stenosis of the Vater's papilla, 

metastatic lesion of the liver and stone of the 

gallbladder stump - in 3 (1.5%) patients. 

There were 138 (71%) women and 56 (29%) 

men. More than 60% of patients were over 60 years 

old. 

Specific manifestations of OJS - yellowness of 

the sclera and skin - were detected in 83% of patients, 

darkening of urine and acholia feces - in 40%, pain 

and a feeling of heaviness in the right hypochondrium 

and upper abdomen - in 87%, in 61% dyspeptic 

syndrome was revealed ( nausea, dryness or bitterness 

in the mouth, heartburn, belching, loss of appetite, 

changes in the nature of the stool). Itching with 

characteristic scratching on the body was observed in 

19% of patients, and an increase in body temperature 

- in 13%. 

The diagnostic program included traditional 

laboratory research, ultrasound examination, 

computed tomography, endoscopic retrograde 

cholangiopancreatography (RCPG), and percutaneous 

transhepatic cholangiography. Diagnostic methods 

made it possible to identify the cause of the 

obstruction of the bile tree, the level and degree of 

occlusion, in case of tumor lesion - the stage of the 

process (distant metastases, invasion of the vascular 

structures). The main diagnostic method was ERCPG, 

which was performed in patients with OJS, as well as 

in all patients with suspected calculi in the 

extrahepatic bile ducts. 194 ERCPG were performed, 

of which 63 were diagnostic and 131 were therapeutic. 

In 73 (55.7%) patients, EPST was performed, of 

which 58 (44.3%) patients for choledocholithiasis. 

Therapeutic tactics for choledocholithiasis has now 

become more active in connection with the 

development of various methods of lithoextraction 

and lithotripsy. Lithoextraction is indicated for 

patients with a burdened history, when repeated 

control studies are undesirable, with a high probability 

of stones wedging in the terminal part of the common 

bile duct during their spontaneous discharge, with 

many small stones. Lithoextraction is contraindicated 

when the diameter of the calculus exceeds the 

diameter of the terminal part of the common bile duct 

and the size of the papillotomy opening. 

 

IV. Discussion 

The stones were removed with a Dormia basket, 

their number varied from 1 to 9, the largest diameter 

of the removed stone was 14 mm. Mechanical 

lithotripsy was used for single calculi with a diameter 

of more than 10 mm with a narrow terminal section of 

the common bile duct, multiple stones of hepatic 

choledochus, closely adjacent to each other, while 

maintaining the sphincter apparatus of the PDS in 

young patients. The volume of the dissection was 

determined by the purpose of the intervention. For 

stenting of the common bile duct in 12 (6.2%) 
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patients, there was no need to perform an extended 

papillotomy incision, which exceeds the risk of 

complications. The arthroplasty technique did not 

differ from that used in the standard situation in 35 

(18%) patients. 

During ERCPG, difficulties were caused by 

anomalies in the location of the bile ducts, 

parapapillary diverticula, which were found in 42 

(21.6%) patients. Bleeding from the papillotomy area 

developed in 4 (2%) patients who achieved 

endoscopic hemostasis. The low trauma of 

percutaneous transhepatic endobiliary interventions, 

their high efficiency as a method not only for 

preoperative preparation of patients, but also as an 

independent low-traumatic surgical method of 

treatment contributed to the achievement of a positive 

result in treatment. 

Percutaneous transhepatic cholangiostomy 

(PTCS) was performed in 92 patients using a modified 

Seldinger technique (stylet-catheter), including 55 

(59.8%) patients with tumor lesions of the 

pancreatoduodenal zone. PTCS provided external 

drainage of bile in 31 (34.2%) patients, external-

internal drainage - in 32 (35.3%) patients and separate 

drainage of the hepatic ducts - in 28 (30.5%). 

Prolonged or constant external bile diversion in tumor 

genesis OJS is associated with metabolic disorders 

that are difficult to compensate, which requires the 

return of bile to the digestive tract. 

After normalization of liver function, the 

following were performed: laparoscopic 

cholecystectomy with revisions of the extrahepatic 

bile ducts, cholecystectomy from a mini-access with 

drainage of the common bile duct, 

choledochoduodenoanastomosis, 

choledocholithotomy, in 35 cases using stents. Plastic 

stents were used when planning a radical surgical 

treatment at the next stage. With a predicted life 

expectancy of patients up to 6 months, the most 

effective and long-term drainage of the bile ducts is 

provided by nitinol stents; they can be recommended 

for inoperable tumors of the biliopan-creatoduodenal 

region. 

The use of new-generation coated nitinol stents 

(taking into account the possibility of their removal) 

is a promising method for the treatment of benign 

diseases. The need to replace the endoprosthesis arises 

no earlier than 6 months later; the average life of a 

metal stent is approximately 1 year. When choosing a 

method of bile diversion, the following factors were 

taken into account: the level of obturation of the 

biliary tract (proximal or distal), the spread of the 

pathological process to the surrounding organs and 

tissues and the patient's condition (is it planned after a 

radical surgical intervention), the predicted life time 

after minimally invasive intervention, if radical the 

operation is not indicated, the likelihood of possible 

complications, material and technical support and the 

possible quality of technical performance of one or 

another method of minimally invasive intervention. 

OJS patients underwent conservative therapy, 

preliminary decompression of the bile ducts, and 

surgery. Conservative therapy made it possible to 

arrest the manifestations of the breast in 39 patients 

(20%). In the biochemical parameters of the blood, 

pronounced changes were noted, indicating liver 

failure, 48% of patients were hospitalized with severe 

and moderately severe hepatic failure. 106 patients 

(68.5%) were operated on urgently. Urgent (within 

24-72 hours after admission) operations were 

performed in 49 (31.5%) patients when instrumental 

decompression of the bile ducts was not feasible. 

For radical surgical treatment, three methods 

were used - endoscopic, surgical and combined. 

Preliminary decompression of the biliary system using 

minimally invasive methods (EPST, PTCS, NBD) 

was performed at a high risk of surgery in 94 patients 

(60.1%), the optimal time for performing the second 

stage is the third week after drainage of the biliary 

tract; with a longer decompression, acholic syndrome 

develops. In 9 (4.6%) patients aged 61 to 89 years, 

puncture and drainage interventions were performed 

under ultrasound control. Postoperative mortality was 

10.6% (16 patients out of 155 operated patients). 

The causes of death were, firstly, progressive 

hepatic-renal failure, and secondly, concomitant 

diseases in the stage of sub- and decompensation 

(cardiovascular and respiratory failure), since 60% of 

patients were over the age of 60 years. 

 

V.Conclusion 

1. Comprehensive examination of a patient with 

OJS allows accurate diagnosis of pathology, 

determination of differential treatment tactics for 

patients and determination of indications for 

endoscopic and surgical treatment of patients in order 

to eliminate the cause of obstructive jaundice and 

restore bile passage. 

2. In treatment it is necessary to use a two-stage 

tactic. At the first stage, drainage manipulation is 

performed, which can become the method of choice of 

surgical intervention. Radical operations or stenting of 

the ducts are performed after normalization of liver 

function. 

3. Endoscopic methods are indicated for 

pathology of the head of the pancreas and the greater 

duodenal papilla. 
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Introduction 

We know that at the orthopedic dental 

appointment in persons using metal dentures, there are 

phenomena of intolerance to structural materials, 

galvanosis, toxic stomatitis and delayed contact 

allergic reactions in the form of inflammation in the 

places where the metal parts of the prostheses adhere 

to the oral cavity (OC). At the same time, patients 

complain of a metallic taste, a burning sensation and 

tingling of the tongue, a distortion of taste sensitivity, 

a feeling of various tastes. Headaches, dizziness, 

weakness, fatigue, nausea, vomiting, indigestion, 

sleep disturbances, heart pains are often noted [3, 4, 6, 

7, 8, 9, 10, 12]. 

As far as we know today, despite the 

development of new technologies, the number of 

people with symptoms of intolerance to certain metals 

or alloys, such as nickel-chromium alloys, especially 

stainless steel, continues to increase, the corrosion 

products of which enter the OC, accumulate in saliva, 

biological fluids and body tissues. [1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 13, 

14]. 

http://s-o-i.org/1.1/tas
http://dx.doi.org/10.15863/TAS
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Purpose of the work: To determine the 

biocompatibility of metal alloys obtained by means of 

optimal technological workpieces; cast bar billets 

Ø12mm or granules Ø2-6mm, alloy on a cobalt-

chromium base, type KHS, using a portable expert 

diagnostic system "Lira-100", which allows to 

improve the methodology for determining and prevent 

the phenomena of galvanosis OC, as well as to study 

compensatory and adaptive changes in OC. 

 

II.Literature review 

When receiving traditional billets for casting 

alloys of the KHS type in the form of rods, the main 

technological stages consisted of such main stages as 

melting, sandblasting, tumbling and cutting of rods 

into measured parts. 

In this case, there is a mechanical effect on 

structural alloys. To obtain the pellets, a vacuum unit 

for melting pellets Indutherm (Germany) was used 

and the entire technological process, in addition to 

melting, consisted only of pellet tumbling. To study 

the structure of cast semifinished products, 

metallographic studies were used: macro and 

microscopic methods of analysis in accordance with 

accepted standards. The composition of the alloys 

under study was determined by X-ray microanalysis. 

The response of the patient's OC tissues to the 

sample material was assessed using the Lira-100bt 

expert diagnostic complex, developed and 

manufactured in Russia, which meets the 

requirements of GOST 19687-89, GOST R 50444-92, 

technical specifications TU 9442-001-41971715-

2007, series 66, OGRNIP 305667405300010. 

 

III.Analysis 

A total of 103 patients (53 women and 50 men 

from 39 to 63 years old), wearing metal prostheses of 

various designs, 59 patients wearing metal prostheses 

cast from granules, and 44 patients wearing metal 

prostheses made from a rod, who were previously 

diagnosed with OC galvanosis, were examined. 

The study was carried out by comparing the 

values of the coefficient of functional asymmetry of 

the initial measurement and the coefficient of 

functional asymmetry obtained when measuring with 

the test sample. The coefficients are calculated using 

the software of the expert diagnostic complex "Lira-

100", which is based on the analysis of changes in the 

parameters of bioelectric reactivity (BEMR) of living 

tissues of the organ - the response electromagnetic 

signal, due to which the presence of pathological 

processes in the tissues under study is determined with 

high accuracy [1, 2, 9]. 

In order to study the content, reduced glutathione 

and the activity of glutathione-dependent pancreatic 

enzymes at different degrees of secondary adentia in 

patients, we divided as a comparison group in the case 

of replacement of the defect with one-piece bridges 

(group IV), we used clinical group I (absence of 1-3 

teeth). The comparison groups for the V (clasp) and 

VI (lamellar prostheses) groups were respectively II 

(absence of 4-10 teeth) and III (complete edentulous) 

clinical groups. 

In order to study the effect of pH-saliva on 

dentures in patients, it was carried out using a pH-

millivoltmeter “pH-410” during the initial 

examination on the day of fixation of the structures 

and after 6 months. Measurements of the 

electrochemical potentials of metal inclusions in the 

OC were carried out using the device "Universal 

Ionomer EV-74" [5,8, 9]. 

Observing the patients, a clinical assessment of 

the manufactured prostheses was carried out 

according to the modified basic criteria [7, 8]. The 

condition of dentures in the examined patients was 

assessed after the manufacture of new dentures and 

after 6 months. 

To assess secretory immunity, oral fluid (OF) 

was obtained, which was a mixed saliva. The 

concentration of lactoferrin (Lf) and secretory 

immunoglobulin A (IG A) was determined in the 

pancreas by the method of heterogeneous enzyme-

linked immunosorbent assay using the "Vector-Best" 

test systems. 

In order to assess the nonspecific resistance of 

OOPR, the reaction of adsorption of microorganisms 

by the cells of the buccal epithelium was used [8,12]. 

Statistical processing of the results was carried 

out on the basis of the principles of variation statistics 

according to the Student's criteria using the computer 

statistical programs Statistica 8.0. To analyze the 

relationship between the signs, the Spearman 

correlation analysis was used. Differences were 

considered statistically significant at p <0.05. 

The amount of metal suitable for use with 

traditional technology is 45-50%, with metal losses up 

to 18-20%, the granulation technology allows to 

obtain up to 80-90% of usable metal, with losses = 

1.5%. The study of the work of a dental technician - a 

foundry worker has shown that when using a granular 

form of workpieces it allows them to be quickly and 

evenly heated, because the weight of granules Ø2.0-

6.0 mm is 0.1-0.6g, with the weight of bar blanks 

Ø12mm — 12.0-15.0g. The melting time of 50 grams 

of billets in the form of rods averages 190 ± 2 seconds, 

at 100 ± 2 seconds in a new shape of billets. 

Comparative analysis of the structure and 

composition of metal alloys after casting, carried out 

by metallographic and chemical-spectral methods, 

showed that the average distance between the ages of 

the dendrites in the KHS alloy samples obtained from 

rods is 24 μm, while the average distance between the 

ages of the dendrites of the alloy samples cast from 

granules 13 microns. An indicator such as liquation in 

the first group is higher (ΔMo = 6.5 ± 5.2%; ΔCr = 

28.0 ± 3.1%) than in the second (ΔMo = 6.5 ± 1.5%; 

ΔCr = 28.0 ± 0.9%). The number of non-metallic 

inclusions in products made from rods is also higher: 
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it is 11 per unit area versus 5 per unit area in dentures 

cast from granules. 

Another important indicator - the waste for the 

alloy in the rods is 0.24%, against the analogous 

indicators of the samples obtained from granules - 

0.16%. The most suitable for patients was the KHS 

alloy, produced in the form of granules, in which the 

coefficient of functional asymmetry is close to the 

control line. The subsequent prosthetics performed 

using the KHS alloy, produced in the form of granules, 

showed the absence of complaints in all studied 

patients. 

In order to detect galvanic phenomena in OC, 

leading to the appearance of galvanosis, a special 

sensor D2 with a metal tip was used with the help of 

the Lira-100 device. 

As a result of the calculations, it was revealed 

that in all examined patients, whose dentures were 

made from KHS, produced in the form of granules, 

that V1> V2 was less than 30%, which indicates the 

permissible values of electrical potentials [5, 7], and 

the data for presence of galvanose OC no. 

Pathological changes in OC against the 

background of constant interaction with harmful 

physical and chemical products of metallurgical 

production, primarily with functional and organic 

disorders in the salivary glands [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14], 

which is confirmed by our data. 

Complaints of frequent thirst were presented by 

those wearing prostheses made from a rod - 19.23% 

of patients in the main group (MG) and 5.88% of 

patients wearing prostheses made of granules, in the 

control group (CG) there were no such complaints. 

The sensation of dryness in OC occurs in 34.62% of 

patients with MG, in 11.76% of patients in CG. The 

nature of changes in indicators of gastric secretory 

immunity depended on the type of material of the 

prosthesis made: there was a decrease in the level of 

lactoferrin by 23.2% (p≤0.05) and a tendency towards 

a decrease in the concentration of secretory IG A by 

26.3% (p> 0.05), compared with the indications of the 

control group (table No. 1). An analysis of the results 

of the examined patients indicates that the average 

value of the PMA index in the main group was 47.4 ± 

1.36%, which corresponds to moderate severity, and 

in the CG group 14.9 ± 1.62%. We did not reveal 

significant differences in the degree of inflammation 

of the gingival mucosa in persons with dentures, the 

frameworks of which were cast from both granules 

and rods, but pathology was often found in patients 

with CG. 

 

Table №1. Indicators of lactoferrin, secretory IHA, adsorption of microorganisms 

 

Patient group 
Lactoferring / ml Secretory IHA mg / ml 

Adsorption of 

microorganisms, SCC 

Control group 6005,6± 328,0 165,0±12,4 2,0±0,3 

Main group 3915±231,3 137±16,9 1,6±0,4 

           

MMOC such as benign tumors - 8.2%; 

leukoplakia - 4.3%; cheilitis - 5.9%; swelling of the 

tongue and cheek - 44.9%; raids in the language - 

68.2%; folded tongue - 12.7%; burning of the tongue 

- 9.4%; dry mouth -46.4%; bitterness in the mouth - 

23.2%; inflammatory diseases of periodontal tissues 

60.5%: in the CG 1.7%; 0%; 3.3%; 23.7%; 31.7%; 

2.4%; 0%; 17.8 %%, 5.4%; 59.7% respectively. 

Based on the obtained values of the 

electrochemical potentials, a galvanogram was made 

and the EMF was calculated. The results of the study 

of EMF in patients of different groups are presented 

in table №2. 

The study of gastric acid pH indices showed that 

despite a slight shift in pH - to the acidic side in 

patients with all-metal prostheses from a rod and in 

patients with prostheses from a granule, comparable 

results were: 7.0 ± 0.2 and 5.8 ± 0.4, respectively (p 

<0.05). The pH of saliva has a significant shift towards 

the acidic side in patients with dental prostheses made 

from KCS in the form of rods. In our opinion, this is 

due not only to the presence of dentures made of KCS 

alloys in OC, but also to the effect of microbiological, 

immunological and biochemical factors that 

contribute to the progression of inflammatory diseases 

of OC. 

                              

Table №2. Indicators of potential difference in patients of different groups 

 

  

Study groups 

 

Types of dentures 

Indicators of the difference 

of electrochemical potentials 

Control group. 

n = 44; man = 16 

women = 28 

Sintered metal 

Metal acrylic 

All-metal 

40±10 

50±10 

30±10 
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Main group: 

n = 59; man = 22 

women = 37 

Sintered metal 

Metal acrylic 

All-metal      

30±10 

40±10 

40±10 

Appendix: Significance of differences P <0.05.  

 

As a result, in a detailed analysis of the 

distribution of cells of different categories, it was 

found that when using blanks of the traditional type in 

the form of rods, the number of cells that adsorbed 

more than 50 microbial bodies is one and a half times 

reduced (p = 0.04). This indicates a partial inhibition 

of the mechanisms of immunoreactivity of the 

MMOC in the presence of a metal frame cast from 

billets in the form of rods, where the worse indicators 

of the dispersion of the dendritic structure, liquation 

heterogeneity (ΔMo ± 5.2%; ΔCr ± 3.1%) and a large 

number of nonmetallic inclusions [10, 11, 13, 14]. 

Corrosion products (iron, copper, manganese, 

chromium, etc.) enter the OC, accumulate in saliva, 

biological fluids and body tissues. 

As studies have shown, in OC patients with 

partial edentulousness before prosthetics in the 

absence of 1-3 teeth, the GSH content decreased by 

21% (p <0.02) compared with the data obtained in 

healthy people. In the absence of 4-10 teeth in the 

gastric cancer, the GSH level decreased by 37.0% (p 

<0.001), and in patients with complete adentia - by 

54.0% (p <0.001), compared with the values in the 

control group. 

 

IV.Discussion 

The activity of glutathione-dependent enzymes 

in the gastric cancer of edentulous patients before 

prosthetics also decreased (table 3). 

Thus, the activity of GPO decreased by 22.7% (p 

<0.001), and GR by 30.2% (p <0.001) in the absence 

of 1-3 teeth in patients; by 48.3% (p <0.001) and 

32.7% (p <0.001) in the absence of 4-10 teeth 

compared to the enzyme activity in the group of 

people with intact dentition. In the group of patients 

with complete adentia, the most pronounced decrease 

in the activity of oxidase and reductase enzymes 

involved in the metabolism of glutathione was 

observed. The GP activity in the III clinical group 

decreased by 58.3% (p <0.001), and GR - by 38.8% (p 

<0.001) compared with the data in the control group. 

The content of reduced glutathione and the activity of 

glutathione-dependent pancreatic enzymes at various 

degrees of secondary adentia in patients not subjected 

to dental prosthetics (M ± m). 

According to the data obtained, the GSH level in 

the gastric cancer of patients of the IV clinical group 

was 35.2% (p <0.001) lower than the data obtained in 

the I - group. The content of reduced glutathione in 

group V was lower by 65.3% (p <0.001) compared 

with the data in group II. The maximum decrease in 

GSH concentration was found during the replacement 

of dentition defects with removable lamellar 

prostheses. 

The content of reduced glutathione in the VI - 

clinical group was 12.35 ± 2.42 μmol / g, which was 

56.0% less (p <0.001) compared with the data 

obtained in the III group. 

In the course of the studies, it was found that at 

the time of examination in patients of IV, V and VI 

clinical groups, there was a significant imbalance in 

the work of glutathione-dependent pancreatic 

enzymes. 

 

Table №3. The activity of glutathione-dependent enzymes in the stomach of edentulous patients before 

prosthetics also decreased 

 

Groups of examined    

 n 

 

GSH,μmol / l 

GPO, μmol / (min 

• g protein) 

GR, μmol / (min • 

g protein) 

I (patients with missing 1-3 teeth) 21 48,13±3,22 

р 1-7<0,02 

38,69±2,39 

р1-7<0,001 

21,45±1,60 

р1-7<0,001 

II (patients with frequent adentia, who 

lacked 4-10 teeth) 

10 38,36±2,04 

р 2-7<0,001 

р 1-2<0,02 

25,86±1,51 

р 2-7<0,001 

р 1-2<0,001 

20,68±1,24 

р2-7<0,001 

р 1-2>0,5 

III (patients with complete absence of 

teeth in the upper and lower jaws) 

10 28,05±1,10 

р 3-7<0,001 

р 1-3<0,001 

р2-3<0,001 

20,88±1,65 

р 3-7<0,001 

р 1-3<0,001 

р2-3<0,05 

18,81±1,17 

р 3-7<0,001 

р 1-3<0,5 

р2-3<0,5 
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IV (patients with one-piece fixed 

bridges made of CCS) 

21 31,21±1,98 

р 4-7<0,001 

р4-1<0,001 

13,16±3,00 

р 4-7<0,001 

р4-1<0,001 

16,77±1,11 

р 4-7<0,001 

р4-1<0,02 

V (patients with clasp prostheses) 10 13,3±0,79 

р5-7<0,001 

р5-2<0,001 

р5-4<0,001 

6,99±1,93 

р5-7<0,001 

р5-2<0,001 

р5-4<0,5 

11,72±0,75 

р5-7<0,001 

р5-2<0,001 

р5-4<0,5 

VI (patients with removable lamellar 

dentures from methyl methacrylate) 

10 12,35±2,42 

р6-7<0,001 

р6-3<0,001 

р6-4<0,001 

р6-5>0,5 

5,08±0,59 

р6-7<0,001 

р6-3<0,001 

р6-4<0,02 

р6-5<0,5 

6,75±0,81 

р6-7<0,001 

р6-3<0,001 

р6-4<0,001 

р6-5<0,001 

VII (healthy with intact dentition) 21 60,92±4,44 50,02±2,02 30,74±1,43 

                     

In the mixed saliva of group IV patients, the 

GPO and GR activity decreased by 66.0% (p <0.001) 

and 21.8% (p <0.02), as compared with the 

corresponding parameters before prosthetics. In 

patients of group V, the GPO activity was lower by 

73.0% (p <0.001), and GR - by 43.3% (p <0.001) 

compared with the indicators in group II. When 

removable lamellar prostheses were used for the 

treatment of adentia, the general tendency to 

inhibition of the activity of glutathione-dependent 

enzymes of antiradical protection of the oral cavity, 

observed in clinical groups IV and V, remained. 

The GPO activity in the VI - group was lower by 

75.7% (p <0.001) compared with the data in the III - 

group. 

The GR activity when wearing lamellar 

prostheses was 64.1% lower (p <0.001) compared 

with the data in group III. Thus, in gastric cancer 

patients with secondary adentia, both before 

prosthetics and after the use of fixed and removable 

orthopedic structures, there are significant 

disturbances in the exchange of one of the main 

cellular antioxidants, reduced glutathione, which is 

capable of both independently reducing reactive 

oxygen species and, together with HPO, to catalyze 

recovery of hydrogen peroxide and organic peroxides. 

Apparently, the oxidation of functionally 

important thiol groups of GSH occurs through the 

direct action of oxidizing agents with thioloprivative 

action on them. In edentulous conditions without 

prosthetics, as well as during prosthetics with fixed 

bridges, the most likely mechanism for reducing the 

content of reduced glutathione in gastric cancer of 

patients is the accumulation of metal ions with 

variable valence (for example, ions of iron, cobalt, 

nickel, chromium) discovered by a number of authors 

[ 6, 8]. The decrease in the concentration of GSH in 

OC was facilitated by a decrease in the activity of the 

GR-enzyme, which regenerates reduced glutathione. 

When removable lamellar prostheses are used 

for prosthetics, the leading mechanism contributing to 

a decrease in the GSH content in the gastric cancer of 

patients, in our opinion, is the presence of residual 

monomer in the prosthesis - a methyl methacrylate 

residue that has not undergone a polymerization 

reaction, which is a free radical by its chemical nature. 

Clasp dentures used in this study were made of 

methyl methacrylate, imitating the shape of the crown 

of missing teeth, and a metal arch connecting the 

prosthesis into a single whole, and therefore in 

patients of the V - clinical group, both described 

mechanisms of activation of free radical oxidation of 

biomolecules took place. 

A decrease in the activity of GPO and GR in 

gastric cancer of patients whose dentition defects were 

replaced by fixed and removable prostheses is 

apparently associated with the oxidative modification 

of the functional groups of enzymes, which occurs 

under the action of an excessive amount of reactive 

oxygen species and free radicals. The resulting 

conformational rearrangements of the enzyme 

molecule, the dissociation of proteins into subunits, as 

well as an increase in the rate of their degradation can 

be the cause of the phenomenon we observe. 

The described metabolic disorders that occur in 

the OC of edentulous patients both before and after 

dental prosthetics indicate the formation of oxidative 

stress in the patient's body and require timely 

correction with antioxidant drugs. 

 

V.Conclusion 

Research has shown the obvious advantages of 

producing cobalt and chromium based alloys in 

granular form. The new form of release of the KHS 

alloy in the form of granules makes it possible to 

successfully use it in people with adverse 

environmental factors. 

Alloy KHS with the release of workpieces in the 

form of granules is one of the construction materials 

that allows it to be used as a means of preventing 

complications when using metal inclusions in persons 

employed in metallurgical production. 

A personalized approach is needed to the choice 

of materials for the manufacture of dentures in 

patients, especially those who work with adverse 

physical and chemical factors. 

Thus, studies have shown the obvious 

advantages of producing cobalt and chromium-based 

alloys in the form of granules. According to X-ray 
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microanalysis data, the greatest chemical 

heterogeneity is observed in billets in the form of rods, 

the same patterns are noted in metallographic 

research. 

Clinical use of the KHS alloy, produced in the 

form of granules, showed its good tolerance by 

patients. The use of dental alloy work pieces in the 

form of granules is a measure of preventing the 

development of galvanic processes and corrosion of 

the KHS. 

Dental alloy manufacturers should switch to a 

new form of production of metal alloy billets in the 

form of granules. As a result of the study, the expert-

diagnostic complex "Lira-100" provides high-

precision diagnostics of the BEMR parameters of 

living organ tissues and determines with high 

accuracy the presence of pathological processes in the 

OC with real microcirculation and the intensity of 

metabolic processes. 
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Introduction 

Science, while being a complex and system of 

objective knowledge about the world, is a form of 

social consciousness that plays an important role in 

changing nature and society - serving nature to man, 

and reforming, rebuilding and developing society 

based on human needs. Even when the influence of 

science on society is neglected, it acquires an integral 

connection with society as one of the forms of social 

consciousness. Therefore, when it comes to social 

values, it is said that science is the most important 

component after spirituality. Science plays an 

invaluable role in the economic, socio-political, 

spiritual, moral, technical and technological 

development of society. 

It serves as a locomotive in the formation and 

development of social and individual worldview, the 

establishment and development of education, the 

determination of moral factors within the framework 

of social requirements, the emergence and 

development of the system of governance, physical, 

 

 
1Abdulla A'zam. Science and religion. The dialectic of relations // 

«Tafakkur», 1999, - № 1. - p. 42. 

mental and spiritual development. In particular, 

today's civilization, socio-economic development 

cannot be imagined without science and spirituality. 

Just as science has taken on a social order based on the 

demands of society, so it is impossible for society not 

to rely on it to apply the achievements of science to 

production. 

In general, “science deals with the human 

environment - nature (from metogalactic processes to 

brain activity) and society (from UN activities to the 

individual psyche), while religion deals with the inner 

world of man - the heart and soul. Both fronts are 

connected by bridges of consciousness and thinking.” 

1 

 

II.Literature review 

The sociality of science is manifested, first of all, 

in its humanity, in its service to the interests of man, 

in its facilitation of nature and society for man. In 

general, science is formed and developed for the 

necessity and purpose of improving the object of study 

http://s-o-i.org/1.1/tas
http://dx.doi.org/10.15863/TAS
http://t-science.org/
http://s-o-i.org/1.1/TAS-07-87-84
https://dx.doi.org/10.15863/TAS.2020.07.87.84
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for the benefit of man or facilitating its use by man. 

Therefore, “the basis of any science is the direct 

observation of the universe by humans. 

Man senses the members of the world around 

him with the help of his senses. Compares with others, 

identifies different and similar signs. He then comes 

to a certain conclusion. This means that every scientist 

emerges as a result of his observation and knowledge 

of the universe.” 2 

The role of the social sciences and humanities in 

the integrity and development of society, the 

correctness and effectiveness of the path of 

development, the impact of social superstructure on 

members of society is unique. True, the influence of 

the social sciences and the humanities on the natural 

and concrete sciences, and vice versa, is an inevitable 

phenomenon. 

 

III.Analysis 

Abu Nasr al-Farabi, known in the world of 

science as the "second teacher" ("Muallimus-soniy"), 

distinguishes between two contradictory levels of 

knowledge. There is nothing but accident (fasting) and 

nothing but the Blessed Creator who creates substance 

and accident.” 3 

In particular, it is clear from his views that his 

philosophical views on substance and accident were 

the basis for the main categories and concepts in the 

exact sciences: “... originated. Just as a substance can 

be divided into infinitely many parts by its nature, so 

a number is also infinite in its nature. The science of 

numbers is the science of multiplying parts of a 

substance, dividing one into another, adding one to 

another, subtracting one from another, finding the 

basis if these parts are the basis, and determining their 

equilibrium. It is clear from the above that the number 

came into being, that it came into being and 

multiplied, that brought it to the level of independent 

existence, that it transformed it from possibility to 

reality and from non-existence to existence. This 

science is called arithmetic by Greek scholars.4 

Or, “In the nineteenth and twentieth century’s, 

on the basis of the development of industrial 

production in the West, the production of electricity, 

nuclear and radiation physics developed, motion 

approached the speed of light, and accelerators were 

invented. These technical achievements distinguish 

between cognitive (theoretical, mental, rational, 

theoretical) and cognitive (material, emotional, 

material, empirical) knowledge in the social sciences 

and humanities, in the development of social 

consciousness in the development of cognitive → 

 

 
2Nurmonov A., Yuldashev B. Linguistics and natural sciences. - 

Tashkent: “Sharq” NMAK General Editorial Office, 2001. (-160 p.) 

- p.7.  
3FarobiyAbuNasr. City of Fozilodamlar. –Tashkent: 1983. - P.151. 
4Faroobi Abu Nasr. The work shown. - p.174-175. 

cognitive → cognitive → cognitive ... put the 

methodology of reliance on it on the agenda.” 5 

Philosophical and spiritual-enlightenment views 

have had a strong influence on the exact sciences in 

every age. In particular, "the widespread penetration 

of Gegel's dialectical method into European scientific 

and philosophical teaching in the early twentieth 

century, the formation and development of Einstein's 

theory of relativity, which was a coup in physics, had 

a great impact on linguistics, as well as in various 

disciplines." 6 

Although linguistics as an independent branch of 

science was separated from other disciplines in the 

nineteenth century, the period of formation of 

linguistics is traced back to three thousand years of 

history. 

It was part of the sciences of theology, 

philosophy, and logic until it emerged as an 

independent science. (However, it should be noted 

that it is still clear that it can fully solve its problems 

only in connection with these sciences, and this is 

evident in modern trends in the integration of 

sciences.) Later, it fell into the realm of the natural 

sciences. "Especially in the middle of the 19th 

century, when the natural sciences flourished on the 

basis of Darwin's teachings, the influence of 

Darwinism on linguistics increased. In linguistics, a 

naturalistic trend emerged under the leadership of the 

German scientist A. Schleicher. 

Proponents of this line have tried to apply the 

laws of biology to the development of the internal 

history of language. They tried to look at language as 

a biological phenomenon, and linguistics as a science 

within the biological sciences. As a result, linguistics 

has become an integral part of the natural sciences. ” 

It was not until the nineteenth century that a change in 

the geopolitical situation of the world led to the 

disconnection of linguistics from the natural sciences, 

and it began to develop independently. 7 

Time and science are in sync and keep pace. 

Therefore, “each period has a specific goal and 

specific requirements for its science. The 

development of the sciences is inextricably linked 

with the advanced philosophical thought of this 

period, the achievements of the leading branches of 

science for the period. Because the sources of different 

disciplines are multifaceted, the leading philosophical 

thought of the period determines which aspects of the 

source of learning from specific sciences should be 

given special attention, and how to reflect existing 

laws in logical categories. This is the methodological 

5Ne'matov H. Gradual linguistics - the demand of the information 

age // Issues of Uzbek linguistics. - Karshi: Nasaf Publishing House. 

- № 3. - p.46. 
6Ne'matov H., Bozorov O. Language and speech. - p.7. 
7Nurmonov A., Yuldashev B. The work shown. - p.22. 
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significance of philosophy, as well as its direct impact 

on other disciplines.”8 

Although the science of linguistics gained its 

independence in the nineteenth century and began to 

respond to the demands of the time within the 

framework of its own problems, it would take on a 

social order and engage in it in times when it was part 

of other disciplines. Observing this against the 

background of socio-political and cultural-

enlightenment development further enriches our 

existing imagination. 

 

IV.Discussion 

Economic changes were accompanied by social, 

spiritual and cultural changes. The entry into a new 

qualitative stage of agriculture, which arose as a result 

of settlement, also developed in all respects feudal 

land tenure. Property and class stratification will 

increase. Thus, “complex internal processes, the direct 

influence of the feudal peasant world and the rich 

trade and handicraft cities on the caravan route 

became a key factor in the formation of early feudal 

relations in the social life of the cattle-breeding Turkic 

tribes. As a result, the political situation in these areas 

has become extremely tense."9 

During this period, a small "Hellenism" can be 

seen in the spiritual and cultural development. "The 

Karakhanid state was united by two culturally 

advanced peoples - the Uyghurs in the East and the 

Turks-Iranians in the West. They united their culture 

and had a strong influence on the language of the time. 

As a result, the Eastern literary language was 

developed in the East on the basis of the Qarluq-

Chigil-Uyghur dialect.” 10 In this dialect there was a 

predominance of snowballs. Mahmud Kashgari, on 

the basis of linguistic evidence, reveals in detail the 

relationship of tribes, the influence of dialects, the 

place and role of socio-political, economic, cultural 

factors on which they are based. “I have traveled for 

many years in the cities, villages and pastures of the 

Turks, Turkmens, Oguzs, Chigils, Yagmaks, Kyrgyz, 

collected dictionaries, studied and identified the 

features of different words. I did this not only because 

I knew the language, but also to identify every small 

difference in these languages. I have arranged them on 

a thorough basis.”11 

In the Turkish khanate, there is a socio-political, 

spiritual and cultural opportunity for the formation of 

tribes and clans as a nation. “At that time, the Qarluq, 

 

 
8Ne'matov H., Bozorov O. Language and speech. - Tashkent: 

Teacher, 1989. (-32 p.) - P.7.  
9Muhammadjonov A. History of Uzbekistan: Handbook for 6th 

grade history teachers. - Tashkent: Teacher, 1994. (-320 p) - p. 109. 
10Tursunov U., Urinboev B. History of the Uzbek literary language: 

A guide for students of philological faculties of pedagogical 

institutes. - Tashkent: Teacher, 1982. (-176 p.) - P.34. 
11Kashgari M. Devoni lug'otit turk. I tom. - Tashkent: Publishing 

House of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, 1960. (-250 p.) –

P.34. 

Qangli, Turgesh, Chigil, and Uyghur tribes were 

united in the western khanate. Among them, 

snowdrops occupy a large place (ours of separation - 

G.T.). 

In ancient times, these seeds came from the 

western part of the Altai and settled in the Fergana and 

Tashkent basins. Khalaj and Qarluq seeds live first in 

Ettisuv, Kangli in Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan, 

Yagmo in southern and East Turkestan, Turgesh in the 

south of Lake Balkhash, and Chigil around Chikil, 

then migrate to Uzbekistan and migrate with local 

seeds. The settlement of Turkic tribes and clans, the 

emergence of large cities played a major role in the 

formation of the Turkish people and the language of 

the Turkic people as a whole. At that time, there were 

three different scripts (Khorezm, Sogdian, Russian). 12 

The Qarluq tribe, which is the cultural, spiritual, 

social and economic leader among the tribes, begins 

to form a structurally unique dialect, combining with 

the features of the languages of the Turkic Yagma, 

Chigil, Uyghur, Kipchak, non-Turkic Iranian and 

Arab peoples. Especially at the end of the X century 

in Ettisuv and Kashgar the formation of the 

Karakhanid state and the formation of Qarluq and 

Chigil tribes in this state, the dominance of Qarluqs 

was a big factor in the growth of Qarluq dialect to the 

level of Turkic language. 

 “The main reason for this is the establishment of 

the Karakhanid state, the ancestor of the modern 

Uzbek nation, the Qarluqs of the Turks, living in the 

territory of present-day Uzbekistan, and the official 

palace language in this country, according to Mahmud 

Kashgari." “At this stage, the groundwork is being laid 

for the formation of the Uzbek people and its common 

language. The formation of other fraternal Turkic 

peoples and languages also coincides with this 

period.” 13 The Qarluq dialect in the Karakhanid state 

is referred to by different names in different sources. 

In modern literature, Qarluq Turkic, also known as 

Old Turkic, is also known as Turkic, Eastern Turkic, 

and Chigatoy. 14 

In the literature, Mahmud Kashgari's work 

"Devoni lug'otit turk" is approached as a linguistic, 

encyclopedic source, and when talking about its 

historical and scientific significance, "By the XI 

century, as a result of the development of relations 

between urban and rural tribes, various forms of 

language were used. This necessitated the creation of 

certain norms in language. This need has repeatedly 

12Abdurahmonov G., Shukurov Sh. Historical grammar of the 

Uzbek language. Morphology and syntax: a guide for philological 

faculties of universities and language and literature faculties of 

pedagogical institutes. - Tashkent: Teacher, 1973. (-320 p.) - P.13-

14. 
13Abdurahmonov G., Shukurov Sh. The work shown. - p. 20 
14  Sayfullaeva R., Mengliev B. Modern Uzbek literary language: 

Textbook. - Tashkent: Science and Technology, 2010. - p. 
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prompted Mahmud Kashgari to write "Devoni lug'otit 

turk." 15 

Abu Nasr al-Farabi's "On the Purposes of 

Aristotle's Metaphysics," "The Book of Music," "On 

the Achievement of Happiness," "On the Members of 

Living Beings," "Politics of Al-Madonia," Abu Ali 

Ibn Sina's five-volume “Al-Qanun Fit -tib”, “ 

Kitabush-shifo”, “Donishnoma”, “Salomon Ibsol”, 

“Risolat-at-Tayr” had a strong influence on the 

development of the scientific worldview, the 

development of various fields of science. 

In particular, the works on the created socio-

political theme had a strong influence on the 

development of linguistic views. For example, the rare 

works created by Abu Rayhan Beruni serve as 

important sources in the natural and social sciences, as 

well as provide comprehensive information on the 

socio-political, economic, spiritual and ideological 

life of the peoples and nations of the past. Beruni's 

“Kitab fi axborot il-mubayyizot val-karomita (The 

Book of White Clothes and the News of the 

Karmatians), dedicated to the Qarmatians, one of the 

most advanced social movements in Central Asia at 

the time, was followed by Memoirs, India, and others. 

“Kitab ul-maqalot val-arz vad-diyanot” (“Book on 

articles, beliefs and religions”), “Kitab fi akhbori 

Khorezm” (“Book about the news of Khorezm”), 

“Kitob tarixi ayyom as-Sulton Mahmud and akhbori 

abihi  (“The Book of the History of the Sultan 

Mahmud Period and Messages About His Father”) 

played an important role in the formation of spiritual 

and religious, scientific and social worldviews. 

The scholar's work "Monuments" ("Al-osar al-

Baqiya") is a historical ethnographic source that 

illuminates the history of kings and celebrities and 

reflects the culture of that period. The work provides 

valuable information about an entire pre-Islamic 

period (in Khorezm). It contains invaluable 

information on the social and spiritual life and history 

of a number of peoples, covering in detail the Greeks, 

Romans, Iranians, Sogdians, Khorezmians, 

Harronians (astrologers), Copts, Christians, Jews, pre-

Islamic Arabs. 16 

Such unique sources show that language and its 

role in social, spiritual and ideological development 

are increasing. This laid a solid foundation for the 

formation of linguistic views on their own, for the 

formation of linguistic thinking and for the rise to a 

new qualitative stage. In addition, the views of the 

great thinkers on linguistics and their works played an 

important role in the formation of Mahmud Kashgari's 

linguistic worldview and the realization of the social 

responsibility of the period. It is true that in some of 

his works Farobi's views on linguistics are not 

expressed independently of his views on other fields. 

But there are also direct views on language, its 

theoretical and practical issues, which have made a 

huge contribution to the development of native 

linguistics. For example, “Sharh kitab-al-Khitoba li 

Aristutilos” (“Commentary on Aristotle's Rhetoric”), 

“Kitab al-alfoz va al huruf” (“Book on words and 

letters”), “Kalom lahu fi mano ism al-falsafa ”(“ On 

the Meaning of the Name of Philosophy ”),“ Kitab fi 

al khitaba kabir, ishrun majalladan ”(“ A twenty-

volume large book on rhetoric ”),“ Kitab fi sinoat al-

kitaba ”(“ A Book on the Art of Writing ”) , “Kalom 

lahu fi ash-she'r va al qavafiy” (“A word about poetry 

and rhymes”), “Kitab fi al-lug'at” (“A book about 

dictionaries”), an important event in world linguistics, 

and a philosophical and empirical study of linguistics 

in Central Asia, started the stages. 

This played an important role in the formation of 

the Kashgari linguistic worldview. 

 

V.Conclusion 

It is obvious that the formed scientific 

worldview, the created theoretical literature led to the 

development of the science of the new era, and the 

social necessity and demand of the time laid the 

foundation for the development of the social sciences 

in its new qualitative stage. 

Thus, the emergence of the social order entrusted 

to Mahmud Kashgari is the result of both socio-

political development and spiritual and ideological 

changes, as well as scientific and cultural progress. 
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Introduction 

It is known that language is the most important 

factor in preserving and improving the unique material 

and spiritual heritage of each nation. The process of 

globalization is a unique test for the survival of world 

languages in the XXI century. 

Globalization is the socio-economic, political 

and cultural convergence of a particular region, 

country, region or world around the world, uniting 

around a single form. If globalization is the result of 

the interaction of civilizations, civilization is the result 

of globalization. 

The interaction of these two great processes took 

place in the context of historical conditions and took 

place as “civilization-globalization” or “globalization-

civilization”. The nations involved in this process 

developed rapidly. 1 

 

II.Literature review 

 

 
1 Yuldasheva F.X. Peculiarities of spiritual renewal in the context 

of globalization in Uzbekistan: Doctor of Philosophy (DSc) diss 

autoref. - Tashkent: - 2019. Page 30. 

The views of industry experts on the positive and 

negative consequences of the globalization process 

are still controversial. While historians interpret this 

process as one of the stages in the development of 

capitalism, economists see it as the 

transnationalization of financial markets, political 

scientists as the proliferation of democratic 

institutions, and IT as a single digital space. Among 

the intelligentsia, however, there are many who 

associate this process with the westernization of 

culture, including the economic expansion of the 

United States. 

The positive aspects of globalization are the 

achievement of international standards in all areas, the 

latest and highest technology, equal and mutually 

beneficial partnership with the world community, 

solidarity in solving pressing problems, rapid 

adoption of innovations, full transition to digital 

technology, transparency in society, citizen self-

 

http://s-o-i.org/1.1/tas
http://dx.doi.org/10.15863/TAS
http://t-science.org/
mailto:otabekshukurov1@mail.ru
http://s-o-i.org/1.1/TAS-07-87-85
https://dx.doi.org/10.15863/TAS.2020.07.87.85
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government, can be understood. No matter how 

resonant and melodious these facts may be, each state 

will have to approach them from its own national 

content in order to put each of them into practice. 

 

III.Analysis 

One nation tries to assimilate the side of another 

nation that it prefers to itself. While some people study 

medicine from a certain nation, while others learn 

techniques and technology from another nation, they 

have to some extent mastered the unique cultural, 

enlightenment traditions and worldview of those 

peoples. Neologisms appear that reflect the same area. 

These words are found in dictionaries, textbooks and 

manuals, and are broken down by young people in the 

learning process. Many values, millennial sacred 

concepts are left in the "shadow" of "new technology" 

and "innovation", obsolete and forgotten. 

Accordingly, the importance of national content in 

this process is very important. Globalization is coming 

primarily in the direction of areas that are trying to fill 

in some gaps in our lives. In some cases, an event that 

exists in the material or spiritual life of a nation is seen 

as an element that makes up for its shortcomings. The 

downsides of the new element will be exposed to us 

after some time when irreparable conflicts between 

members of society arise. 

In general, whether in the process of 

globalization or elsewhere, it is an unforgivable sin to 

replace our national culture, values and traditions with 

the culture of another people. 

An example of such a negative view of the 

process of globalization is the phenomenon of 

"homogenization and universalization of the world" 

promoted by the powerful Western countries. 

Globalization has a special significance in 

linguistics as well, and the survival and continuation 

of world languages by UNESCO since the beginning 

of this century has become a topical issue of this 

century. In 2009, UNESCO launched the “Interactive 

Atlas of the World’s Languages in Danger”, created 

in collaboration with several dedicated linguists. The 

languages on its list are divided into different colors: 

vulnerable, definitely endangered, severely 

endangered, critically endangered, extinct, and 

revitalized graded in the form of languages. In this list, 

Uzbek is included in the list of endangered languages.2 

The World Loanword Database (WOLD) is 

available on the Internet in 395 languages, of which 

369 are donor languages, 41 are recipient languages, 

and 15 are languages belonging to both groups.3 

In 2010, during a project to study words in digital 

books by Harvard University and Google researchers, 

 

 
2 http://www.unesco.org/languages-atlas/index.php 
3 https://wold.clld.org 
4 https://englishlive.ef.com/blog/language-lab/many-words-

english-language 
5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxford_English_Dictionary 

they estimated a total of 1,022,000 words and that 

their number would increase by several thousand each 

year.4 

This large number does not indicate the amount 

of words in modern live English. The representation 

of such a large number of words has expanded due to 

the fact that various forms of a particular word can be 

considered as separate words by artificial intelligence 

or archaic, as well as the total number of words in the 

language, such as dialect, slang, curse, insult. 

The second edition of the Oxford English 

Dictionary contains about 600,000 word forms5. 

However, this dictionary also says that there are many 

old-style words that are not currently used. It is noted 

that the dictionary is expanding due to the description 

of the world and its linguistic landscape, the naming 

of newly invented, emerging objects in the world, as 

well as the use of existing words in English in new 

meanings. 

Of the 600,000 words in the Oxford English 

Dictionary, only 171,476 are directly related to the 

current communication process. 

When it comes to the globalization of the English 

language in the world, controversial ideas about the 

concepts of “Englishization” and “British 

imperialism” appear on the Internet. Linguistic 

imperialism is the strong influence of the dominant 

language directed at a weak language. The English 

scientist Robert Phillipson popularized this concept in 

science with the term “linguistic imperialism”6. He 

interprets language imperialism as the establishment 

of structural and cultural inequalities between English 

and other languages and the perpetual domination. 

Linguistic Imperialism, by Robert Phillipson, 

emphasizes the absolute superiority of the dominant 

language over others, the creation of various 

economic and other opportunities for its learners and 

those who prefer it, and the existence of a promising 

curriculum for those who learn the language, 

considers it the main feature of imperialism and 

criticizes it. 7 

If we look at the websites, it is clear that about 

80 languages are used in different levels of school 

education in India, while in Europe the education 

system is limited to the languages of the EU member 

states. 

In general, this century, which is crucial for the 

survival of the world's nearly 7,000 languages, is 

facing a number of urgent issues that need to be 

addressed quickly. 

The process of globalization in languages is 

diverse, and its impact is hierarchical in terms of the 

security status of languages 

6 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/31837620_Linguistic_I

mperialism_R_Phillipson; 
7 Robert Phillipson Oxford [England]; New York: Oxford 

University Press, 1992. P. 365. 

http://www.unesco.org/languages-atlas/index.php
https://wold.clld.org/
https://englishlive.ef.com/blog/language-lab/many-words-english-language/
https://englishlive.ef.com/blog/language-lab/many-words-english-language/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxford_English_Dictionary
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/31837620_Linguistic_Imperialism_R_Phillipson
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/31837620_Linguistic_Imperialism_R_Phillipson
https://www.worldcat.org/search?q=au%3APhillipson%2C+Robert.&qt=hot_author
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This is due to the fact that the number of speakers 

of influential languages in the world is increasing, the 

number of speakers of many languages is declining; 

the spread of the Internet, which is the "carrier" of the 

globalization process, and the desire of young people 

to the language of countries with easy and comfortable 

living conditions; This is due to the fact that for some 

reason the number of speakers of a particular nation is 

declining, as well as the relativity of the concept of 

"nation" among some peoples. 

It is known that each language has its own 

requirements for survival among the languages of the 

world. It is emphasized that in the age of globalization, 

the first task for the survival of languages is more 

related to the level of use in the field of information 

and communication, the Internet. In our opinion, a 

large number of speakers of this language are a 

leading factor in ensuring the security of the language. 

Today, a large part of our population uses the 

Internet effectively. That is, they monitor, receive and 

transmit information on Uzbek-language sites, 

portals, social networks and channels. However, this 

does not mean that the possibilities of this language in 

the Internet system have been revealed to its speakers. 

In order for a particular language to be available 

on the Internet, it must have a program that requires it 

to "know" the language of the Internet. The computer 

corrects errors in the text, processes the text, 

translates, annotates, teaches the language, 

transliterates, classifies, sorts, speaks, writes in a 

language, recognizes the language. 8 

Of course, the above work is directly related to 

the science of computer linguistics. Computer 

linguistics works in the areas of analysis and synthesis 

of texts in natural language, automatic comprehension 

of text, animation of text in a new form, creation of a 

communication model. 9 

In general, these tasks are part of the research 

carried out by scientists around the world to turn 

artificial intelligence into a means of communication 

in society. 

For a language to survive, its special writing 

plays an important role. In addition, it is required to 

have a large number of speakers of the language and 

to achieve the status of a state language. Also, raising 

this language to the level of the language of 

international information and communication, as well 

as the love of native speakers for their mother tongue, 

will ensure its place among the world's languages. 

In addition, regardless of the number of speakers 

of a particular language, it is important that the 

educational process is organized in that language, with 

the opportunity to receive education in that language 

at a high level, in accordance with international 

standards. Also, the growth of migration and 

 

 
8 https://kun.uz Why does the tongue die? Is it possible to survive 

the global recession? 2019.10.20. 

urbanization in the world today, the loss of traditional 

lifestyles among people, the need for rapid human 

intervention in the development of social life are 

forcing people of different languages to speak the 

dominant language. 

It is necessary to fight for the security of our 

language not only in our country, but also on an 

international scale. The number of Uzbek-speaking 

people of Uzbek descent outside Uzbekistan is 

unclear. It is necessary to establish close contacts with 

them, to study and clarify information such as the 

number of ethnic Uzbeks, the area of residence, the 

level of knowledge of the Uzbek language. Frankly, it 

is necessary to launch an interactive online map of 

Uzbeks around the world. After that, you will need to 

create roadmaps by leveling them. 

For the many millions of Uzbeks living in 

Afghanistan, it is necessary to work with local 

linguists to develop literary language norms that are 

subject to strict norms, common to all, grammatically 

regulated, and have a certain style, and on this basis 

create school textbooks. It is possible that this 

language in Afghanistan will soon change its 

influence under the influence of Persian, unlike the 

Uzbek language in our country. 

 

IV.Discussion 

In the age of globalization, languages are also 

affected by it, mainly due to the strong influence of 

the world's most widely used and most influential 

languages on weak languages, which can increase the 

number of words they learn or replace one language 

with another. 

The process of word acquisition is a unique 

phenomenon, and none of the world's languages is 

exempt from it. However, there is a specific norm of 

word acquisition between languages. Exceeding the 

norm in the host language is a negative situation, 

which leads to the "impoverishment" of the words in 

the lexical fund of the language. The replacement of 

one language by another can occur for a variety of 

reasons, culminating in the disappearance of the 

specific ontological features of a particular nation on 

a global scale. 

The most important way to preserve the 

language is to ensure that young people are fully 

educated in the national language, the state language. 

Nowadays, in addition to learning their native 

language, our young people are learning English, 

Russian, Arabic and Persian. English is the language 

of communication with the peoples of the world, 

Russian is the language that directly and indirectly 

connects the peoples of Central Asia with the former 

Soviet Union, and knowledge of Arabic-Persian is 

important as it opens the way to a true and objective 

9  Norov A. M. Fundamentals of Computer Linguistics. - Karshi, 

2017. p.117. 
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study of the rich cultural heritage of our ancestors. In 

short, we need five languages, not two, for the future 

of our society today. 

In the age of globalization, there are two views 

on the organization of education in the world's leading 

languages. The first is positive, as advanced 

technology and a high-quality educational process are 

formed in the system of teaching through authoritative 

language. The second is that there is a threat to the 

organization of education in these languages in 

relation to weaker languages, and language learners 

gradually begin to accept another language as their 

mother tongue. As a result, weak language is doomed 

to death as a captive of the globalization process. 

Knowledge of many languages is an urgent task 

for the younger generation in terms of time. But 

mastering a foreign language in exchange for one's 

mother tongue, accepting one's mother tongue as a 

second language in one's homeland is a serious matter 

for the nation. This is reminiscent of the problem of 

living in a homeland and being stateless. The Uzbek 

people have historically had their own mature 

spirituality, culture and sacred religion, and there will 

never be any need to assimilate the civilization of 

another nation. 

Speaking of the intellectual potential of the 

current young generation, after independence we have 

accustomed them not to study the cultural heritage of 

our world-famous ancestors, but to be proud of the 

deeds of our ancestors. We also forced them to listen 

to theoretical lectures that were not related to the 

practice of the former union regime model.  

"It is unfortunate that at a time when the 

economy is booming, the higher education system is 

not keeping pace with the times, instead of being the 

locomotive of development." 10 

Unfortunately, today we have no choice but to 

acknowledge that the perfection of science and 

enlightenment has moved towards Europe. 

Accordingly, we not only need to master the words in 

their language, but also the techniques and 

technologies that they continue to create. He lexical 

fund of the Uzbek language has historically been 

dominated by Persian and Arabic, and in the XIX-XX 

centuries by Russian, and since the beginning of the 

XXI century the process of assimilation of European 

languages (mainly English and other German, French, 

Spanish) has intensified. 

In the information age, the demand for advanced 

technologies has, of course, raised the issue of 

language modeling and artificial intelligence. At the 

same time, in the short term, the demand for news to 

spread around the world, the urgent need for such 

news in society is changing the lexical structure of 

each language in a certain way, accelerating the 

phenomenon of interlinguistic globalization. 

The influx of many neologisms (especially in the 

field of IT) into languages other than the world’s most 

influential languages today, and their short-lived 

public acceptance, does not make it possible to expect 

these words to be reflected in dictionaries. 

Accordingly, there is a need to maintain online 

dictionaries of neologisms for each language on the 

websites, and some language representatives have 

already begun to take advantage of this opportunity. 

International universalization in the field of 

modern IT eliminates the possibility of expressing 

industry concepts in receptive language terms. 

Although the meanings of many neologisms are not 

mentioned in dictionaries, it is possible to observe that 

on social networks, online news channels, they 

become more active without the permission of 

experts. Accordingly, many new terms used in the 

field are rising to the level of international words. 

 

V.Conclusion 

In general, globalization is an important factor of 

development not only in linguistics, but in all spheres 

of society. It is an important task of linguists to take 

into account the ontological nature of language in 

determining the impact of the process of globalization 

in linguistics. 

So, the preservation of our language is the 

preservation of the literature, history, identity and 

future of our people. 
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Introduction 

There are four madhhabs in Ahl al-Sunnah wa-l-

Jamā’ah, such as ḥanafī, shāfi’ī, mālikī and ḥanbalī. 

The doctrinal views of these madhhabs are reflected 

in the teachings of māturīdī and ashʻarī, which were 

formed by coeval scholars at the same time, but in 

different regions. It should be noted that although in 

some literatures, even though “māturīdī” and 

“ashʻarī” are given as the madhhabs or the teachings 

along with ḥanafī, shāfi’ī, mālikī and ḥanbalī 

madhhabs in some publications, it is unrealistic to 

conclude that they are the new the madhhabs or the 

teachings, apart from Ahl al-Sunnah wa-l-Jamā’ah. 

Indeed, according to the circumstance requires of that 

period Imam Abu Mansur al-Maturidi (256-332/870-

944) added the method of logic to the Imam Abu 

Hanifa (May Allah be Merciful to him)’s madhhab 

based on the Nass (Qur’an and Hadith) in 

understanding and interpreting creedal themes, he 

opposed the sects and deservedly gave them 

refutations in which they gave the reasons that outside 

the Nass (Qur’an and Hadith) and could be 

recognized. So, the imam had just enriched this 

madhhab in the method. In spite of that fact that his 

works had big historical events and it was realized just 

in the ḥanafī madhhab. As a result, the intellectual 

http://s-o-i.org/1.1/tas
http://dx.doi.org/10.15863/TAS
http://t-science.org/
http://s-o-i.org/1.1/TAS-07-87-86
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school of Islamic creed has emerged. Simply put, the 

convergence of the traditional orthodox direction and 

the logical direction led to the formation of the Kalam 

school. In some modern research, this process was 

attempted to divide the ḥanafī madhhab and the 

māturīdī teaching by one-sided, non-scientific, or only 

based on an assumption. In particular, it is an example 

of German orientalist professor U. Rudolf’s research 

on the subject [28]. In that, Abul Mu’in al-Nasafi’s 

saying which in his book “Tabsirat al-adilla”: “Even 

if there were no Hanafi scholars in Transoxiana (Mā 

Warāʾ al-Nahr) except for Abu Mansur al-Maturidi, 

he was enough for them. Because, he was the one who 

dived into the depth of the ocean of knowledge and 

took out the pearls of it and adorned religious 

documents with his own eloquence and extraordinary 

intelligence” [8:556]. This is also a scientific fact that 

proves the ḥanafī madhhab and the māturīdī teaching 

are the same as essence and content. There is more 

evidence for this idea from many sources. Hence, it is 

not entirely correct to say that the māturīdī teaching is 

separate from the ḥanafī madhhab or to contrast them 

with each other. For instance, Kamaluddin 

Muhammad ibn Abdul Wahid Sivasi Hanafi (790-

861/1388-1457), a well-known scholar of the ḥanafī 

madhhab known as “Ibn al-Humam”, also used the 

phrase “ḥanafī and ashʻarī” instead of “māturīdī and 

ashʻarī” in his book “al-Musayarat”, which on Islamic 

creed [18:36-37]. Also, the scholar of the Shafi'i 

Madhhab, Thajuddin Abu Nasr Abdulwahhab bin Ali 

bin Abdulkafi al-Subki (727-771/1327-1370) used the 

phrase “the ḥanafī madhhab and the ashʻarī teaching” 

in his book “al-Qasida an-nuniya’ depended on 

differences between the māturīdī teaching and the 

ashʻarī teaching [35: 378-389]. Thus, such ideas of the 

literary scholars in the sphere of the Shari’ah sciences 

are a historical-source proof that the māturīdī teaching 

relates to the ḥanafī madhhab. In addition, Imam Abu 

al-Hasan Ash’ari (259-329/873-941) was the same, 

who added the method of logic to Imam Muhammad 

ibn Idris al-Shafi’i’s (150-204/767-820) (May Allah 

be Merciful to him) teachings, and developed it. 

While the history of the emergence of these 

schools is studied objectively on a scientific basis, the 

issue of conveying the Islamic creed in its purest form 

to the general public is a common feature among 

them. Moreover, the fact that they are on the right path 

without deviating from the Islamic creed has been 

recognized by famous scholars of all times. They have 

also gone through certain historical stages in their 

development. In particular, the well-known French 

orientalist professor K. Gilliot distinguished three 

stages of development of the māturīdī teaching and 

said that its last – the third stage dates back to the XI 

century [12:127]. However, his memoir did not 

periodically fully cover the historical events and 

factors that played an important role in the 

development of the teaching. According to a more 

detailed scientific study of the history of doctrine 

reveals that, firstly, the māturīdī teaching went 

through a somewhat wider period of time, and 

secondly, it went through four gradual stages, such as 

founding, forming, developing, and wide-spreading. 

Indeed, the common feature of these four periods is 

that the ḥanafī-māturīdī scholars, on the other hand, 

give a scientifically based refutation of heresies other 

than Ahl al-Sunnah wa-l-Jamā’ah. 

One of the glorious historian scholars, 

Waliuddin Abdurrahman ibn Muhammad al-

Khadrami (732-808/1332-1406), known as “Ibn 

Khaldun”, in his work “Al-Muqaddima” identified the 

activities of certain scholars in the development of the 

ashʻarī teaching [37:212-214]. In this case, the 

approach of this thinker in the chronology of the 

māturīdī teaching, that is, the contribution of 

scientists, was based on the primary character, and 

historical events as an additional factor. 

The time frame of the first two stages of 

evolution – “founding” and “forming” – was recorded 

during the lifetime of Imam Abu Mansur al-Maturidi 

and his disciples. That is, the period in which the 

founder of the school operated (243-332/857-944) and 

the last of his students last year was marked as the 

limit. In particular, one of the Imam’s disciples, Abu 

Muhammad Abdul Karim ibn Musa al-Pazdavi, died 

in 390/1000, according to which this period was 

defined as 332-390/944-1000. The “developing” stage 

of the doctrine was set at 391-750/1001-1349 and the 

“wide-spreading” stage at 751-1440/1350-2019. The 

chronology of the last two phases is relative in nature 

and is based on important historical events. In general, 

these stages were classified according to historical and 

political events, the characteristics of the writing and 

regional distribution of works by school 

representatives. 

Founding stage (238-333/852-853-945). This 

stage is the first period of the doctrine, and its time 

coverage was based on the period in which Abu 

Mansur al-Maturidi lived (243-333/857-944). The 

most important feature of this stage is the struggle of 

Abu Mansur al-Maturidi on a scientific and logical 

basis against the unfair or distorted interpretation of 

the Islamic creed for objective and subjective reasons. 

It was this circumstance that prompted him to 

introduce the school of the word. Because of this, this 

stage is important. 

An analysis of the socio-political situation in the 

time of Abu Mansur al-Maturidi shows that some 

doctrinal and jurisprudential issues were distorted by 

various heretical sects at that time in order to 

deliberately provoke strife and provocation among 

Muslims. In particular, mu’tazilites were among the 

greatest dangers in this regard. This is because 

Ma’mun ibn Harun Rashid (197-218/813-833), a 

representative of the Abbasid dynasty, came to the 

throne using mu’tazilites as a political force in order 

to seize central power. In return, he officially declared 
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their views state status. In order to do this, by his 

decree, all judges, scholars and officials were forced 

to accept this belief. During the Reign (232-247/847-

861) of Abulfazl Ja’far ibn Muhammad Mutawakkil 

(205-247/822-861), these activities were officially 

stopped, mu’tazilism was opposed, and their major 

representatives in the center were expelled. The event 

had the opposite effect, causing the misconceptions of 

the category, which had been kept in the status of an 

official faith for 34 years, to quickly spread 

throughout the country. In this case, Abu Mansur 

alMaturidi’s scholarly legacy can be cited as evidence 

that he strongly argued the mu’tazilites on a scientific 

basis. 

Abu al-Qasim Abdullah ibn Ahmad ibn Mahmud 

Balkhi Ka’bi (d. 329/941) and Abu Zayd Ahmad ibn 

Sahl Balkhi (235-322/849-934), two of the greatest 

representatives of mu’tazilites, were coevals of Abu 

Mansur al-Maturidi, both of whom were originally 

from the city of Balkh [23:256-257; 31:479]. Because 

of the proximity of this city to the Transoxiana region, 

their misconceptions have also entered there. The 

scientific legacy of the scholar testifies to the fact that 

there was a great scientific debate between Abu 

Mansur al-Maturidi and him. For example, Imam Abu 

Mansur al-Moturidi refuted the views of this group by 

saying, “Kitab radd avail al-adilla li-l-Ka’bi”, “Kitab 

radd tahzib al-jadal li-l-Ka’bi”, “Kitab radd wa’id al-

wussaq”, “Kitab al-usul al-khamsa li Abi Umar al-

Bahili” and “Kitab bayan avham al-mu’tazila” 

[41:249-250]. 

The Qarmatians and Rafizis were also among the 

sects with a strong negative influence at that time, and 

they were separated from the Shiites. Major members 

of the Qarmatian sect also operated in Transoxiana. 

For, on the one hand, the state leadership officially 

fought against them, and on the other hand, scientists 

also opposed them in a scientific way. In particular, 

the Samanid Noah I ibn Nasr (331-343/943-954) 

hanged Muhammad ibn Ahmad Narshabi, the leader 

of this movement in Transoxiana, in Bukhara [32:13]. 

Abu Mansur al-Moturidi also wrote for the followers 

of the Qarmati sect, “Al-Radd ala usul al-qaramita” 

and “Al-Radd ala furu’ al-qaramita”, and for the 

followers of the Rafizi, “Kitab al-Imam li ba’z al-

Rawafiz”, fought against them. The above-mentioned 

works of Abu Mansur al-Maturidi have not survived 

to this day. 

Forming stage (333-390/944-1000). This stage 

is the main period after the death of Imam Abu 

Mansur al-Maturidi. By this time, Moturidi as a 

doctrine was first formed in Samarkand. The services 

of Imam Abu Mansur al-Maturidi’s direct students 

and the scholars who followed him were immense. For 

example, among the students of the scholar were not 

only from Samarkand, but also from other cities, such 

as Bukhara. On the one hand, the fact that they learned 

from their teachers, returned to their home countries, 

and traveled to other regions served in a peculiar way 

that the doctrine was gradually settled. On the other 

hand, among them were those who held responsible 

positions such as the judiciary, which in turn had a 

certain effect on the rise of the doctrine to the state 

level. Not only were they also followers of the school 

of theology founded by their teachers, but they also 

wrote separate works in order to disprove the heretical 

sects that existed at that time.  

Historically, although the māturīdī and the 

ashʻarī teachings originated at the same time, no 

evidence has been found in this study to suggest that 

disputes arose between them at this stage. After all, 

the completion of individual works in this area 

corresponds to the “developing stage” of the doctrine. 

So, Abul-Qasim Ishaq ibn Muhammad ibn Isma’il ibn 

Ibrahim ibn Zayd Hakim al-Samarkandi (d. 335/947), 

was the author of such works as “al-Sawad al-azam”, 

“Aqeedah al-Imam”, “Sharh al-Fiqh al-akbar”, “al-

Sahaif al-ilahiya”, “Risala fi-l-iman juz’ min al-

a’mal” [33:158-159; 8:558], Abulhasan Ali ibn Sa’id 

Rustugfani (d. 350/961), was the author of such works 

as “Irshad al-Muhtadi”, “al-Zawaid wa-l-favoid” 

[41:205], “al-Irshad fi usuli-d-din”, “Fatawa ar-

Rustugfani”, “Kitab fi-l-khilaf”, “al-Asila wa-l-

ajwab”, “Bayan as-sunna wa-l-jamaa”, Abu Ahmad 

ibn Abu Nasr Ahmad ibn Abbas al-Iyadi [4:98-99], 

Abu Muhammad Abdulkarim ibn Musa ibn Isa al-

Pazdavi (d. 390/1000) [34:378], Abu Abdurahman 

Abu Ismat ibn Abullays al-Bukhari [4:65; 21:74], who 

were direct students of Imam Abu Mansur Moturidi, 

worked at this stage. 

Developing stage (391-750/1001-1349). An 

important feature of this period is that, although the 

center of the māturīdī teaching is still Transoxiana, it 

has spread to Khorasan and adjacent areas, and 

scholars of this school have emerged from those areas. 

At the same time, schools of Bukhara and Nasaf were 

formed under the influence of the school in 

Samarkand. At the beginning of this period, the rise of 

education to the state level took place for the first time. 

At this stage, too, the hanafi-maturidi scholars have 

made scientifically based denials of heresies other 

than Ahl al-Sunnah wa-l-Jamā’ah. |There were 

scientific debates between the māturīdī teaching and 

the ashʻarī teaching. 

Indeed, in these processes the development of 

well-known hanafi-maturidi scholars and the writing 

of many books by them played an important role. 

After all, most of them are representatives of the 

school formed in Transoxiana. However, it should be 

noted that most of the scholars of this period, who 

made a significant contribution to the development of 

the doctrine, date back to the reign of the Samanids 

and Khorezmshahs, the center of which was 

Transoxiana. This is because in the aftermath of the 

Mongol invasion, the central cities of Transoxiana, the 

center of the māturīdī teaching, were destroyed and 

the economy was severely damaged, while science 

was also degraded as a result of severe oppression and 
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execution of the people. In particular, Izzuddin 

Abulhasan Ali ibn Muhammad Shaibani (555-

630/1160-1233), one of the most famous historians of 

this period, known as “Ibn Asir”, in his work “al-

Kamil fi-t-Tarikh”, gave detailed information about 

the destruction and the extermination of inhabitants 

the cities of Bukhara and Samarkand, which were 

considered to be the centers of the teaching [17:335-

344]. 

Although many hanafi-maturidi scholars of 

Transoxiana were educated at this stage, not all of 

them wrote works on the science of kalam, and those 

who are known for their works in this field belong to 

one of the Samarkand, Bukhara and Nasaf schools of 

the teaching. Accordingly, the following can be cited 

from the Transoxianan scholars, who are 

representatives of these three schools who lived and 

worked at this stage: 

Samarkand school. Alouddin Abulfath 

Muhammad ibn Abdulhamid ibn Hasan Usmandi al-

Samarkandi (488-552/1095-1157), the author of “al-

Hidoya fi usul al-i’tiqad” [3:208-209; 39:187; 

13:2040], and Sirojuddin Abu Muhammad Ali ibn 

Usman ibn Muhammad ibn Sulayman Shahidi al-Ushi 

(d. 569/1174), the author of “Bad’ al-Amali” [3:409; 

39:310; 5:35]. 

Nasaf school. Abu al-Musur Muhammad ibn 

Muhammad ibn Husayn ibn Abdul Karim ibn Musa 

al-Pazdavi (421-493/1030-1100), the author of “Usul 

al-din” [4:98-99; 22:49], Ali ibn Muhammad ibn 

Husayn ibn Abdul Karim Karim Musa al-Pazdavi 

[4:152], Abulmu’in Maymun ibn Muhammad Nasafi 

(438-508/1047-1115), the author of “Tabsira al-adilla 

fi ilm al- kalam”, “Bahr al-kalam fi ilm al-kalam”, “at-

Tamhid li-qawai’d at-tawhid fi ilm al-kalam”, “Iyzah 

al-mahajja li-kavn al-aqil dokumentan”, “Xalq al- fe’l 

al-qabih”, “Tasayyud al-qawaid fi ilm al-aqaid”, “al-

Ifsad li khuda’i ahl al-ilhad”, “Mu’taqidat”, and 

Najmuddin Abu Hafs Umar ibn Muhammad Nasafi 

(462-537/1070-1143), the author of “al-Aqeed an-

Nasafiya” [24:126-127]. 

Bukhara school. Nuruddin Abu Muhammad 

Ahmad ibn Abu Bakr al-Sabuni al-Bukhari (d. 

580/1184), the author of “Al-Hidaya fi usul ad-din”, 

“al-Kifaya fi al-hidaya”, “al-Bidaya min al-Kifaya fi 

al-Hidaya fi usul ad-din”, “al-Muntaqa min ismat al-

anbiya” [41:105; 21:74] and Ruknuddin Ibrahim ibn 

Ismail al-Saffar al-Bukhari al-Hanafi (460-534/1068-

1139), the author of “Kitab as-sunna wa-l-jama’a”, 

“Sakk al-jannat”, “Talxis al-adilla li qawaid at-

tawhid” [14:9; 38:32-33]. 

During this period, hanafi-maturidi scholars, on 

the other hand, made scientifically refutations of 

heresies other than Ahl al-Sunnah wa-l-Jamā’ah. At 

the same time, there were scientific debates between 

the māturīdī teaching and the ashʻarī teaching, and 

separate works were written about the differences 

between the two doctrines. This situation occurred 

naturally. Because, the ashʻarī teaching was also 

developing and spreading beyond Iraq. But the 

controversy between the two doctrines did not arise 

because of the mutual intellectual conflict between 

them [26]. In particular, the information given by Abu 

al-Musur Muhammad ibn Muhammad Pazdavi in his 

work “Usul ad-Din” indicates that at the beginning of 

this period there were disputes between the māturīdī 

teaching and the ashʻarī teaching [10:13]. It is also 

possible to cite a direct scientific dispute between the 

hanafi-maturidi scholar from Bukhara Nuruddin 

Ahmad ibn Abu Bakr al-Sabuni al-Bukhari (d. 

580/1184) and the shafi’i- ashʻarī scholar Abu 

Abdullah Muhammad ibn Umar al-Razi (544-

604/1149-1207) [6]. As a result of the dispute between 

the two, Nuruddin Ahmad al-Sabuni even issued a 

fatwa stating that a person of the Hanafi school could 

not follow the imam of the Shafi’i school of prayer. 

After all, the common feature of the works written 

during this period on the differences between the two 

doctrines was not in the number of different issues 

raised in them, but in their lack of research. 

Some members of the ruling dynasty before the 

Mongol invasion adopted this doctrine. An example 

of this is Sultan Tugrulbek (d. 455/1063), the ruler of 

the Seljuk dynasty [35:389-394]. But as a result of the 

Mongol invasion, this process was stopped for a 

while. 

Wide-spreading stage (after 750/1350). A 

special feature of this stage is the rise of education to 

the state level, its integration into the education 

system, and the establishment of schools and 

madrasas of the māturīdī teaching in various parts of 

the world. Also, the Hanafi-maturidi scholars, with the 

exception of Ahl al-Sunnah wa-l-Jamā’ah, have made 

scientifically based denials of heresies. Furthermore, 

the fact that both the māturīdī teaching and the ashʻarī 

teaching are from Ahl al-Sunnah wa-l-Jamā’ah is 

equally acknowledged by the adherents of the two 

teachings, and it can be said that the differences 

between them have been studied comparatively. 

At this stage, the māturīdī teaching rose to the 

state level for the second time. It should be noted here 

that there is a difference between the first and the 

second rise of the doctrine to the state level. That is, 

in the first uprising, individual rulers followed it, 

while in this second uprising, representatives of the 

entire ruling dynasty were in that sect. Of course, this 

is the greatest historical event in the history of 

doctrine. In particular, the founder of the Timurid 

dynasty, Amir Temur, was also of this madhab. His 

abolition of Mongol rule in Transoxiana, the center of 

the māturīdī teaching, and the establishment of his 

own state played an important role in the 

reorganization of Hanafi-māturīdī schools in the 

region. The māturīdī teaching also existed at the state 

level during the reigns of the Shaybani, Ashtarkhanid, 

Mangit, and Kungrad dynasties that ruled one after the 

other in Transoxiana. 
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Representatives of the Ottoman and Baburid 

dynasties, who ruled in areas other than Transoxiana, 

where the doctrine originated, were also Hanafi-

māturīdī. In particular, the Ottoman rulers (698-

1342/1299-1924) played an important role in this 

regard, and the representatives of the dynasty 

themselves belonged to the Hanafi-maturidi, and at 

the same time recognized the other three madhabs of 

Ahl al-Sunnah wa-l-Jamā’ah. Wherever some of their 

subordinates belonged to the Shafi’i, Maliki and 

Hanbali madhabs, they advised those officials to 

switch to the Hanafi-maturidi madhab as well 

[27:140]. Indeed, Saʻduddīn al-Taftāzānī played an 

important role in the formation of a separate the 

māturīdī teaching in this empire. For example, 

Shamsuddin Abu Abdullah Muhammad ibn Hamza 

al-Fanari al-Rumi al-Hanafi (751-834/1350-1431) 

was first appointed to the post of Shaykh al-Islam, 

which was established in the history of the Ottoman 

Empire [39:110; 1: 524-525]. He was already a 

Hanafi-maturidi scholar, and at the same time was 

engaged in copying of the books of Saʻduddīn al-

Taftāzānī [15:16-21]. As a result, on the one hand, the 

māturīdī teaching was formed in the central part of the 

empire, and on the other hand, the scientific heritage 

of Saʻduddīn al-Taftāzānī belonging to the Hanafi-

maturidi was a major factor in the penetration and 

spread of textbooks in madrassas in the empire. In 

particular, the scholars of this region pay special 

attention to the scientific heritage of Saʻduddīn al-

Taftāzānī. The fact that they wrote commentaries, 

margins and quotations on the scholar’s works is a 

clear proof of this. The famous French orientalist 

professor K. Gilliot also noted that the scholar’s work 

“Sharh al-Aqeed an-Nasafiya” played an important 

role in the spread of the māturīdī teaching [12:128]. 

Even the famous German Islamic scholar Professor 

W. Madelung said that the name “Maturidiyah” was 

introduced by Saʻduddīn al-Taftāzānī [19:117-131]. It 

should be noted that the work of the scholar and his 

disciples in this regard was described by Imam Abu 

Hanifa (80-150/699-767) and his disciples, in 

particular, Imam Abu Yusuf (113-182/731-798) as the 

first Qazi al-Quzat in Islamic history [7:17]. During 

this period, many madrassas were established in the 

country, where the education system was based on the 

Hanafi school, and a Hanafi-maturidi school was 

formed. In particular, one of the great scholars of the 

Hanafi school, Ahmad ibn Musa al-Khayali (829-

860/1426-1456), a teacher at the madrasah of 

“Sultaniya” in Istanbul, said in a commentary on 

Saʻduddīn al-Taftāzānī’s “Sharh al-Aqeed an-

Nasafiyya”: In the regions of Khurasan, Iraq, 

Damascus and many other cities, the Ash’arites are 

known as Ahl al-Sunnah wa-l-Jamā’ah. In the land of 

Transoxiana, the Maturidites are known as Ahl al-

Sunnah wa-l-Jamā’ah, who followed Abu Mansur al-

Maturidi. “Ma turid” is the name of a village in 

Samarkand. Today (that is, in the first half of the 9/15 

centuries) the māturīdī teaching has already 

penetrated into the above-mentioned areas” [30:84-

85]. This information of the scientist testifies to two 

historical events. The first is that both teachings are 

recognized as Ahl al-Sunnah wa-l-Jamā’ah, and the 

second is that the māturīdī teaching entered the 

Ottoman Empire in the first half of the 15th century. 

However, with the fall of the empire in 1342/1924, the 

existing Hanafi-maturidi school was abolished and the 

scribes were persecuted. 

As a result of the formation of the Baburi 

dynasty (932-1274/1526-1858) in India, the Hanafi-

maturidi madhab was officially raised to the state level 

in that region, and a school of the māturīdī teaching 

was formed. This is because the founder of the 

dynasty, Zahiruddin Muhammad Babur ibn 

Umarshaykh Mirza (888-937/1483-1530), belonged 

to the Hanafi-maturidi school, and his work 

“Mubayyin” is a clear scientific proof of this. His 

father, Umarshaikh Mirza ibn Abu Sa’id (757-

889/1356-1494), was also a Hanafi, and he himself 

mentioned this in the “Baburnama”, saying that he 

(Umarshaikh Mirza) was a Hanafi, a man of pure faith, 

who prayed five times a day and would not leave it” 

[40:10, 19]. Indeed, this process was carried out 

gradually through the construction of mosques and 

madrassas that taught in the Hanafi school. Personally, 

Zahiruddin Muhammad Babur built madrassas and 

mosques in areas of India such as Sambhal and Agra 

[25:102]. For example, Abdulhakim ibn Shamsuddin 

Muhammad al-Siyalkuti al-Hindu (968-1067/1561-

1656), the author of one of the most famous and 

widespread gloss of Saʻduddīn al-Taftāzānī’s “Sharh 

al-Aqeed an-Nasafiya”, was a Hanafi-Maturidi 

scholar and also an advisor to Shah Jahan (1038-

1068/1628-1658) [2]. Moreover, during the same 

period, unprecedented scientific work on Islamic 

sciences was carried out in the region at the initiative 

and on the instructions of the rulers. A collection of 

fatwas on the Hanafi school, known in the Islamic 

world as the “al-Fatawa al-Alamgiriya” (or “al-

Fatawa al-Hindiya), was also commissioned by Sultan 

Muhiyuddin Muhammad Avrangzeb Alamgir ibn 

Shah Jahan (1027-1118/1618-1707) [11:189-190]. As 

a result, a Hanafi-maturidi school was formed in the 

country during this period. However, with the decline 

of this empire, the existing Hanafi-msturidi school 

was also abolished. 

At this stage, large Hanafi-maturidi schools of 

thought were established in various parts of the world, 

but not all of them functioned to this day. In particular, 

these schools can be divided into two types according 

to the scope of activities, as recognized locally and 

globally. As mentioned above, the departure of the 

Ottoman and Baburi dynasties from the stage of 

history led to the cessation of the activities of the 

Hanafi-maturidi schools formed in the territory of 

these states. However, a new world-renowned Hanafi-

maturidi school, The Darul Uloom Deoband, was 
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established. It is the only major place where Hanafi-

maturidi is taught. This institution was founded on 

May 30, 1866 in Uttar Pradesh, India and continues to 

operate to this day. However, at the same time, there 

are also local educational institutions that are focused 

on operating only in a particular country. Examples 

are the Mir Arab High School and the Imam Bukhari 

High School in Uzbekistan. 

Indeed, although there were disagreements on 

some issues between the māturīdī teaching and the 

ashʻarī teaching, at this stage it was acknowledged by 

both sides that they were in Ahl al-Sunnah wa-l-

Jamā’ah, and the differences between them were 

studied comparatively. An example of a scholar who 

has studied both teachings is Saʻduddīn al-Taftāzānī. 

In his book “Sharh al-Maqasid”, the scholar analyzes 

the māturīdī teaching and the ashʻarī teaching and 

emphasizes that they are both Ahl al-Sunnah wa-l-

Jamā’ah, despite the differences between them on 

some issues. “Sharh al-Maqasid” is the first and so far, 

the only source in this regard. Due to this, the work is 

an equally important source for the representatives of 

the school of Maturidi and Ash’ari, and both sides use 

it effectively. These peculiarities of this book have 

been emphasized by scholars such as Malik Ahmad 

ibn Abdul Malik Pir Muhammad al-Farooqi (d. 

1067/1657) who wrote a commentary on it. As a 

result, representatives of both schools, who lived in 

the post-scholar period, supported this idea. In 

particular, one of the well-known scholars of the 

Hanafi school, Abulkhair Isamuddin Ahmad ibn 

Mustafa ibn Jalil Tashkuprizada, said, “You should 

know that in the science of kalam, the chairman of the 

scholars of Ahl al-Sunnah wa-l-Jamā’ah is two 

people, one of whom is a Hanafi and the other a 

Shafi’i. The Hanafi is Abu Mansur al-Maturidi and the 

Shafi’i is Abulhasan al-Ash’ari” [16:133-134]. The 

Shafi’i scholar Tajuddin Abdulwahhab ibn Ali al-

Subki also devoted a separate work, “al-Qasida an-

nuniya”, to the differences between the two teachings, 

stating that he found thirteen differences in them. He 

concluded that the representatives of both teachings 

were from Ahl al-Sunnah wa-l-Jamā’ah [35:378-389]. 

In conclusion, Imam Abu Mansur al-Maturidi 

did a great deal of historical work on understanding 

and interpreting the doctrinal issues by introducing the 

method of logical argumentation to the text (Qur’an 

and hadith) in accordance with the requirements of the 

environment of that time and conveying the Islamic 

creed in its purest form to the general Muslim 

community. With this service, the Imam refuted the 

views of the Karmati, Rafizi, Mu'tazilite, and similar 

heretical sects in a way that was worthy of and 

recognized by them, and thus enriched the ḥanafī 

madhhab by the method. For example, the imam 

combined traditional doctrinal and logical methods 

and founded a school of kalam in Samarkand. This 

doctrine has historically gone through certain 

evolutionary stages, such as its founding, forming, 

developing, and wide-spreading. It is also more than 

ten centuries since this doctrine did not go beyond the 

Islamic creed that it has been recognized by the most 

eminent scholars of every age, and most Muslims in 

Ahl al-Sunnah wa-l-Jamā’ah have followed it. 

Nowadays, the māturīdī teaching is widespread in 

various parts of the world and according to the 

requirements of the time, modern scholars are also 

writing many works within its framework. By the 

way, the scholar Sa’duddin al-Taftazani and his 

disciples made special contributions to the wide-

spreading of the teaching, and it would not be wrong 

to compare this situation with the great deeds done by 

Imam Abu Hanifa and his disciples, especially Imam 

Abu Yusuf. 
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Introduction 

Proverbs are considered to be our sacred spiritual 

property, passed from father to son for centuries. The 

origin of proverbs is closely connected with the times 

of appearance, formation and development of our 

national mind [1]. 

The task of proverbs in our national center is to 

encourage the members of any social stratum to unite, 

to call them to live in peace, to form a sense of loyalty 

to the motherland, the fatherland, to explain the 

importance of acquire the profession, to provide the 

effectiveness of public traditions, the most important 

one, the ability to distinguish the good and evil, to 

cultivate consciousness [2].  

One of the important differences of the daily 

press is the use of proverbs by the authors in the daily 

press as the subject of the article [3]. 

As the subject of the article, the use of proverbs, 

phraseology, and words of wisdom expressed by great 

thinkers and well-known orators enhance the thematic 

emotional-expressive effect [4]. 

The latest issues of Erkin Karakalpakstan, 

Karakalpakstan Jaslari, and Jetkinshek are full of 

proverbial themes. Among Turkic nations Karakalpak 

people are rich in folklore, especially proverbs, in 

recent years the publication of 100 volumes of 

"Karakalpak folklore", giving the proverbs in the 4 

volumes 88,89,90,91st are proof of this. Proverbs 

have been passed down from people to people, from 

generation to generation from ancient times and 

become sharp. They reflect the wisdom of the 

Karakalpaks, their life experience and national values. 

The main reason of frequent use of proverbs as the 

theme of newspaper articles is probably connected 

with this.  

We study the proverbs used as the title of 

newspaper articles dividing into three groups: 

1) Proverbs that are fully used in the left form, 

without changes, as they are used in the spoken 

language of the people [5]: Ustazi jaksinin’ ustami 

jaksi. (Having a good teacher is having everything). 

(G.Aminova «KJ», 18.05.2017), Jerge itibar-elge 

itibar. (Attention to land is attention to country). 

(E.Ermanov, “EK”, 19.03.2015), Bir kempir bir 

kempirdi biykesh depti. (An old woman called an old 

woman as sister-in-law). (O’.O’teuliev «EK», 

07.04.2015), «Erte ekken-erte oradi» (The earlier one 

plants, the earlier he gathers). (E.Ermanov «KJ», 

13.06.2015), Oylanbastin’ tübi oyran. (doing without 

thinking is damage). (O .Satbaev «EK», 21.11.2015), 

Bala ku’lse du’nya ku’ledi yamasa Ucell 

kompaniyasinin’ kayirli isleri. (If baby smiles, world 

smiles or goodness of Ucell). (S.Janiev, 10.12.2015), 

Kizbala eldin’ ko’rki. (Girl is the beauty of a nation). 

http://s-o-i.org/1.1/tas
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(T.Jarimbetov «EK», 04.02.2017), Kiz o’sse eldin’ 

ko’rki. (The girl grows up, she’s nation’s beaty). 

(O.Oteuliev «EK», 06.02.2014), Min’ kosshidan bir 

basshi (a boss is better than a thousand assistent) 

(E.Ermanov «EK», 15.04.2014), Ustazi kushlinin 

ustami kushli. (Having best teacher is having best 

thing) (E.Ermanov «EK», 31.10.2015), «Uyleniw 

ansat-uy boliw  kiyin” (to marry is easy, but to have a 

family is hard). (A. Orazov «EK», 17.04.2014), 

Ananin suti pal, balanin tili pal (Mother's milk 

ishoney, baby's language is honey). (O.O’teuliev 

«EK», 03.05.2014), Suw ko’rmey etik sheshpe (Don’t 

put off the boot without seeing water). (Z. Erekeeva 

«EK», 22.05.2014), "Kollasip ko’tergen juk jen’il. 

(The load which carried with help is light" (S.Janiev 

«EK», 29.05.2014), Jalgiz attin shani shikpas (a lone 

horse can’t make dirt) (S.Janiev, «EK», 1 9.06.2014), 

At tuyag'in tay basar (After horse comes colt). 

(E.Ermanov, «EK», 29.09.2014), Saqlansan 

saqlayman degen (I will care if you care yourself) 

(A.Khojanazarov, «EK», 15.02.2014), Qis gamindi 

jazda kör.(Care about winter in summer). 

(B.Bekmuratov, «KJ», 07.08.2014), Qizim sagan 

aytaman… (Daughter I tell you)(J.Embergenova, 

«KJ», 17.01.2015), Juzden juyrik minnan tulpar. 

(B.Sultamuratov, «KJ», 03.04.2014), Akege karap ul 

o’ser (Looking at the father, son grows up) ( 

G.Aminova, «KJ», 04.12.2014), Akege karap ul o’ser 

(Looking at the Father, son grows up). 

(B.Sultamuratov, 11.01.2018), In the above examples, 

it seems that journalists G.Aminova and 

B.Sultamuratov put the same theme in their articles as 

"Akege karap ul o’ser". . While G. Aminova titled her 

article "Ustazi jaksinin ustami jaksi", E. Ermanov put 

the second version of this proverb "Ustazi kushlinin 

ustami kushli". T.Jarimbetova called her article "Kiz 

bala eldin ko’rki", and O.Oteuliev used the second 

version of this proverb "Kiz osse eldin korki". 

2) Some of the proverbs used as newspaper 

topics were abbreviated and used its equivalent or 

word combination. [6]. Journalists use a equivalent of 

proverbs and sayings related to the purpose of the 

article: "Oynaklagan " (Q. Bayniyazov, "EK", 

04.01.2014), Jas kelse iske… (A.Orazov, “EK”, 

05.11.2015), Jaksinin jaksiligin ayt… (Tell the 

goodness of the good)… (S.Janiev,« EK », 

03.03.2018), Bolar bala bes jasinan… (S.Janiev,« EK 

», 24.08.2017), Jas kelse iske… (E.Ermanov, «EK», 

06.02.2014), «Kishkene demen bizdi … (S.Janiev,« 

EK », 24.06.2014), Napsi degen baledur… 

(Q.Bayniyazov,« EK », 17.07.2014),«Jer sursen, guz 

sur… (A. Orazov, «EK», 19.11.2016), Ertegim erte 

boldi (My story was early) (A.Turekeeva, «KJ», 

21.01.2016), «Kizim sagan aytaman (My daughter, I 

tell you) (J. Embergenov,« KJ » , 26.02.2015). In these 

examples, the first word “Oynaklagan” of the proverb 

"Oynaklagan ot basar (A playful one gets trouble)" is 

taken as the subject of K. Bainiyazov's article. The 

theme is intriguing, short and mysterious [7]. The 

reader hurries to read this humysterious story in the 

article. The theme of the article by A. Orazov and E. 

Ermanov is formed by the first part of the proverb "Jas 

kelse iske, garri kelse aska". In the following 

examples, jaksinin jaksiligin ayt, iymani tassin (tell 

the goodness of the good, iman overruns), bolar bala 

bes jasinan belgili (The children are known from the 

age of five), kishkene demen bizdi, ko’terip uramiz 

sizdi (Don't call us small, we will pick you up), Na’psi 

degen baledur, turli otka soladur (Lust is a illness, it 

will set you on fire), jer sursen, guz sur, guz surmesen 

juz sur (If you plow the land,plow it in autumn, if not, 

plow hundred times), “Kizim sagan aytaman, kelinim 

sen tinla (I’ll tell you my daughter, listen my daughter-

in-law)”, theme is formed by taking the first part of 

the proverb. The lines "Ertegim erte boldi, kulagi kelte 

boldi (My fairy tale was early, its ears were short)" are 

formed on a row of poems from the genre of false 

poetry of Karakalpak folklore [8]. 

3) The third type of proverbs listed as newspaper 

topics is the proverbs used by the authors to adapt or 

transform the proverbs to suit the purpose of the 

article. Khakiykatlik iyilgeni menen sinbaydi. 

(O.Oteuliev, “EK”, 03.03.2015), Julpis tawekelshiden 

korkadi. (E.Ermanov, «EK», 30.06.2016), Uyrengen 

adip… (Q.Bayniyazov, «EK», 14.03.2015), Qalauin 

tapqanga jauin bane emes (Q.Reymov, «EK», 

21.05.2015), "Eldin atin shigargan er, Kegeylide 

Janabay paluan Saparovtin esteligine bagishlangan 

respublikalik ashik turnir bolip otti. (The republican 

open tournament dedicated to the memory of 

Zhanabay Paluan Saparov who spread his country’s 

name was held in Kegeyli) (S.Janiev," EK ", 

18.08.2015), Kimdi izlesen pakhtazardan tabiladi 

(Whoever you look for is found in the cotton field) 

(O.Oteuliev,"EK”, 24.09.2015 "), Paluan gureste belli 

(palvan is famous in wrestling), (E.Ermanov, «EK», 

01.11.2015), Chumanayda bir shanarak bar. (there is 

a family in CHumanay) (S.Janiev, «EK», 18.03.2017), 

Mal da, tauikta bakkanga pitedi. (Q.Reymov, «EQ», 

22.04 .2017), Muzey ele zor boladi (The museum will 

great), (P.Khojamuratova, «EK», 27.05.2014), 

Biltirgidan biyil jaksi (This year is better than last 

year), (K.Reymov, «EK», 20.09.2014), Kisi 

khakisinan korikpagannan korik (It is better to be 

afraid of people who isn’t afraid of people’s rights), 

(P.Khojamuratova, «EK», 25.12.2014), Dart berse 

dauasin kosa bergen (O.Oteuliev, «EK», 11.10.2016), 

Kirik tuye kotere almagan dasturler yamasa tez-tez 

janaratugin kadeler hakkinda (traditions which even 

forty camels could not carry, or often updated rules), 

(A.Turekeeva, 17.01, «KJ» .2015), Densaulik biybaha 

baylik (Health is a priceless treasure), (B.Bekmuratov, 

«EK», 12.03.2016), Auizbirshilik-bereket shakirar 

(J.Embergenov, «KJ», 25.02.2016), «Balanin jati 

bolmaydi yamasa bugingi balalar kimlerge eliklep 

osip atir? (There’s no strange child or whom today’s 

children imitate?),  (J.Embergenova, «KJ», 

26.05.2016), Siylasan siy korersen (If you respect, you 
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will be also respected), (E.Ermanov, «KJ», 

26.06.2017), Oysiz istin oyrani (Z.Isakova, «KJ», 

14.12.2017), The theme of O.Oteuliev's article is a 

transformed version of the proverb, "Hakiykatlik 

iyeledi birak sinbaydi (Truth is good, but it is not 

broken). Ermanov cited the proverb "Kudayda 

tauekelshiden korkadi (God is afraid of risk)" in the 

title of the article [9]. 

K.Bayniyazov put the title by taking the first two 

words of the proverb "Uyrengen adet kalama, kotere 

berme mushindi (Learned a habit, do not lift fist)". 

Konisbay Reymov changed the proverb "Kalauin 

tapsan kar janar (If you find possibility, snow will 

burn)" and changed the title of article to "Kalauin 

tapkanga jauin bane emes". S. Janiev used the proverb 

"Eldin atin er shigaradi" in the form of "Eldin atin 

shigargan er". It won’t be wrong to say that O. 

Oteuliev is the master of the most ingenious word 

game on putting the title among the journalists. He 

captioned one of his articles, "Kimdi izlesen 

pakhtazardan tabiladi (Whoever you look for, he finds 

in the cotton fields)” [10]. We remember the theme of 

the article “Adam bilmes akbaslikta jatirman, meni 

izlesen … tabasan” in the folk tales, he used skillfully 

the proverb “Dart bergen kuday shipasinda beredi” 

according to the purpose of the article. E.Ermanov in 

his article "Paluan gureste belli" used the proverb by 

transformation "Martler maydanda sinaladi (heroes 

are examined in the field)". S. Janiev called one of his 

articles "Shomanayda bir shanarak bar". These rows 

are remembered about Sergei Esenin's poem 

"Khorasanda bir daruaza bar (There is a Gate in 

Khorasan)." In his article "Mal da, tauik ta bakkanga 

pitedi" K. Reymov added the word "tauik (chicken)" 

to the Karakalpak proverb "Mal bakkanga pitedi" and 

managed to enhance the emotional-expressiveness of 

the title. It is clear that P.Khojamuratova in her article 

“Muzey ele zor boladi” took the poem row of 

I.Yusupov’s  "Bul jer ele zor boladi (This place will 

be the best)” as a basis." Therefore, Konisbay Reymov 

seems to have taken the lead the poem rows of Berdak 

"Biltirgidan biyil jaman, kalay-kalay boldi zaman 

(This year is worse than last year,what kind of time is 

this)" in putting the title of his article "This year is 

better than last year." The theme of 

P.Khojamuratova's article "Kisi hakisinan 

korikpagannan korik (Fear a man who doesn’t fear the 

human’s right)” is formed from the transformation of 

the proverb "Kudaydan korikpagannan korik (Fear a 

man who doesn’t fear from God)." The title of A. 

Turekeeva's article "Kirik tuye kotere almagan 

dasturler (Traditions that cannot bear forty camels…)" 

is placed on the basis of the Karakalpak proverb 

"Kizdin nazi kirik tuyege juk boladi (A girl's 

tenderness can be loaded on forty camels)". The title 

of B. Bekmuratov's article "Densaulik biybaha baylik" 

is a modified version of the proverb " Densaulik teren 

baylik ". The title of J. Embergenova's article 

"auizbirshilik – bereket shakirar" is a transformed 

version of the proverb "Bereket - auizbirshilikte". 

Also, the title of this journalist’s article, “Balanin jati 

bolmaydi yamasa bugingi balalar kimlerge eliklep 

osip atir” is a transformed version of the saying, 

"Jaksinin jati bolmaydi." The theme of E. Ermanov's 

article "Siylasan siy ko’resen" is based on the proverb 

"Siylagandi siy bilmes, siypagandi eshek bilmes".The 

article of Z.Isakova “Oysiz istin’ oyrani” is put by 

transformation of the proverb in Karakalpak language 

“Oylanbastin’ tubi oyran”.  

 

Conclusions.  

In short, the main purpose of the topic is to 

arouse the interest of the reader to read the material 

presented in the article. It should also briefly reflect 

the content of the material in a way that retains the 

theme's sharpness and ease of perception. One of the 

most important issues in today's press is to put the title 

on newspaper articles. In turn, the good topics chosen 

by the masterpiece are the reasons of the readers' 

interest in the article and suddenly sparkle and lead to 

the rapid reading of the article. The use of proverbs as 

the theme of the article sharpens the emotional-

expressive effect of the topic, illustrates, and quickly 

attracts the reader's attention.  
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Introduction 

The prestige and status of each language is, of 

course, measured by its vocabulary richness. The 

importance and value of a language in all respects 

depend on the dictionaries created. It is known that 

Mahmud Koshgari reached a high peak in world 

linguistics in the field of lexicography. He compiled 

an Explanatory dictionary of Turkic words in the XI 

century. Before Mahmud Koshgari, great advances 

were made in the field of lexicography in Arabic 

linguistics. In particular, such works of Khalil al-

Farahid Ibn Ahmad as Kitabul Ayn and Sibawayhi al-

Kitab became famous in the Arab world. Mahmud 

Koshgari approached the publication of his dictionary 

from a critical point of view and followed a certain 

path [3. B. 45]. The dictionary-making tradition has 

evolved over the centuries, and various dictionaries in 

all languages have seen the face of the world. 

 

II.Literature review 

In the "Explanatory dictionary of the Uzbek 

language" the word " dictionary” is given this 

definition: 

1) a book in which words in one language are 

summed up, interpreted, or translated into another 

language in a certain order (usually in alphabetical 

order); 

2) a Word; the totality of all words in the 

language; verbal richness [6. P. 598]. 

At the heart of the problem of learning and 

teaching a language is a dictionary. In a period of the 

rapid development of information technologies is of 

great importance in the development of electronic 

dictionaries attached to modern lexicography. 

 

III.Analysis 

In science, terms such as "electronic dictionary", 

"electronic version of the dictionary", "automatic 

dictionary", "computer dictionary" are used. These 

terms, as synonyms, can simultaneously be part of a 

single scientific study. Analyzing the content of the 

http://s-o-i.org/1.1/tas
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presented terms, we can conclude that all of them can 

be divided into two groups. First, we can talk about 

the versions of printed lexicographic editions of 

electronic dictionaries. The second is dictionaries 

created on the basis of the latest computer programs 

using an electronic format created specifically for 

dictionaries [2]. In our opinion, all these dictionaries 

can be called computer, electronic and writing. 

An electronic dictionary is a dictionary in a 

special machine format or other electronic devices that 

works as part of a computer program. It often allows 

you to quickly find the right word, taking into account 

the possibility of searching by morphology and 

vocabulary (usage examples), as well as the 

possibility of changing the translation direction (for 

example, English-Russian or Russian-English). 

Today, electronic versions of various dictionaries are 

widely used. Unlike traditional dictionaries, it can 

contain electronic dictionaries and graphics, as well as 

all media objects, including video and animation 

fragments, sound, music, and so on. All electronic 

dictionaries can be divided into two types: 

1. Automatic end-user dictionaries. 

2. Automatic dictionaries for text processing 

programs that contain detailed information about 

morphological, syntactic and semantic properties of 

processing (these are data search thesauri, frequency 

dictionaries, rubricators, classifiers, morphological 

analysis dictionaries, and machine translation 

dictionaries) [7]. 

Compared to printed dictionaries, computer 

dictionaries provide the user with many additional 

features. Includes: 

1) increased search speed; 

2) too many entries in the dictionary: dictionary, 

alphabetical index, entering words and phrases from 

the keyboard and text editor; 

3) search for words with fairly clear spelling; 

4) full-text search (not only in the dictionary but 

also in the texts of all dictionary articles); 

5) use of multimedia tools for the semantics of 

the dictionary; 

6) The presence of a hyperlink; 

7) links to all words in the dictionary; 

8) ability to store large amounts of data; 

9) in the bilingual dictionaries-the ability to 

translate back and forth; 

10) include several dictionaries of various types 

and genres in the computer dictionary; 

11) search in several dictionaries 

simultaneously; 

12) limiting the search field to keywords, subject 

groups, parts of speech, etc.;  

13) user filling in a dictionary or creating a 

custom dictionary; 

14) maintaining the search sequence during 

operation (chronology/ search history); 

15) maintaining "bookmarks" in the dictionary; 

16) compatibility with editors, the ability to copy 

dictionary articles and apply them from the editor to 

the dictionary; 

17) machine compatibility with translation 

programs; 

18) web browsers and other types of 

applications; 

19) provide additional information about 

phonetics, phonetics, stylistics and other aspects of the 

language; 

20) the ability to use dictionaries in local and 

global networks, etc. [8]. 

There are two types of electronic dictionaries: 

offline and online. Offline dictionaries are programs 

that are installed on your computer, phone, or tablet 

and are available even without an Internet connection. 

And online dictionaries are intended for use only over 

the Internet, without installing anything [9]. 

Today in Russia, such electronic dictionaries as 

Lingvo (ABBYY Software House), Multiplex 

(Medialingva), Polyglossum (ETS - "electronic and 

traditional dictionaries"), Context (In - format), 

PROMT (PROMT) are widely used. 

The two most popular electronic dictionaries are 

Abbyy and Multilex from Lingvo, developed by 

Medialingva. The specialists who created these 

dictionaries have different views on the principles of 

electronic lexicography. MediaLingua adheres to the 

strategy of creating digital copies of well-known book 

publications when developing Multiplex dictionaries. 

Electronic dictionaries of this company are based on 

modern dictionaries of leading Russian publishers. 

Multiplex dictionaries are an improved copy of 

the original versions of the paper version of their own 

development. They constantly provide the 

composition of printed dictionaries, including phrases 

of the heads of the authors of the original publications 

and the corresponding data of the material. The size of 

the initial phrases is indicated as the richness of the 

word. Users have at their disposal a powerful and 

diverse set of search tools (selection of words and 

phrases in all grammatical forms, search for idioms, 

phrases, their use, search by alphabet). 

When working with multiplex dictionaries, 

accurate and complete dictionary information is 

provided (transcription, each field and stylistic entries, 

accents, comments, and examples). 

The MediaLingua approach also has some 

disadvantages, since a hard link to the prototype 

article does not allow you to correct and Supplement 

the electronic dictionary or even change the structure 

of the dictionary article. Traditional linguistic 

dictionaries are indeed far behind, at least by ten years. 

And electronic dictionaries can be filled in almost 

every day. 

One of the most popular online dictionaries in 

the Russian network is the Web-IPS flndex. 

(http://slovari.yandex.ru/) dictionary. The portal is 

translated into English, German, French, Italian, 
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Spanish, and Ukrainian. In addition to the General 

vocabulary of the dictionary, there is medical, legal, 

technical and other information. The portal is very 

simple and easy to use. 

On the portal Mail.ru (http://multilex.maii.ru/) 

dictionaries are available in seven languages. In 

addition to General vocabulary, the online dictionary 

includes medical, economic, oil and gas, solar-energy, 

and other industry dictionaries. 

In the Rambler IPS (http://www.rambler.ru/dict/ 

although the choice of languages is not yet 

widespread, it includes only English and German. 

Currently, electronic dictionaries are available 

on personal computers (SlovoED/Multilex, Abbyy 

Lingvo, Pocket Context, Absolute Word Roadlingua, 

Diet, VVSSLOVAR, Pocket Multitran, Pocket Promt, 

etc.).) This is becoming more and more popular. 

 

IV.Discussion 

English online dictionaries allow you to translate 

a word when there is an Internet connection. In most 

cases, they are free and constantly updated. These 

include Lingvo, Multitran, Cambridge Dictionaries, 

Urbanictionary, Google translate, Translator. 

The online dictionary of Linguo has the widest 

coverage and is the leading one to date. In periodical 

publications and literature, you can see examples of 

how words are used. The downside is that the site is 

much slower. 

Multitran – if you don't know how to write a 

word, enter its sound version in the search field. The 

translator does the rest. He searches for the nearest 

words that exist in his memory, and with a high 

probability finds the right word. 

You can hear the transcription and audio of each 

word in Cambridge dictionaries. There are both 

versions-both British and American versions. Sound 

quality allows you to hear and remember words 

correctly. 

Urbandictionary is a dictionary of the English 

language. Here, interpretation and translation are 

created by regular users. This dictionary is useful 

when you need to interpret not only words but also 

entire phrases. All information here is in English only. 

Google translate is one of the most frequently 

used online translators. It has a user-friendly interface 

and ease of use. Understands the user intuitively. 

Automatically determines the translation direction. It 

has a large database of dictionaries. One of the 

disadvantages is that it is not possible to select a 

translation topic. It has the ability to automatically 

check and correct internal spelling errors. Google 

online translator for free. 

The translator is a free translator that allows you 

to translate articles up to 3000 characters in length. 

Registration allows you to increase this limit to 10,000 

characters. One of the advantages is that it allows you 

to distinguish between 16 main options-thematic 

texts, travel, sports, business, social networks, etc. It 

has the function of printing and sending the translated 

text by mail. 

Offline (electronic) English dictionaries include 

ABBYY Lingvo, Poliglossum, and context.  

The ABBYY Lingvo dictionary is useful where 

you need a quick translation of a word. The dictionary 

has a very good interface, it has a wide selection.  

Poliglossum-contains about 150 different 

thematic and industry dictionaries. Here everyone will 

find their own theme and will be able to use it not only 

in everyday work but also in creative activities. It is 

the leader of dictionaries from the industry side, 

including accuracy, quantity and variety. 

Context-can displays a list of translations of all 

phrases in a word. You can create special dictionaries 

(very useful for automating the normal work of a 

translator). The on-screen interface is compressed. 

You can exchange brief and detailed information [9]. 

Uzbek -Russian, Russian-Uzbek electronic 

dictionary is much more convenient from the point of 

view of modernity, this electronic dictionary helps to 

determine the Russian meaning of a word in the Uzbek 

language or, conversely, the Uzbek meaning of a word 

in the Russian language. And it only takes a few 

seconds, so this app is also essential, as it saves time. 

Today there are many different versions of the 

English-Uzbek, Russian-Uzbek dictionary. In 

accordance with decision No. 12-14, "the 

development Of electronic dictionary (computer 

program), on the basis of the Uzbek, Russian and 

English languages" at the Tashkent University of 

information technologies was created electronic 

dictionary called "Electronic dictionary" (authors: 

M.M.Avilov, S.S.Togaev, H.W.Bahshaliev, 

H.I.Ubaydullaev see The electronic dictionary also 

works on the basis of Uzbek, Russian and English 

languages. Based on these languages, you can 

translate words in 6 directions. Translation directions 

[10]: 1) Uzbek-English; 2) Uzbek-Russian; 3) 

English-Uzbek; 4) English-Russian; 5) Russian-

Uzbek; 6) Russian-English. The electronic dictionary 

database consists of more than 145,000 words and 

terms. The translation of all words is shown by 

examples. 

"Explanatory dictionary of the Uzbek language" 

was created on the initiative of the Youth Union of 

Uzbekistan. This dictionary contains more than 

80,000 words in its own right. The practical use of 

words in this dictionary is confirmed by examples 

from Uzbek literature and the press. The dictionary is 

prepared by the state scientific publishing house 

"national encyclopedia of Uzbekistan". The word is 

written, and its interpretation is given below. 

 Russian-Uzbek electronic dictionary program is 

an electronic dictionary program that translates from 

Russian to Uzbek and from Uzbek to Russian [11]. 

The advantage of the dictionary is that you can also 

enrich it yourself by entering new words. 
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During the seminar held on March 10, 2020 in 

the state veterinary Committee of the Republic of 

Uzbekistan, topical issues awaiting scientific 

solutions in this field were discussed. In particular, 

given the fact that until today in the field of veterinary 

medicine is no Dictionary of terms, many problems 

arise, the scientists of this region together with the 

linguists agreed to prepare an innovative project on 

"E-integrated Dictionary of terms in the field of 

veterinary medicine ". This increases Tilney's 

excellent learning and teaching efficiency and reduces 

language learning time, as well as automating ongoing 

operations. 

 

V.Conclusion 

The electronic dictionary is gradually finding its 

place, replacing the printed past tense. Therefore, the 

development of optimal, universal electronic 

dictionaries in use is the most important task of 

modern computer lexicography. The same electronic 

lexicographic form allows you to combine the results 

of research aimed at creating different dictionaries in 

the near future. Computer search engine features 

include 1) structure and semantics of various language 

units; 2) cognitive aspect; 3) dynamic; 4) functional; 

5) allows you to demonstrate the speech potential in 

the process of various language units and other 

activities. At the same time, it takes into account the 

reader's interests and needs [2]. Electronic dictionaries 

save time, improve learning efficiency, help you 

remember translations of words, allow you to work 

independently without the help of a teacher, etc. 

Interaction of modern electronic dictionaries, 

their relevance, updating, and user-friendly interface 

are favorable factors for the user. 

It should be noted that many dictionaries 

compiled in the middle of the last century are very 

outdated. Because there are new branches of 

production, science, business, and culture. In a simple 

verbal language, new words, terms, and stable phrases 

have appeared. And the meaning of many new words 

is not yet available, because it takes a long time to 

prepare their paper dictionaries. And electronic 

dictionaries can be updated quickly. 

It is very important to use the latest achievements 

of lexicography in electronic dictionaries. In 

electronic dictionaries, each meaning is accompanied 

by a synonym, antonym, usage examples, and 

linguistic data. Without leaving the main article, you 

can open the Windows of synonyms, antonyms, 

etc.and learn them at the same time. However, 

creating electronic dictionary databases, as well as 

creating paper dictionaries and licensing ready-made 

dictionaries is very expensive [7]. 

In addition, the creation and launch of a number 

of online and offline electronic dictionaries of the 

Uzbek language, such as dictionaries of synonyms, 

homonyms, antonyms, polysemous words, paronyms, 

as well as orthoepic, spelling, and explanatory 

dictionaries is one of the urgent tasks waiting to be 

solved. 

In short, electronic dictionaries save time, 

improve learning efficiency, help you remember 

translations of words, allow you to work 

independently without the help of a teacher, and so on. 
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Introduction 

It is known that wedding songs, which are one of 

the unique genres of Uzbek ceremonial folklore, are 

widespread among the population, whose lifestyle 

consists mainly of nomadic pastoralists and semi-

nomads. Traditionally sung side by side by women 

and men, lyrical content predominated in this type of 

song, performed in a narrative manner. Wedding song 

is unique in that each of them has a busy structure of 

eleven embarrassing verses and has historically been 

associated with the wedding ceremony. This genre 

originated under the influence of ancient marriage 

ceremonies based on the dual structure of society and 

has been constantly enriched and polished in the 

process of live performance. 

In Uzbek folklore, the word “o’lan” // “o’lang” 

is performed by two female and male performers (or 

skilled performers), although it is historically directly 

related to the wedding ceremony, but later goes 

beyond the ritual and is used in a variety of cultural 

contexts. It is used as a term to describe the genre of a 

folk song, consisting of eleven traditional verses, 

which is traditionally said in enlightenment gatherings 

and festivals, as well as in order to pass the time while 

performing this or that work. 
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II.Literature review 

In Uzbek folklore, significant work has been 

done on the collection and study of wedding song. In 

particular, the sensitive scholar M.Alaviya recorded 

many works from the Tashkent region, including 

works from the repertoire of the famous sculptor 

Imonazar Bobo, who lived in the village of Ertosh 

near the city of Angren. Because this weaver is widely 

known in all the villages of the Ahangaron valley as 

"Iman Axun", the weavers he weaved were told by 

people until the 60s and 70s of the XX century.1 

Besides, T. Ochilov from Yorlaqab Beknazar 

oglu, a people's priest living in Karapchi village of 

Zaamin district of Jizzakh region, T.Gazibaev from 

Abdurahim Toshpulatov living in Tergachi village of 

Chust district of Namangan region in 1963, H. 

Razzokov from Fergana valley, Samarkand 

Navainova Z., Recorded the wedding song that is 

popular in the Kashkadarya region. M.Juraev, a 

member of the folklore expedition "Ostonasi tillodan" 

from 1996 to 2006, collected olan from the villages of 

Andijan, Fergana, Namangan regions, Ahangaron 

oasis and Zaamin district.2    

Uzbek folklorist H. Razzokov said that 

“wedding song is widespread in the Fergana Valley, 

mainly among herders in rural areas and mountains3. 

According to M. Alavi, in the rituals of the wedding 

ceremony "girls' meeting", "bride's evening", 

"bridesmaid" The verses are usually sung without 

instrumental accompaniment, with a drum or flute 

accompaniment when performed with the addition of 

"yor-yor", with the ability to compete side-by-side 

during the performance, and the text has an 11-

syllable syllable structure.4 

 

 

 

 
1 ZO'FA. Inv.№1657, 24-folder, 5-1 notebook. Narrator: Ibragimov 

Tursunkul ota, 72 years old. 
2 Jo'raev M. A star in front of the moon (Uzbek folk ceremonial 

songs). - Tashkent: Literature and Art, 2000; Jo'raev M., Tohirov O. 

The threshold is made of gold. - Tashkent: «Moziydan sado», 2003. 

- P.60-62.   
3 Razzoqov H. Uzbek folk songs // Gulyor. Fergana folk songs. 

Collector: H. Razzokov. - Tashkent: Literature and Art Publishing 

House, 1967. - P.244. 
4 Alaviya M. Uzbek folk ceremonial songs. - Tashkent: Fan, 1974. 

- P.161-184. 
5 Sarimsoqov B. Ceremonial folklore // Essays on Uzbek folklore. 

Volume 1 - Tashkent: Fan, 1988. - P.194-197. 
6 Shomamatov N. Some comments on the genre of death // Folklore. 

Book 1. - Navoi, 2003. - P.75-82; That's it. Peculiarities of Olan 

genre // Uzbek language and literature. - Tashkent, 2004. - Issue 3. 

- p.47-50. 
7  Imomnazarova Sh. Some comments on the story of death in the 

epic "Alpomish" // Sources of knowledge. - Urgench, 2011. - Issue 

10. - p.38-43; This is the author. Some comments on the recording 

and study of grasses // Uzbek language and literature. - Tashkent, 

2012. - Issue 6. - p.5-13; This is the author. Artistic evolution and 

regional features of the genre Olan // Bulletin of the National 

University of Uzbekistan. Tashkent, 2013. - Issue 1. - p. 118-120; 

This is the author. The genre of death and its interpretation in 

modern folk art // Bulletin of the National University of Uzbekistan. 

III.Analysis 

O. Sobirov, who expressed good thoughts on the 

structure and strophics of the wedding songs, noted 

that the first verse of the wedding songs in the villages 

around the Qurama Mountains consists of two words. 

B. Sarimsakov also commented on the peculiarities of 

the genre, the structure of the weight, the order of 

rhyme, variability and artistic features of the genre 

means. 

According to him, the historical foundations of 

the genres "o’lan", "lapar" and "yor-yor" are 

connected by a common ground.5 The peculiarities, 

genesis and art of wedding songs genre were studied 

by M.Juraev, N.Shomamatov6, Sh.Imomnazarova7, 

D.Rajabov8. In 2013, M. Juraev9, U. Tohirov wedding 

songs, one of the oldest genres of Uzbek folk poetry, 

has common features with the genres of Turkic folk 

lyrics such as "өлен" (Turkish man), "өлең" 

(Kazakh), "йөлән" (Uyghur). Therefore, in the 

coverage of the historical basis and peculiarities of the 

Uzbek grass, its comparative analysis with the above-

mentioned genres of ceremonial lyricism of the Turkic 

peoples is of great scientific importance. 

The genres of folklore, based on the fact that the 

method of performance is said by girls and boys side 

by side, are very common among the Turkic peoples. 

Although the term "ѳлеӊ" is used in the Kazakh 

language as a generic name for genres of folk poetry, 

it is also distinguished by its internal forms, such as 

«салт ѳлеӊдер», «уйлену ѳлеӊдер», «муӊшер 

ѳлеӊдер», «қара ѳлеӊ», «тарихи ѳлеӊ», «айтыс 

ѳлеӊдер», «наурыз ѳлеӊдер». According to the great 

Turkologist V.V.Radlov, the word "ӧлоӊ" means 

"quartet with rhyming first, second and fourth verses". 

It had the forms of «тоi ӧлоӊу» (wedding songs), 

«бурунғу ӧлоӊ» (ancient wedding songs), «қара 

- Tashkent, 2014. - Issue 1. - p.305-308; This is the author. Dead 

genre in Uzbek folklore // Uzbek language and literature. - 

Tashkent, 2014. - Issue 5. - p.43-48; This is the author. Osobennosti 

janra ulan Akhangaranskogo rayona Uzbekistana // O'zbekistonda 

foreign languages. - Tashkent, 2015. - №1 (5). - B.159–163; 

Similarities in Uzbek folk poems // Ilm sarchashmalary. - Urgench, 

2017. - Issue 11. - B.66–69. 
8 Rajabov D.Z. The problem of poetic syntax in Uzbek folk songs. 

// BuxSU scientific information. - Buxoro, 2012. –№ 3. - p. 59-61. 

This is the author. Radif in uzbek folk songs. International Scientific 

Journal / «Theoretical & Applied Science». - USA. - 2018. - R. 316-

318. This is the author. Image system of bride greetings. // Uzbek 

language and literature. - Tashkent, 2012. - №5. - p. 65-69. This is 

the author. Vezin sakels of Uzbek folk songs. - Philological issues. 

// Baku, Azerbaijan, 2013. - №1. - p. 202-207. 
9Jo'raev M. Navruz songs (Uzbek folk songs related to Navruz 

holiday and spring traditions). - Tashkent: National Library of 

Uzbekistan Publishing House, 2007; Jo'raev M. Fundamentals of 

folklore. - Tashkent: Fan, 2009; Jo'raev M., Khudoyqulova L. 

Ceremony. A reference book on the traditions and ceremonies of 

the Uzbek people. - Tashkent: National Library of Uzbekistan 

Publishing House, 2008; Jo'raev M., Imomnazarova Sh. Typology 

of the dead genre in the folklore of the Turkic peoples // Bulletin of 

the Karakalpak branch of the Academy of Sciences of Uzbekistan. 

- Nukus, 2020. - 1-volume. - p.157-161 
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ӧлоӊ» (folklore music), «кытап ӧлоӊу» (biblical 

wedding songs), «қайим ӧлоӊ» (argument wedding 

songs). In Kazakh, the word "ӧлоӊдо", in Altai and 

Teleut, the word "ӧлоӊло" means "sing". 

In terms of its method of performance, 

composition, vital function, structure and content of 

the poem, the genres of "қара ѳлеӊ" and "қайим 

ӧлоӊ" are similar to "wedding songs" in Uzbek 

folklore in terms of their narrative character and the 

number of syllables in the verses. In the Karakalpak 

language, "ѳлеӊ" means a song, "ѳлеӊши" means a 

poet, a folk poet. 

 In Uyghur, "ӧләӊ" means "a song sung while 

accompanying the bride to the groom's house." 

According to O. Bakiev, “the song sung at the 

bride's farewell is very popular among the mourners, 

and is sung by many people when they go to the bride's 

house. Joy, celebration, happiness of two people who 

love each other from the bottom of their hearts is a 

lyrical song. Wedding songs are widespread in East 

Turkestan. When a group of young men bring a new 

bride (to move a girl) or to get married, it is said by 

skilled slayers, most of them are accompanied by 

slaying. 

Apparently, in Uyghur folklore, “o’lan” (more 

precisely, “hoy-hoy o’lan”) is used as the name of a 

traditional folk ritual song belonging to the “yor-yor” 

genre, which is sung during the wedding ceremony. 

The Uzbeks also have a tradition of calling the genre 

"yor-yor" under the name "o’lang" or "o’lan" in the 

Fergana Valley, Bukhara and Kashkadarya regions. 

In 1971, the Tatar folklorist FV Akhmetova 

recorded a folk song called "Ulang Dash" from the 

village of Tamak near the city of Tobolsk. This song, 

which ends with the repetition of "yar-yar" in each 

verse, is performed at the wedding, when the bride 

weaves her hair before handing it to the groom. 

Hence, in Turkish folklore, the term “o’lan” // 

“o’lang” has three different meanings, i.e. a) a general 

term for all genres of folk poetry, i.e. folk lyricism 

(e.g., as in Kazakh folklore); b) a separate genre of 

folk song with a poetic form, consisting of eleven 

hijali four-line verses, performed side by side by girls 

and boys at weddings, gossips, celebrations and 

parties; c) is used as the name of the song of the genre 

"yor-yor" sung at the wedding ceremony. 

The dead genres of Turkic folklore are not only 

due to the fact that their terms are etymologically 

connected to a single linguistic basis, but also because 

of the narrative nature of the performance, the 

popularization of the poetic structure in the form of 11 

hijali poems and its historical connection with the 

wedding ceremony is common. 

 

 
10 See: Uakhatov B. Kazakh folk songs. - Almaty: G'ylym, 1974. - 

P.75. 
11 Valixanov Ch.Ch. Sobranie sochineniya. T.1. - Almaty, 1961. - 

P.199-200. 

In Kazakh folklore, the term "өлең" is used as a 

general term to describe all types of song. According 

to the classification of V.V.Radlov, who collected a 

large amount of material on the folklore of the Turkic 

peoples, it is divided into the following genres: «улги 

сөз», «бата сөз»,  «¥затқан қыздыӊ өлеңi», 

«жѳқтаған жыр», «қайым өлең», «бақсыныӊ сөзi», 

«қара өлең». 

According to B. Uakhatov's classification, poetic 

texts in Kazakh folklore can be divided into several 

types depending on their genre, namely, poems related 

to customs and ceremonies, poems related to 

profession and labor, poems related to old beliefs of 

the people, and divided into lyrical poems. There are 

also two types of lyrical poems, i.e. a) қара өлең; b) 

There are genres like historical өлең. 10 

Among Kazakhs, there is a practice of calling the 

songs performed by young men and women at the 

wedding as "қайым өлең". Accordingly, some 

scholars distinguish between "қара өлең" and " 

қайым өлең." In particular, Chingiz Valikhanov, who 

collected materials on the ethnography and folklore of 

the Kazakh people, included «жыр», «жоқтау өлең», 

«қайым өлең», «қара өлең» as separate genres in the 

most popular genres of folk songs11. According to M. 

Avezov, these two types of poems do not differ from 

each other in terms of poetic structure, that is, they 

both consist of eleven embarrassing verses. However, 

in the case of the «қайым өлең» - a quarrel between 

young men and women, and in the «қара өлең» such 

a state of controversy is not observed12. This type of 

grass is also called «қайым айтыс» among the 

Kazakhs.  

In Kazakh folklore, «қайым өлең» is a folk song 

performed by a girl and a boy while reciting one or 

two busy songs side by side. As B. Uakhatov rightly 

points out, if the «қайым өлең» is a question and 

answer between a girl and a boy, one by one, there is 

no such method of performance in the «қара өлең». 

However, the basis and shape of both are the same. 

The structure of both the «Қайым өлең» and the 

«қара өлең» is the same - in the form of a poem of 

eleven syllables, consisting of four lines. In both of 

them, the first two verses are rhyming with each other, 

the third verse is separate, and the rhyme of the fourth 

verse is the same as the first and second verses. 13 

So, if we do not take into account the method of 

execution, depending on the structure of the band, the 

scope and weight of the subject, «қайым өлең» and 

«қара өлең» turn out to be a version of the same event 

with two different names. That is why Kazakh 

folklorists, in preparing for the publication of volumes 

70-71 of the 100 volumes of Kazakh folklore "Words 

of ancestors" summarizing research on the genres of 

12 Avezov M. Poems. T.XI. - Almaty, 1969. - B.430. 
13 Uaxatov B. Kazakh folk songs. - Almaty: G'ylym, 1974. - P.233-

234. 
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folk lyrics, classified the texts classified as «қара 

өлең» and «қайым өлең» concluded that it is an 

example of a genre based on its character and 

characteristics. 14 

We have come to the conclusion that an 

alternative example of the genre of death in Uzbek 

folklore in the Kazakh folklore is the genre of «қара 

өлең». Due to its place of performance and scope of 

life, the genre of black poetry in the Kazakh folklore 

has a lot in common with the genre of death in Uzbek 

folklore. 

In Kazakh folklore, the genre of «қара өлең» has 

been scientifically studied by such scientists as Ch. 

Valikhanov, M. Gabdullin, Z. Akhmetov, B. 

Uakhatov, N. Turakulov15. For example, according to 

Chingiz Valikhanov, the «қара өлең» is one of the 

ancient four-line poems. Each of its paragraphs 

represents a different content and idea. These songs 

are usually sung in a unique tone”16. 

 

IV.Discussion 

The genre of «қара өлең» in Kazakh folklore is 

one of the lyrical genres that expresses the essence of 

life, dreams and experiences related to love through 

poetic words. The semantic scope of the lexeme 

«қара» in the name of this type of song is due to the 

lexical-semantic features of the Kazakh language. 

Given that the word қара жер, қара шаңырақ қара 

сөз, қара домбыра in the term «Қара өлең» means 

such things as ‘holiness’, ‘greatness’, the term means 

‘sacred song created in ancient times’. 

In the words of folklorist A. Baybek, " қара өлең 

is a living ancient song." 17  

A.Seydimbek, a folklorist, who wrote the 

foreword to the 70th volume of the 100-volume 

"Words of the ancestors", described the peculiarities 

of the genre of «қара өлең» as follows: “Firstly, the 

construction of the «қара өлең» is in the form of a 

four-line poem with eleven verses; secondly, its verses 

1,2,4 are rhyming with each other, and verse 3 is 

incoherent; thirdly, each paragraph represents a 

separate content; fourthly, while the first two verses of 

each verse are traditional or stagnant, the subsequent 

verses are renewed on the basis of badness; fifthly, the 

«қара өлең» often depicts a reality familiar to the 

country, directly related to its daily life; sixth, the 

 

 
14 The word of the ancestors. One hundred drops. T.70. Black song. 

- Astana: Foliant, 2011. - 504 p .; The word of the ancestors. One 

hundred drops. T.71. Black song. - Astana: Foliant, 2011. - 416 p 
15 Valixanov Ch.Ch. Sobranie sochineniya. T.1. - Almaty, 1961. - 

p.199; G'abdullin M. Oral literature of the Kazakh people. - Almaty, 

1958. - p.318-320; Axmetov Z. Kazakh stixoslojenie. - Almaty: 

Nauka, 1964. - p.295-297; Uaxatov B. Kazakh folk songs. - Almaty: 

Science, 1974; Törequlov N. Genre peculiarities of Kazakh folk 

poetry. - Almaty: G'ylym, 1979. - P.28-32 
16 Valixanov Ch.Ch. Sobranie sochineniya. T.1. - Almaty, 1961. - 

P.199 
17 Baybek A.K. Genre qara öleng v traditsionnoy muzykalnoy 

kulture kazaxskogo naroda // Izv. NAN RK, philological series. - 

Almaty, 2007. - 4 (164) 7. - p. 51-54. 

«қара өлең»  is usually imbued with a humorous spirit 

that lifts the mood of the audience as it is performed 

in various ceremonies, festivals; seventh, the 

historical foundations of the «қара өлең» are 

connected with the way of life and customs of the 

people.18” 

Much has been done to collect and publish the 

«қара өлең» of the Kazakh people. In 1989, samples 

of «қара өлең» written by folklorist A.Seydimbekov 

were published under the name "A thousand and one 

necklaces"19. In 1997, he published «қара өлең» 

performed by the famous Kazakh singer Urozkul 

Askar. As mentioned above, the most perfect 

examples of artistic mantles belonging to this genre 

are included in volumes 70-71 of the 100 volumes of 

“The Word of the Ancestors”. 

The role and popularity of the genres «Ўлан» 

and «қара өлең» are obvious. In particular, although 

the songs are now performed at festivals, various 

cultural and educational events, in the past they were 

performed mainly at certain parts of the wedding 

ceremony. For example, in the mountainous areas of 

Tashkent region, especially in the villages of 

Ahangaron district, the rituals are performed mainly 

in the rituals of the wedding ceremony "girls' 

meeting", "girl's evening", "girl extends", as well as at 

various parties20. 

Among the Kazakhs, the «қара өлең» is 

performed as a recitation by boys and girls during the 

wedding ceremony21. 

The direct connection of the place of 

performance with the wedding ceremony is also one 

of the leading features of the genre of «йөлән» in 

Uyghur folklore. These songs are associated with 

tradition and are sung by young men and women 

during the bride’s arrival at the groom’s house and 

around the bonfire22. 

The «қара өлең» in Kazakh folklore has much 

in common with the genre of death in Uzbek folklore 

due to its poetic structure and poetic structure. As in 

the Uzbek folk poems, «қара өлең өлшемі», i.e. the 

poetic dimension is traditional in the form of an 11-

syllable poetic text; the rhythmic-syntactic structure 

of the verses is 4 + 3 + 4 or 3 + 4 + 4, as in the poem. 

A unique method of rhyming of Uzbek folk songs, ie 

 
18 Seydimbek A. Algy soz // Babalar sozi. One hundred drops. T.70. 

Black song. - Astana: Foliant, 2011. - p.9. 
19 Seydimbekov A. A thousand corals. - Almaty: Oner, 1989. 
20 Jo'raev M., Imomnazarova Sh. Typology of the dead genre in the 

folklore of the Turkic peoples // Bulletin of the Karakalpak branch 

of the Academy of Sciences of Uzbekistan. - Nukus, 2020. - №1. - 

p.157-161. 
21 Baybek A.K. The song style of the arch in the context of 

ethnosfeggio (university course): Author's abstract. diss. Candidate 

of Arts. - Almaty, 2009. - P.8. 
22 Uyғur hәliқ eғiz iҗadiyiti. - Almaty: Science, 1983. - p.39 
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the rhyming system in the form of AABA, is also a 

rhyming system of «қара өлең» in Kazakh folklore. 

According to the Uzbek tradition, the genre of 

wedding song is performed to the accompaniment of 

musical instruments, mainly when the traditional text 

of the wedding song is accompanied by "yor-yor". 

Because when it is said "yor-yor", most people say it 

with a drum or a flute. When you say "yor-yor", they 

say the wedding song without the instrument.   

Folk poets also play the drum with a drum, and 

if it is sung side by side, it will be without 

instruments23. In Kazakh folklore, the «қара өлең» is 

also characterized by the fact that the song is sung side 

by side without the accompaniment of a musical 

instrument or with a drum, depending on the situation 

and the situation in which it is performed. 

 Another aspect of «Қара өлең» that is similar to 

wedding song is that in both folklore, the wedding 

songs are sided by young men and women, and are 

performed on the basis of a controversial discourse. 

Unlike other songs, Olan is never sung by a 

soloist, which means that its method of performance 

is collective in nature, more precisely, it is sung by 

two performers who differ in terms of two groups or 

genders. 

The poetic basis of «Қара өлең» is a quartet-

shaped folk poem, the use of rhyming formulas in the 

form of verses 4 + 3 + 4 or 3 + 4 + 4 and the stability 

of the AABA-style rhyme is one of its leading artistic 

features. In these songs there is a vivid reflection of 

the formulaic properties of poetic speech, the active 

use of traditional phrases and stable verses in the 

performance of folk songs. 

In the «қара өлең», as in the genre of death, the 

first two verses are poetic clichés, while the next two 

verses are expressions of the performer's individual 

experiences: 

Базардан алып келген тайлы бие, 

Демесең құлыны еркек сайлы бие, 

Асығым алшы иірген дейді шіге, 

Бетіне пәстәуйдің майлы куйе. 

 

Базардан алып келген шай тостаған, 

Тар жерде киын екен әң тастаған, 

Шешеңнен сени тапқан айналайын, 

Бәйгеден келген кердей ойқастаған.  

 

In the performance of the dead genre in Uzbek 

folklore there is a similar situation with the use of 

artistic constructions, which have become a traditional 

poetic formula: 

Toshkentning bir bozori uzuk turar, 

O’lanning shoir yigit qiziqtirar. 

Er yigitning olgani bo’lsa yaxshi, 

Qoshini qoqib, ko’zini suzib turar. 

 

Toshkentning bir bozori kunda savdo, 

Suvi bor Chirchiq degan bosh tovda. 

Yaxshi bilan turmush qilsang umring foyda, 

Yomon bilan turmush qilsang kunda g’avg’o. 

 

In contrast to the Uzbek folklore, in the process 

of performing the «қара өлең» there is a case of 

adding negative utterances that are not directly related 

to the main text. The performers refer to such 

‘additional utterances’ as ‘charity’. 24 

The above data show that the genre of «қара 

өлең» in Kazakh folklore is very similar in its poetic 

features to the genre of death in the oral art of the 

Uzbek people, which shows that they have common 

historical and genetic roots. The similarities between 

the common genres in the folklore of the two peoples 

are further evident in the following table: 

 

Table 1. 

 

 A wedding song in Uzbek folklore The genre of "қара өлең" in Kazakh folklore 

1 Wedding song's popularity has historically been 

associated with rituals and ceremonies, mainly 

performed in ceremonies held at the girl's house 

before the wedding, on Navruz and other festivals. 

Kazakh "қара өлең" are also recited in the members 

of the wedding ceremony, such as той бастар, 

ауылдың алты ауызы, қонақ кәде, бастаңғы 

2 Wedding song executive is popular in mountainous 

and foothill areas where the lifestyle consists 

mainly of livestock or semi-sedentary livestock 

The performance of "Қара өлең" is typical of Kazakh 

folklore, which is mainly a nomadic (i.e. nomadic) 

culture 

3 Wedding song has a poetic structure consisting of 

four verses with eleven syllables 

The poetic structure of the "Қара өлең" is also in the 

form of a four-line poem with eleven syllables 

4 In the wedding song, the first, second and fourth 

verses of each verse are rhymed with each other, 

and the third verse remains separate. 

The rhyming order of "Қара өлең" is "a-a-b-a", in 

which lines 1,2,4 are intertwined and the third line is 

not rhyming 

 

 
23Alavia M. “O’zbek folklorida O’lan janri” // “O’zbek 

folklorshunosligi masalalari”. 3-volume. - Toshkent: Fan, 2010. - 

p.58. 
24 Baybek A.K. Arki's song style in the context of ethnosfeggio 

(university course): Author's abstract. diss. Kand of art history. - 

Almaty, 2009. - P.9. 
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5 Wedding songs are usually performed in the form 

of an argument between a boy and a girl (but in 

some cases, for example, when there is no "partner" 

or the addition of the radif "yor-yor", the soloist is 

also performed alone). 

The main popular form of "Қара өлең" is the 

performance of girls and boys, and in some cases, the 

performer sings "Қара өлең" alone. 

6 According to the tradition of Uzbek folklore, young 

people start to wedding song 

In Kazakhs, too, the saying "қара өлең" begins with 

the performance of young men 

7 While the first two verses are often traditional 

during the wedding song performance, the third and 

fourth verses are enriched in the process of wedding 

song performance on the basis of badness. 

The stagnation of the first two verses and the renewal 

of the following verses are also characteristic of the 

"қара өлең" 

8 The wedding songs are usually sung with a 

distinctive tone without musical accompaniment. 

However, when "yor-yor" is added, it is often 

performed with a circle or a drum 

"Қара өлең" is also sung by well-wishers with a 

unique tone typical of this genre of folk song. 

However, there is also a form that is said to be 

accompanied by a drum. 

9 The wedding songs glorify all aspects of the Uzbek 

people's way of life, especially love and devotion, 

admonition, mutual respect and friendship 

The scope of the theme of "Қара өлең" is related to 

the way of life of the people, and the theme of love 

prevails 

 

10 Some verses of the Uzbek folk songs have their own 

light humorous content 

"Қара өлең" also pays special attention to raising the 

mood of the audience through light laughter 

 

 

V.Conclusion 

This means that it is performed by young men 

and women in a controversial manner, that the place 

of performance is related to the wedding ceremony, 

that the poetic structure consists of four stanzas, that 

the poetic structure is based on an 11-syllable rhyme, 

a-a-b-a. We believe that the historical roots of the 

genres of "wedding song" and «қара өлең» are rooted 

in common, such as the adherence to the order of 

rhyme, in some cases the addition of the radif "yor-

yor" to the text, without the accompaniment of a 

musical instrument and sometimes with a drum. 
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Introduction 

Objective: To identify diagnostic markers to 

determine the severity of postoperative complications 

of closed brain injuries of varying severity. 

Tasks: 1. To determine the presence of 

complications 6 months, 1 year and 2 years after 

closed brain injury. 

2. To study how the degree of disability after a 

brain injury depends on the duration of the injury and 

the severity of the injury. 

3. Development of disability criteria in patients 

with closed brain injury. 

Relevance of the topic: Closed brain injuries are 

statistically the most common type of injury and one 

of the leading causes of disability. 

 

I.Introduction 

Brain injuries occur mainly in men between the 

ages of 21-45. Brain injuries are common among law 

enforcement officers, and the incidence of temporary 

incapacity for work due to complications is high. 

Brain injury accounts for 30-40% of all injuries and is 

the number one cause of disability and temporary 

incapacity for work (G. J. Akhanova). In 64% of cases 

it occurs in the form of joint injuries. Complications 

of injury vary: from mild dizziness to severe death. 

Although the recovery period after a concussion is 1-

3 months, it can cause a variety of complications. 

Incomplete post-traumatic treatment can lead to 

increased complications. Alcohol consumption should 

be stopped during the recovery period as this can lead 

to epileptic seizures. Brain injuries can lead to 

disability in 40% of cases. 

 

II.Analysis 

Classification of closed brain injuries: 

According to the severity of closed brain injuries are 

divided into: mild, moderate, severe brain injuries. 

According to the clinical form: cognitive, motor, other 

functional disorders. Brain injuries: 

1. Concussion. 

2. Mild, moderate, severe degree of brain 

damage. 

3. Diffuse axonal injury of the brain. 

4. Brain contusion. 

5. Head crush. 

Complications of closed brain injury are divided 

into several groups: 

Cognitive dysfunction: observed even in mild 

brain injuries, the patient feels dizziness, decreased 

mental activity. In moderate and severe injuries, 

amnesia, visual acuity, hearing loss, rapid fatigue are 

observed. 

Speech and swallowing disorders: observed in 

moderate to severe injuries. in severe brain injuries, 

there may even be complete speech disorders. 

Musculoskeletal disorders: In moderate brain 

injuries, muscle spasms and paralysis of the neck 

muscles may occur. In severe injuries may be partial 
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paralysis, loss of sensation, paresis of the limbs, 

impaired coordination of movements. 

Pain syndrome: It is observed even in mild 

brain injuries. Chronic headaches are associated with 

moderate to severe brain injuries. 

Mental Disorders: Often seen in severe brain 

injuries. Patients may or may not be able to tolerate 

impaired bodily functions, complete or partial loss of 

cocktail abilities. The result is mental disorders of 

varying degrees and types. Apathy, irritability, 

depression can be observed. 

Brain injury is serious for everyone. Timely and 

targeted rehabilitation measures are needed to prevent 

complications of brain injury. The effectiveness of 

rehabilitation depends on the nature and extent of the 

injury and the speed of care. Young people have a 

greater chance of full recovery. 

In minor injuries, all functions of the body are 

fully restored. But getting a permanent brain injury 

(e.g. in boxers) can lead to dementia or 

encephalopathy over time. 

After 6-12 months of moderate injuries, 

complications disappear, and the percentage of 

disability decreases. 

Severe injuries account for 60% of patient 

deaths, with 90% of survivors partially or completely 

losing their ability to work. Nearly 100% of injuries 

result in further neurological and psychiatric 

disorders. 

One of the most common complications of brain 

injuries is loss of skills. This leads to the inability to 

continue the profession. 

Stages of closed brain injury: 

 

Table 1. 

  

Clinical form of UNHCR Acute period Intermediate period Remote period 

Concussion Up to 2 weeks 2 months  2 years and more 

Mild degree of brain 

damage 

3 weeks 2 months 2 years and more 

Moderate level of brain 

damage 

4-5 weeks 4 months 2 years and more 

Severe lat eating 6-8 weeks 6 months 2 years and more 

Diffuse axonal injury of 

the brain 

8-10 weeks 6 months 2 years and more 

Brain contusion 3-10 weeks 6months 2 years and more 

 

Complications of Lixterman brain injury fall into 

two groups according to the degree of change in brain 

function and morphological changes: 

1. Undeveloped: local or diffuse atrophy of the 

brain, cerebral cortex scars, subarachnoid and 

intracranial cysts, aneurysms, cerebral bone defect, 

intracranial foreign body, cerebral nerve damage, etc. 

2. Developing: hydrocephalus, basal 

cerebrospinal fluid, subdural hygroma, chronic 

subdural hematoma, porencephaly, cerebral 

arachnoiditis, epilepsy, parkinsonism, autonomic and 

vestibular dysfunction, arterial hypertension, 

cerebrovascular disorders. 

Some authors cite asthenic, vegetative-dystonic, 

cerebrospinal hypertension (or hypertensive-

hydrocephalus), parkinson's, oculostatic, vestibular, 

epileptiform and other syndromes from the clinical-

syndromic point of view. M.M.Odinak and 

A.Y.Emelyanov cites the main posttraumatic 

neurological syndromes (vascular, vegetative-

dystonic, liqurodynamic, focal, posttraumatic 

epilepsy, asthenic, psychoorganic). A.Y.Makarov 

divided brain complications into four groups: 

I. According to the pathogenetic properties:  

1. Direct complications: hemiparesis, aphasia, 

hemianopsia, vestibulopathy, skull defect, asthenic 

syndrome, etc. 

2. Indirect complications - vegetative dystonia, 

posttraumatic arterial hypertension, early cerebral 

atherosclerosis, neuroendocrine syndromes, late 

forms of posttraumatic epilepsy, psychoorganic 

syndrome. 

II. According to clinical forms and 

morphological changes: 

1) tissue;  

2) ) liquor; 

3) 3) vein; 

III. According to the main dominant syndrome: 

1) vegetative-dystonic; 

2) vein; 

3) liqurodynamics; 

4) cerebral foci; 

5) posttraumatic epilepsy; 

6) posttraumatic narcolepsy; 

7) vestibular; 

8) neuroendocrine; 

9) asthenic; 

10) psychoorganic 

IV. According to the nature of the disease: 

1) underdeveloped-cerebral-cortical scars, bone 

defects and intracranial foreign bodies, cerebral-focal 

syndromes. 

2) developing: cerebral atrophy, hydrocephalus, 

epilepsy, cochleovestibulopathy, vegetative dystonia, 

posttraumatic arterial hypertension, early cerebral 
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atherosclerosis, psychoorganic syndrome, etc. In 

terms of medical expertise and medical rehabilitation, 

L.S.Gitkina and co-authors distinguish the following 

complications: 

The first group includes deficit syndromes: 

neurological (muscle paresis, aphasia, sensory 

disturbances, vision, hearing impairment) and 

psychopathological (psychoorganic syndrome - 

intellectual-mnestic decline of the person, critical 

mental disorder); 

The second group includes neurotic disorders - 

asthenic, hypochondriac, depressive, neurasthenic, 

psychopathic; 

The third group - vegetative-vascular disorders; 

The fourth group - other neurological disorders 

(hypertensive, epileptic, vestibular, hyperkinetic). 

Consequences of UNHCR: 

1. Healing. The patient does not complain, and 

as a complete recovery, the patient continues his labor 

activities as usual. 

2. Mild asthenia. There will be rapid fatigue, but 

memory and concentration will not decrease, and he 

will work in his previous job without any complaints. 

3. Mean asymmetry. It is accompanied by a 

decrease in memory. The patient works in the previous 

workplace, only the work productivity decreases. 

4. Rough asthenia. The patient quickly becomes 

physically and mentally exhausted. Memory and 

attention are impaired. Frequent headaches, 

discomfort. Group 3 corresponds to disability. 

5. Significant impairment of mental and / or 

motor functions. The patient can serve himself. 2- 

group disabled. 

6. Severe impairment of mental, motor, or visual 

functions. The patient needs the care of others. 1- 

group disabled. 

7. Vegetative conditions. 

8. Death. 

 

III.Results 

We studied patients with closed brain injury in 

three groups. We determined the percentage of 

complications at 6 months, up to 2 years, and two 

years after injury. Patients underwent clinical 

examination, ophthalmological examination, brain 

MRI, exoencephaloscopy, electroencephalography, 

neuropsychological examination. A total of 70 

patients were monitored. 

 

Table 2. Percentage of post-traumatic complications by injury duration. 

 

Complications Up to 6 months Up to 2 years After 2 years 

Headache 95% 58% 26% 

Dizziness 75% 48% 35% 

Arachnoid cyst 4.2% 4.2% 5.4% 

Talvasa syndrome 2.8% 2.8% 2.8% 

Sleep disorders 5.6% 2.8% 2.8% 

Asthenia 2.8% 1.4% 2.8% 

Asthenoneurotic 

syndrome 

40% 35% 30% 

Encephalopathy 2.8% 1.4% 34% 

Intracranial hypertension 15% 2.8% 2.8% 

Increased blood pressure 1.4% 1.4% 31.4% 

 

Headaches are more common after closed brain 

injuries, mainly due to increased intracranial pressure 

in the 6 months after the injury, stress headaches after 

6 months, and venous encephalopathies after 2 years. 

Headaches among law enforcement officers are also 

caused by stress / tension at work. There are also 

chronic headaches after a brain injury. A headache 

that lasts more than 15 days and less than 3 months is 

called a chronic headache (according to the 

international classification of the Society for the Study 

of Headaches. Realtfield R.// BMG, 2004.-328.-119). 

The intensity of the headaches was studied on a 

special scale. Headaches averaged 70 points. 

 

Table 3. Disability rate is a percentage of the severity of a brain injury. 

 

Injury type 1 group disability 2 group disability 3 group disability 

The concussion is 

moderate 

- 45% 1.4% 

Concussion is severe - 63% - 

Brain damage 30% 70% - 
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As can be seen from the table above, patients 

with closed brain injuries are generally recognized as 

a group 2 disability. 

 

Figure 1. Percentage of disability depending on the year of injury. 

 

 
 

As clinical and functional criteria for the 

diagnosis of disability in brain injuries, we took the 

following: 

1. Severe persistent complications of skull injury 

- lower paraplegia, strongly expressed tetraparesis, a 

sharp decrease in muscle strength with minimal active 

movement in all joints of the legs (up to 1 point), 

inability to move independently, with minimal 

movement, vestibular-cerebral disorders, from the 

absence of all toes, amputation of both legs with hand 

cramps III degree, circulatory failure III degree, 

strongly expressed sensory disturbances (practical or 

absolute blindness of a single or loving eye; visual 

acuity correction 0.03-0, visual field 0-10 degrees. 

2. Stable but mild complications of brain injury 

- impaired strength and range of motion of the arms 

and legs, hyperkinesis, pronounced tone disorders, 

epileptic seizures, memory, pronounced decline in 

intelligence, lethargy. 

3. Residual complications after concussion - 

organic damage to the nerves of the brain, 

postcommunication neurosis in a stable residual state 

after treatment, hormonal dysfunction, metabolic 

disorders, rare paroxysmal syndromes, vestibular 

seizures, rare epileptic seizures, sensory disturbances. 

 

Table 3. Analysis of lost working days in connection with brain injuries. 

 

 2018-year 2019-year 

The total number of sick leaves 

opened 

15 16 

Days of general incapacity for work 

for a year 

551 121 

Average index 36.7 7.6 

 

The table above shows that in 2018, a total of 15 

patients were diagnosed with brain injuries, of which 

4 patients had severe joint injuries and were 

incapacitated for an average of 100 days. On average, 

each patient with a brain injury lost 36.7 working days 

due to complications. In 2019, no serious brain 

injuries were observed. Therefore, complications 

were also relatively less, with 121 working days lost 

during the year. On average, each patient with a brain 

injury was declared incapacitated for 7.6 working 

days. 

 

 

 

IV.Conclusion 

1. The most common complications after closed 

brain injury were found to be headache, dizziness, 

intracranial hypertension, asthenoneurotic syndrome, 

asthenoneurotic syndrome, headache, dizziness for up 

to 6 months and up to 2 months. The main cause of 

headaches is tension headaches, intracranial 

hypertension for up to 6 months, and headaches after 

two years are caused by venous encephalopathies. 

2. The rate of concussion is 45% in moderate, 

63% in severe, 30% in group 1 and 70% in group 2. 

Primary disability identified in the last three years was 

33.3% in the 2 years following brain injury and 66.7% 

after 2 years. 

33,30%

66,70%

2 йилгача

2 йилдан сўнг
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3. The main cause of disability is post-traumatic 

encephalopathy, asthenoneurotic syndrome, 

psychopathic condition, and requires comprehensive 

conservative, psychological rehabilitation measures 

aimed at preventing the occurrence of these 

complications in order to reduce the incidence of 

disability in the future. 
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К ВОПРОСУ О СОЗДАНИИ НИЗОВЫХ ПАРТИЙНЫХ ОРГАНИЗАЦИЙ КОММУНИСТОВ 

ТУРКЕСТАНА И ИХ РОЛИ В УКРЕПЛЕНИЕ СОВЕТСКОЙ ВЛАСТИ В КРАЕ 

 

Аннотация: В статье освещаются вопросы, связанные с созданием низових партийных организаций 

коммунистов в Туркестане, с привлечением ранее неопубликованных материалов. Раскрывается их значение 

для укрепления власти большевиков в крае. Анализируется формы и методы, примененные для выполнения 

этой задачи. 

Ключевые слова: Переворот, роль партии, партийная ячейка, сложность ситуации, местное 

население, командный строй, диктат, ТКП(б). 

 

Введение 

Главный вопрос любого переворота это 

вопрос о государственной власти. Система 

государственного управления, возникшая в 

Узбекистане после октябрьского переворота в 

исторической литературе называется по разному: 

командно - административная  система,  советский 

тоталитаризм, большевистский насильственный 

строй, диктатура пролетариата и т.д. Следует 

иметь в виду, что дело не в названии, а в сути  

этого строя. Эта система первоначально созданная 

в России В.И.Лениным и И.В.Сталиным и их 

единомышленниками  охватывала все стороны 

жизни и деятельности общества. Конечно, она 

была сформирована не сразу. Система возникла 

постепенно, по мере укрепления власти 

большевиков и расширения их влияния. Но вместе 

с этим, основные ее  контуры были заметны   в 

большевистских властных структурах,  созданных 

сразу  после  октябрьского переворота  1917 года. 

Карательные органы новой государственной 

власти получили право «преследовать и 

ликвидировать все контрреволюционные  и 

саботажные попытки и действия по всей России, 

со стороны кого бы то они не исходили» [1]. 

Выполнение такого рода указаний в Туркестане 

выражалось в ликвидации всех национальных 

политических партий,  общественных 

организаций и запрете не советских газет и 

журналов. 

http://s-o-i.org/1.1/tas
http://dx.doi.org/10.15863/TAS
http://t-science.org/
http://s-o-i.org/1.1/TAS-07-87-91
https://dx.doi.org/10.15863/TAS.2020.07.87.91
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Основная часть 

Властные структуры, сформированные в 

Туркестанском крае, при осуществлении своей 

работы применяли методы принуждения и 

насилия. Их деятельность, хотя она 

осуществлялась  в иных условиях, чем в 

центральных районах России,  несколько от них 

отличалась. Но, по своей сути она также имела 

насильственный, тоталитарный характер.  

Государственная власть сформированная 

большевиками,  не являлось диктатурой рабочих, 

как было ими объявлено. Ибо всем было известно, 

что рабочие не были способны управлять не 

только государством, но и осуществлять более 

близкую им работу, то есть, организовать 

производство.  Следует также иметь в виду, что в 

Туркестане количество рабочих составляло 

мизерную часть населения. Установленная 

большевиками в стране власть на самом деле 

являлось диктатурой этой партии. Руководители 

партии сами признавали это еще в те времена. 

Например, один из лидеров большевиков 

Зиновьев на ХII съезде РКП(б) заявил: «Диктатура 

пролетариата в форме диктатуры нашей партии 

есть абсолютно неизбежная  необходимость» [2]. 

В Туркестане, так же как и в центре, решающую 

роль во властных органах играли большевики. 

Наряду с этим, если в центре к большевикам 

примкнули только левые эсеры, в 

сформированных государственных органах 

Туркестана в ноябре 1917 года как союзники 

большевиков были включены вместе с левыми 

эсерами и меньшевики максималисты. 

Установленная в центре власть с самого начала 

была объявлена диктатурой пролетариата и 

означала насилие меньшинства над 

большинством. По этой причине она изначально 

была несправедливой властью. В этом смысле 

установленная власть в Туркестане по степени 

несправедливости несколько раз превосходила 

центральную власть.  Из официальных 

документов нам известно, что количество 

большевиков в ноябре 1917 года не превышало 

всего лишь  40 человек. Да и они были 

исключительно европейцами. Представителей 

местного населения среди них вообще не было [3].  

Поэтому, если большевики в центре в первую 

очередь могли опираться  на пролетарские слои 

населения, то большевики Туркестана могли 

уверенно делать ставку только на европейские 

рабочие. Среди местных рабочих у них поддержка 

отсутствовала. А количество европейских рабочих 

не доходило даже до 1 % населения края [4].          

Одним из главных направлений укрепления 

власти большевиков являлось создание и 

организационное укрепление партийных 

организаций коммунистов, особенно местного и 

первичного уровня. Как уже было отмечено, 

система государственного управления Туркестана 

была первоначально сформирована с участием 

представителей трех партий. Но уже тогда 

основные руководящие должности были 

подконтрольны большевикам. К лету 1918 года 

коммунисты избавились от своих временных 

попутчиков и установили свое единовластие. К 

этому времени организационно были оформлены 

сначала коммунистическая партия Туркестана 

(июнь 1918 года), затем во всех областях, в 

большинстве городах и уездах местные партийные 

организации большевиков (сентябрь - декабрь 

1918 года)  [6]. Начиная с этого времени, был 

установлен непосредственный большевистский 

контроль над всеми органами советской 

государственной власти не только  в центре, но и 

в областях, городах и уездных центрах края. 

Партийные организации в этот период не имели 

четкой структуры. Кроме этого они имели 

различные названия. Например, членов 

Самаркандской парторганизации, после 

вступления в него значительной части 

самаркандской профсоюзной организации 

«Иттифок», состоявшего в основном из рабочих и 

ремесленников  местных национальностей, по 

инерции среди местного населения  стали 

называть «иттифаковцами» [7]. Зачастую, 

созданные в крупных городах партийные 

организации не были разделены на группы и 

представляли собой единое целое. Такой 

организацией, например, была  Ходжентская 

организация, созданная в апреле 1918 года.  По 

мере расширения коммунистических организаций 

и увеличения количества членов партии 

постепенно стали создаваться низовые 

организации в их составе. В первое время эти 

низовые организации друг от друга отличались и 

по структуре, и по названию. Они создавались в 

форме ячеек, коллективов, групп, секций, 

подотделов и т. д. Например, партийные группы 

Шураба, Исфары, «Санто», Махрама Кокандского 

уезда Ферганской области назывались до конца 

1919 года подотделами коммунистической партии  

[8]. Кроме этого низовые партийные организации  

того периода не имели единой для всех структуры. 

Большевиками считались и те, которые объявляли 

себя их сторонниками. К примеру, 

большевистской  называли Сулюктинскую 

организацию Ферганской области, состоящей из 

20 членов партии и 30 сочувствующих  [9].          

Только в декабре 1919 года на VIII 

Всероссийской конференции РКП (б) в уставе 

партии было закреплено обшее наименование - 

«ячейка» [10].     

К этому времени во многих крупных 

государственных, общественных учреждениях и 

промышленных предприятиях Туркестана были 

созданы первичные партийные организации, 

которые получили единое наименование - 

партийная ячейка.  Их создание ускорилось после 
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учредительного съезда  Компартии Туркестана, 

открывшейся 17 июня 1918 года. Ко времени 

начала работы съезда по всему  Туркестану 

имелись всего лишь 20 партийных организаций. 

Из них только 12 организаций были представлены 

на съезде   43 делегатами. Да и количество 

коммунистов Туркестана тогда не превышало 

1500 человек [11]. Малочисленность была отнюдь 

не самим существенным недостатком вновь 

созданной партии. Созданная большевиками 

практически сразу после установления своей 

власти она была сформирована в основном 

малоопытными, с недостаточно высоким уровнем 

политической подготовки  рядовыми членами. 

Кроме этого абсолютное большинство членов 

этой организации были европейцами. 

Соответственно среди членов  партии 

представителей местных национальностей было 

очень мало. Это обстоятельство предопределило 

очень слабое влияние партийных организаций на 

местное население.  

Слабость влияния большевистской партии, 

особенно в начальный период ее существования 

еще объяснялось отсутствием единства среди 

русскоязычного населения. Русская колония в 

Туркестане распадалось на две основные группы. 

Первая группа состояла из чиновников, купцов и 

представителей интеллигенции; во вторую группу 

входили русские рабочие, главным образом 

железнодорожники. После октябрьского 

переворота большевистская партия, как правящая, 

стала более привлекательной для многих. Поэтому 

в партию вступали представители обоих групп. 

Как свидетельствовал позже один из делегатов Х 

съезда РКП(б),  в партию в то время вступали 

представители всех слоев населения, даже те, 

которые большевиками считались «чуждыми 

элементами», как «коммунист батюшка, русский 

полицейский, и семиречинский  кулак, который 

еще до сих пор держит десятки батраков, имеет 

сотни голов скота и охотиться на киргизов, как на 

дичь» [12]. Хотя эти слова относились к 

Семиречинской области, они были характерны 

для всех партийных организаций Туркестана. 

Такой пестрый состав партийных организаций 

Туркестана, в значительной степени 

способствовало сохранению среди партийцев 

высокомерное отношение к мусульманским 

народным массам и  стремлению максимально 

отстранить их от участия в делах управления. Но 

в то же время среди руководителей партии росло 

понимание, что без привлечения на свою сторону 

местное население, особенно его беднейшую 

часть, невозможно утвердить свое господство в 

крае. Поэтому, уже на I съезде компартии 

Туркестана была поставлена задача, усилить 

прием членов партии, уделяя больше внимания 

вовлечению представителей местного населения в 

партийные организации. Партийное руководство 

даже временно «забыло» правило о 

несовместимости религиозных убеждений с 

членством в партии. Ибо если бы они 

придерживались этого положения, то практически 

могли остаться без местных коммунистов.   

Благодаря такой политике, количество партийных 

организаций резко возросло. Уже к концу 1918 

года их число довели до 180, из них свыше 70 на 

территории современного Узбекистана  [13]. 

Большинство этих организаций функционировали 

в городах. Их наличие помогло большевикам 

установить контроль не только над  

государственными, но и над всеми советскими, 

профсоюзными, общественными и другими 

учреждениями. 

К этому времени впервые стали появляться 

партийные организации, группы, которые 

состояли в основном из представителей местного 

населения. Ошская старогородская 

парторганизация Ферганской области, 

Янгикурганская, Митанская, Науканская, 

Пайшамбинская волостные парторганизации 

Каттакурганского уезда, Ургутская, Челекская 

парторганизации Самаркандского уезда относятся 

к их числу [14]. 

Как известно большинство населения 

Туркестана в тот период проживало в сельских 

местностях. Большевики, утверждая свою власть в 

кишлаках, первоначально могли опираться только 

на советские органы. В то время коммунистов, 

если не считать отдельные исключения, вообще 

невозможно было встретить в кишлаках. Без 

формирования коммунистических организаций в 

кишлаках, установления с их помощью контроля 

над социально-экономическими, политическими 

процессами протекавших в этих регионах, 

непосредственного руководства  советскими 

общественными органами сельских местностей 

вообще невозможно было   обеспечить 

большевистскую власть в Туркестанском крае. 

Поэтому и в сельских местностях Туркестана, как  

в его городах взяли курс на создание партийных 

организаций.  

В отличие от городов, где существовало 

рабочее ядро, ставшей социальной базой  

партийных организаций, в кишлаках 

отправленные из центра для создания партийных 

организаций коммунисты столкнулись  с очень 

большими затруднениями. Правда, первоначально 

сопротивление носило пассивный характер. 

Сельчане просто игнорировали предложения о 

вступлении в партию. Хотя рапорты о 

формировании низовых партийных организаций в  

кишлаках отправлялись в центр начиная с весны 

1918 года, фактически их начали создавать только 

с августа того года. Эти организации начали 

возникать в кишлаках расположенных вблизи 

крупных городов. Этот процесс усилился после 

получения циркулярного письма ЦК РКП(б) от 21 
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сентября 1918 года  о расширении сети партийных 

организаций в сельских местностях. Например, 

только в Ташкентском уезде Сырдарьинской 

области к концу 1918 года существовали 10 

кишлачных низовых партийных организаций. 

Такие организации были созданы и в других 

областях Туркестана [15]. Но, вместе с этим, 

следует отметить, что большинство таких 

организаций существовало только на бумаге. Ибо 

в условиях массового вооруженного движения 

сопротивления против советской власти, 

охватившей практически все регионы Туркестана, 

иначе просто не могло быть.  Они сохранились 

только в считанных кишлаках, расположенных 

вблизи крупных городов.  

Большинство рабочих, особенно из числа 

местного населения работали в мелких кустарных  

предприятиях или трудились по найму в личных 

хозяйствах торговцев и местных баев. Многие из 

них к этому времени уже были объединены в 

профессиональные союзы. Партийное 

руководство Туркестана решило использовать это 

обстоятельство для существенного расширения 

партийных рядов.  Во второй половине 1918 года 

большинство созданных низовых партийных 

организаций возникли именно при профсоюзных 

организациях, получивших название партийных 

коллективов. Например, в Ташкенте партийные 

коллективы функционировали при профсоюзах 

металлистов, рабочих кожевенного и обделочного 

производства, печатного дела, домашних 

работниц, кондитеров, булочников и колбасников, 

безземельных рабочих мусульман, проводников и 

смазчиков вагонов, кондукторских бригад 

Ташкентского резерва, военно - народной охраны, 

служащих Ташкентской радиостанции и т. д. [16]. 

Точно так же обстояли дела и в других регионах 

края. К примеру, в Коканде был организован 

партийный коллектив  при профсоюзе рабочих и 

мастеровых всех отраслей, который затем 

распался на ряд  союзов: банковский, печатников, 

государственных хлопко – маслобойных заводов и 

др. [17]. 

Центральное партийное руководство,  

увеличивая количество членов партии из  рабочих, 

особенно из числа местного населения, 

рассчитывало не только расширить социальную и 

национальную базу партии, но и через них 

получить возможность оказания влияния на 

трудовые коллективы. Но как раз с этим дело 

оказалось не на высоте. Коммунисты партийных 

коллективов при профсоюзах были слабо связаны 

со своими производственными коллективами, а 

зачастую не входили в состав своих районных 

организаций.   Дело дошло до того,  что членство 

в профсоюзной организации зачастую стали 

отождествлять членством в партии. Например, на 

нефтепромыслах «Санто» было объявлено: «нет 

места беспартийным у нас на промыслах». Это 

привело  к поголовной записи в большевистскую 

партийную организацию беспартийных. Поэтому,  

II съезд КПТ, состоявшийся в декабре 1918 года, в 

резолюции «Об отношении к профессиональным 

союзам» указал, что «в каждом профессиональном 

союзе партия должна организовать свои ячейки, 

отнюдь не стремясь ни в коем случае 

отождествлять профессиональный союз с 

партией»  [18]. 

Для усиления притока в ряды партии 

представителей местного населения 

использовались различные методы. Одной из них 

была отправка коммунистов в города и районы, 

где была слабая вовлеченность местных в 

партийные организации, с целью проведения 

агитационно- пропагандистской  работы и 

создания партийных ячеек. 10 января 1919 года 

Ферганский обком партии отправил коммунистов 

Эпштейна и Чернякова в Андижанский уезд и 

Джалалабадский район, Иминбаева в Ошский 

уезд, Шеблаева в город Скобелев [19].  Как видно 

большинство отправленных были европейцами. 

Ибо и к этому времени, несмотря на массовый 

прием местных, в партийных организациях  все 

еще доминировали европейцы. Если учитывать, 

что в тот период уровень образованности 

коммунистов  оставляло желать лучшего, и они в 

большинство своем не владели языком местного 

населения, такие командировки не могли 

переломить ситуацию в пользу большевиков. 

Широкое развертывание вооруженного движения 

сопротивления весной  1919 года свидетельствует, 

что влияние большевиков не выходило за пределы 

крупных городов Ферганской долины. 

Подобные мероприятия проводились и в 

Самаркандской области. Здесь, правда, среди 

отправленных на места было много местных. В 

кишлаке Ходжа Ахрор  Самаркандского уезда, 

коммунистами – агитаторами в начале марта  1919 

года был организован митинг, где присутствовало 

500 человек.  Все присутствовавшие на митинге 

были записаны в протоколе собрания как 

сочувствующие коммунистам. Такой большой 

митинг в условиях кишлака можно было 

организовать только в мечети. Отсюда вывод, или 

митинг не охватывал такое количество людей, или 

все таки он был проведен в мечети, что 

противоречило  партийным установкам. Кроме 

этого, все присутствовавшие не могли лояльно 

относиться к большевикам. Ибо среди них 

вероятно были представители различных слоев 

населения. Значит, можно предположить, что  в 

протоколе собрания их записали в сочувствующие 

чисто формально [20].    

Политика массового приема и создания 

партийных ячеек осуществлялось повсеместно. 

Например, в мае 1919 года в районе Аральского 

моря были созданы две партийные ячейки – 

мусульманская, состоящая из 92 человека, и 
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железнодорожная, в составе которой было 75 

человек [21]. В деятельности ряда партийных 

организаций, особенно в кишлаках практиковался 

коллективный прием в партию путем составления 

списков.      

 

Заключение 

Массовый  прием в партию уже к середине 

1919 года привело к сильному разбуханию 

Компартии Туркестана. Это признало даже 

руководство коммунистической партии 

Туркестана. Центральный комитет компартии 

Туркестана в связи с этим, вынужден был отметит, 

что наблюдался  бурный численный рост «членов 

партии, измеряемых десятками тысяч там, где их 

могло быть в лучшем случае тысячи, если не 

сотни» [22]. В связи с этим начиная с 1919 года 

стали осуществлять чистки в рядах партии. Первая 

чистка в Туркестане была осуществлена в форме 

перерегистрации. Но, несмотря на это, массовый 

прием в партию продолжался и в последующие 

годы. В то же время партийные чистки в 

различных формах так же стали нормой. И они в 

первое время практически осуществлялись 

ежегодно. Например, в 1920 году   была 

осуществлена перерегистрация коммунистов, а в 

1921 году чистка. Через них прошли 73299 

коммунистов. Из них было исключено из партии 

или не явились на чистку 39116 человек.  Значит, 

должны были остаться в рядах партии около 34000 

человек. В 1922 году была проведена партийная 

перепись, которая так же играла роль чистки. 

После переписи в партийных организациях 

Туркестана остались 18945 человек[23].   Это 

означает, что в ходе трех чисток из партийных 

организаций были выкинуты  около 75 процентов 

коммунистов.  

В 1922 году в Туркестане насчитывалось 995 

партийных ячеек. Из них 568 (57%) были 

сельскими, 294 (30 %) советскими, 51 (около 5 %) 

военными, 38 (4%) фабрично заводскими, 38 (4%) 

транспортными ячейками  [24].  Как видно в 

Туркестанской компартии в количественном 

отношении к этому времени уже доминировал 

дехканский состав.  Низкий образовательный 

уровень, зачастую ее полное отсутствие, заранее 

предопределяло большой процент отсева 

коммунистов во время  чисток. Кроме большой 

текучести, эти чистки приводили и к ликвидации 

некоторых ячеек. Именно поэтому в различных 

партийных документах того времени сведения о 

количестве членов партии и партийных ячеек 

отличаются друг от друга.   

Созданные в Туркестане низовые партийные 

ячейки были слабыми, маломощными, в 

организационном, общеобразовательном планах 

очень отсталыми  структурами. Но они уже к 

началу 20-х годов ХХ века сумели решить самую 

важную для большевиков задачу в Туркестане: 

установить контроль над деятельностью местных 

советов, создание хоть слабой, но все таки 

поддерживающий советскую власть  социальной 

базы среди местного населения. В дальнейшем 

именно оттуда большевики стали черпать 

национальные кадры для различных структур 

партийной и государственной власти в крае.  
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